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ABSTRACT 

Under the principle of “one curriculum framework for all”, all students in Hong 

Kong are eligible to have access to the same curriculum framework regardless of 

their level of intellectual functioning. Teachers in Hong Kong special schools 

have to adapt the central curriculum to cater for the learning needs of their 

students with intellectual disabilities.  

Since the guidance of music curriculum adaptations for students with 

Severe Intellectual Disabilities (SID) is scarce in Hong Kong, teachers with 

limited subject knowledge and inadequate understanding of their students’ music 

development face considerable challenges when adapting the curriculum. 

Teachers’ perceptions of music education for students with SID and their roles as 

music teachers influence the way the music curriculum is adapted and enacted.   

 This study aims at exploring the perceptions and practices of music 

teachers concerning the adaptations of the music curriculum at the Basic 

Education level in a Hong Kong special school for students with SID. The method 

of qualitative multiple case studies was employed to investigate the perceptions 

and practices of two music teachers with similar backgrounds.   

Findings from interviews, class observations, and review of documents 

suggest that music teachers’ perceptions, practices, and reflections are closely 

related to one another. The two cases showed similar perceptions toward the 

values of music education, but diverse perceptions of the learning priorities of 

students with SID and their roles as music teachers, which contributed to 

variations in their practices and reflections.   

The cases showed differences in the design of music activities, adaptations 

of music instruments, the focus of assessments, and collaboration with 

paraprofessionals. Findings indicate that although both teachers commonly 

employed two instructional strategies, the aims and emphases of using the 

strategies were diverse. It suggests that with different perceptions of the learning 

priorities of students, the same strategies are used differently.   

Reflections of practices among the two teachers differed due to the 

variations of their styles of attribution and perceived roles of music teachers. They 

defined and framed problems in the process of teaching and learning differently, 
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therefore leading to contrasting ways in handling the problems. The two teachers’ 

reflections in return affected their perceptions and the subsequent cycle of 

practices. 

Keywords: Teachers’ perceptions and practices, curriculum adaptation, 

music curriculum, severe intellectual disabilities, multiple case studies 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 “Hi kids, let’s play music!” Mrs. Ho (pseudonym) touched the smartboard, 

and a familiar music video was played. Mrs. Ho sang along while greeting each 

student in the classroom. One of the students, standing behind a ladder back frame 

enthusiastically, vocalized ‘Ah’. Another student looked at the smartboard, 

jumping up and down and flapping his hands excitedly. A girl in a special chair 

with a headrest supporting her neck searched with her eyes for the source of the 

music. Another girl, with her eyes closed tightly and her ears covered with both 

hands, rocked her body along with the tune. At the far end of the classroom, a boy 

with a nasal cannula connected to an oxygen concentrator was sitting quietly in 

his special chair without much response. There were two boys, one wandering 

around, and one sitting on a chair manipulating a koosh ball, seemed to be 

unaware of what was going on in the classroom. “It’s music time!” Mrs. Ho said 

energetically as the video finished. 

Background 

The above description, transcribed from a class observation of a school 

visit in the pilot study (see Chapter 4), depicted an overture of a music lesson in a 

special school for students with Severe Intellectual Disabilities (SID) in Hong 

Kong. Mrs. Ho’s students have various kinds of developmental disabilities, and 
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they require extra support in many aspects. The educational needs of these 

students vary primarily due to their multiple difficulties in physical, sensory, 

intellectual, communicative, and social-emotional aspects.   

In Hong Kong, there is no music curriculum specifically developed for 

students with intellectual disabilities. Not until the end of 2017 has a draft of 

music learning objectives been suggested by the Education Bureau (EDB, 2017a). 

Before then, music teachers of students with SID, like Mrs. Ho and the researcher, 

had been referring to the central music curriculum for ordinary school students. 

Undoubtedly, many adaptations of the central curriculum had to be made if it was 

to be enacted in special schools for students with SID. While making adaptations, 

music teachers may consider issues such as “What music experiences should be 

provided for students with SID?” “What kind of music materials should be 

included?” “Where to begin with and what music learning goals should be set?” 

“In what ways can students’ learning progress be accurately assessed?”   

Although the Education Bureau (EDB) has drafted The Suggested 

Learning Objectives for Music Curriculum for Students with Intellectual 

Disabilities (P.1 to S.3) (EDB, 2017a), professional support and training in 

curriculum adaptations for music teachers of students with special educational 

needs remain scant (Wong and Chik, 2016). It is not surprising that music 
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teachers of students with intellectual disabilities enact the music curriculum with 

diverse emphases based on their own pedagogical preferences (Wong, 2015). 

Some music teachers have low expectations of their students that they provide 

inadequate music learning opportunities or inappropriate support for the students 

(Wong, 2015; 2018). The situation echoes VanWeelden’s (2007) findings that 

curriculum adaptation for students with special needs remains a challenge for 

music teachers. In such circumstances, the systematic development of a 

comprehensive music curriculum for students with SID in Hong Kong special 

schools is crucial. 

Context 

The EDB upholds the principle of “one curriculum framework for all” 

(EDB, 2018a). All students are eligible to be educated under the same curriculum 

framework regardless of their level of intellectual functioning. The government 

emphasizes that comparable learning experiences should be given to all children 

irrespective of the schools they attend. Such learning experiences are to be 

embedded in eight Key Learning Areas (KLA), where music education is included 

in the KLA of Arts Education (EDB, 2018b). The direction of Arts Education is to 

nurture students’ creativity and aesthetic sensitivity by providing diversified 

learning experiences both within and outside classrooms (EDB, 2018c). When 
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enacting the central music curriculum, a large number of adaptations inevitably 

have to be made to accommodate the educational needs of students with SID.   

The Curriculum Development Council (CDC) has developed guidelines 

and suggestions on curriculum adaptation for students with intellectual disabilities 

(EDB, 2018a). Supplementary guides to the curriculum documents of core 

subjects, such as Chinese Language, General Studies, and Mathematics, for 

students with intellectual disabilities from primary to junior secondary levels, 

have been published (EDB, 2018d). However, these supplementary guides do not 

include non-core subjects, such as music. A draft of the Suggested Learning 

Objectives for Music Curriculum for Students with Intellectual Disabilities (P.1 to 

S.3) has only been published lately (EDB, 2017a). The document provides general 

guidelines with adapted music learning objectives and musical concepts suggested 

for students with intellectual disabilities in special schools. Other than these 

suggestions, the draft is in lack of concrete examples of adaptations on specific 

topics of learning. Music teachers who have limited subject knowledge and 

restricted understanding of students’ music development may encounter 

significant challenges merely reading the document.  

Adaptation of music curriculum requires not only teachers’ music skills 

but also knowledge in music education. In Elliott’s (1995) term, a professional 
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music educator should possess “two complementary forms of expertise: 

musicianship and educatorship” (p.252). While Elliott and Silverman (2015) 

explain that educatorship is “the flexible, context-based knowledge that allows 

one to think-in-action about students’ needs…” (p. 404), music teachers of 

students with SID should possess not only general music educatorship but special 

music educatorship to cater for the diverse needs of individual students. Studies 

support that training in special music education increases preservice music 

teachers’ preparedness to teach music to children with special needs (Hourigan, 

2007a; VanWeelden & Whipple, 2005). It is also suggested that, in addition to 

training in general music education, music teacher training programs should 

include subject-specific special education coursework (Salvador, 2010), such as 

instructional support (Whipple & VanWeelden, 2012), accommodations of 

assessment (VanWeelden & Whipple, 2007a) and field experience (Hourigan, 

2007b; VanWeelden & Whipple, 2007b) specific for working with students with 

special needs. Hence, adapting the music curriculum for students with SID 

requires music teachers to have the necessary knowledge and skills, as well as 

confidence.  
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Statement of the Problem 

Specialized teaching has long been encouraged in ordinary schools in 

Hong Kong. Since the academic year of 2006-07, more emphasis has been put on 

specialized teaching by establishing additional teaching posts in all government-

funded primary schools (EMB, 2006), which shows that the EDB has recognized 

the importance of specialized teaching in schools. However, the situation in 

special schools is not quite the same. Not many teachers with music education 

background are teaching in special schools in Hong Kong. Although official 

statistics on the professional training of music teachers in special schools are 

unavailable, the results of the quantitative survey of this study (see Chapter 5) 

reveal that more than half of the music teachers in special schools for students 

with SID are without any training in music education. More than one-third of the 

music teachers have never learned to play music of any kind. This situation might 

because that music is seen as a leisure activity and thus not valued in many special 

schools. Additionally, as specialized teaching is not mandatory in special schools, 

music classes can be taught by any teacher. The main concerns in special schools 

might be students’ safety in music class and their development in other areas 

rather than music learning.  Hence, even teachers without any music training may 

be assigned to take up music lessons. 
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Because of the policy of ‘one curriculum framework for all’, teachers in 

special schools are required to teach according to the mainstream school 

curriculum (EDB, 2018a). Although the EDB has drafted the Suggested Learning 

Objectives for Music Curriculum for Students with Intellectual Disabilities (P.1 to 

S.3), non-music specialists are likely to have difficulties following them. It is 

because music is one of the subjects that require highly-specialized subject and 

pedagogical knowledge (Imray & Hinchliffe, 2014), such as the fundamental 

understanding of music concept formation and music skills development. Studies 

suggest that non-music specialists lack the confidence to teach music because of 

their perceived lack of musicianship (Byo, 2000; Garvis, 2013; Holden, & Button, 

2006; Seddon & Biasutti, 2008).  

In practice, music teachers who are amateur musicians also face 

considerable challenges when they teach students with special needs. These music 

teachers may use their personal music learning experiences, the experiences of 

neuro-typical people, as a frame of reference to teach their students with 

intellectual disabilities. They may have difficulty to systematically recall and 

organize their early music learning experiences in a way that is useful for 

informing music teaching practices. When teaching students with special needs, 
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teachers have to be knowledgeable about how music ability is developed and how 

their students process sound and make sense of music (Ockelford, 2008).    

Studies found that even formally trained music educators have 

experienced challenges when they teach students with special needs (VanWeelden, 

2007; VanWeelden & Whipple, 2014a; Wong & Chik, 2015; 2016). Wong (2015), 

after exploring music teachers’ views on the music curriculum, their curricular 

emphasis and pedagogy in practice, found that the focus and emphases in the 

content and choice of music materials of the adapted music curriculum among 

music teachers were diverse. Teachers adapted the music curriculum based on 

their musical background, as well as their perceptions of their students’ abilities 

and interests (Wong, 2015). While their teaching strategies were of little variation, 

the support was mainly limited to more time allowance and repeated practices 

(Wong, 2015). She concluded that music teachers in Hong Kong special schools 

are rigid in pedagogy. The limitations in curriculum adaptation and 

implementation strategies have reflected music teachers’ lack of understanding of 

the educational needs of students with disabilities (Colwell, 2013; Wong, 2015) 

and low expectation of students’ music learning (Scott, Jellison, Chappell & 

Standridge, 2007; Wong, 2018). The knowledge and skills in teaching music to 
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students with special needs is indeed one distinct area of expertise in which 

professional training is required.  

Several reasons might contribute to the difficulties of teaching students 

with special needs. First, music teachers were initially trained to be either a music 

educator or a special educator, but never a special music educator. Special 

educators are likely to focus more on the extra-musical development of students 

when developing music curricula for their students with intellectual disabilities 

(Ockelford, 2008). Even professional music educators are found to have addressed 

more non-music than music learning goals when teaching students with 

intellectual disabilities (VanWeelden & Whipple, 2014b). This situation might be 

related to music teachers having low expectations of the music learning of 

students with intellectual disabilities (Wong, 2018), for they believe that students 

with intellectual disabilities are less likely to display the same level of music 

achievement as their peers (VanWeelden & Whipple, 2014b).  

Second, there are barely any resources and training on special music 

education for music teachers. Since special music education is an area of distinct 

expertise (Standley & Jones, 2007), even with training in special education, music 

teachers comment that training in music-specific special education is necessary 

(Salvador, 2010). They reckon that general courses on special education focus 
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only on extra-musical issues, such as participation and behavior management, but 

never music development of students with special needs, therefore making it less 

than adequate in equipping music teachers to teach students with special needs.   

Third, with limited opportunities and funding available for professional 

development in special music education in Hong Kong, music teachers lack the 

stimulation and motivation to advance professionally to become a special music 

educator (Wong, 2016). Besides, limited research studies on music education for 

local students with intellectual disabilities are available. Except for the two studies 

on music education for students with mild or moderate ID in special schools at 

senior secondary levels (Wong, 2015; 2018), no study on music education for 

students with SID has been found. Hence, music curriculum adaptation and 

implementation for students with SID at the Basic Education level in Hong Kong 

are keenly awaiting exploration.  

Purpose of the Research 

Given scarce research and resources in the area of music education for 

students with SID in Hong Kong, the purpose of this study is to explore the 

perceptions and practices of music teachers in the adaptation of music curriculum 

for students with SID at Basic Education level in Hong Kong. This study aims at 

looking into the planning, implementation, and reflections of music teachers in the 
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process of music curriculum adaptation. This research employs a qualitatively-

driven mixed-method design (Morse, 2016). The data-gathering procedures 

include online questionnaires, semi-structured interviews, class observations, and 

examination of school documents. These mixed-method procedures aim to collect 

information related to Hong Kong music teachers’ backgrounds, perceptions, and 

practices. The quantitative part of the study explores music teachers’ background 

as well as their general perceptions of music education and the central music 

curriculum for students with SID. The qualitative part of the investigation intends 

to provide insights into the understanding of music education for students with 

SID in Hong Kong special schools. It also aspires to shed light on how music 

teachers’ perceptions of the musical abilities and learning needs of students with 

SID, and the roles of special music educators in special schools for students with 

SID contribute to their practices of curriculum adaptation.  It is expected that the 

findings shall inform special music education policy, professional development 

for teachers, practices, and future research. 

Research Questions 

 Mixed-method procedures are used to collect data (Kara, 2015) to answer 

the research questions of this study. The primary method of inquiry adopted is 

qualitative multiple case studies, while the quantitative survey is for 
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supplementary purposes only (Morse, 2016). This study aims to explore music 

teachers’ perceptions and practices. Besides using descriptive statistics to gain a 

general understanding of music teachers’ perceptions about music education and 

curriculum adaptation for students with SID, in-depth analyses of qualitative data 

is employed to study music teachers’ perceptions, practices, and reflections. The 

following questions give the study a certain degree of structure so that theories 

and explanations can emerge (Tuckman & Harper, 2012). They serve not only as 

a starting point of the inquiry but also guide the direction of exploration in the 

research process.  

The four research questions of this study are: 

1. How do music teachers perceive music education for students with SID in 

Hong Kong special schools?  

2. What are the observed practices of music teachers in curriculum adaptation in 

Hong Kong special schools for students with SID?   

3. What are the expressed reflections of music teachers on their practices of 

curriculum adaptation?  

4. How are these perceptions, practices, and reflections of music teachers inter-

related with one another? 
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Significance of the Study 

In consideration of the paucity of study on the educational needs of 

students with SID in special schools in Hong Kong, particularly in the area of 

music education, this study provides insights on the music learning of students 

with SID and the directions for possible improvement of music education for 

students with special needs. By investigating music teachers’ perceptions of music 

education for students with SID and their practices of curriculum adaptations for 

this group of students, this study reflects music teachers’ understanding of the 

educational needs and music learning capacities of students with SID. The 

curriculum planning, implementation, and evaluation process documented serve 

as essential references for comprehending music teachers’ concerns, 

considerations, and difficulties experienced in the process of curriculum 

adaptations for students with SID. The study aims to document music teachers’ 

practices so that good practices of special music education may be collected. It 

also suggests a direction for the future development of teacher training programs 

in special music education and gives policymakers a direction of the advancement 

of music education for students with special needs. Such information may even 

provide a framework for the development of curricula for other areas of arts 

education.  
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Definition of Terms 

 Many terms used in the field of education lack consensus in their 

meanings despite being used frequently, such as ‘curriculum’ (Posner, 2004). For 

a better understanding of the discussion of this study, some key concepts are 

defined and clarified to avoid confusion. These concepts include curriculum and 

curriculum adaptations, teachers’ perceptions, and practices. Literature related to 

these concepts is reviewed in chapter three. 

 Curriculum. ‘Curriculum’ has been defined differently according to 

varied emphases (Marsh, 2009; Morris, 1998; Oliva & Gordon, 2013). Having 

considered the context of Hong Kong special schools for students with SID, the 

term ‘curriculum’ is interpreted as the contents and learning experiences designed 

and structured in school contexts that aim to unfold students’ observable and 

measurable abilities in the process of education.   

 Curriculum adaptations. ‘Curriculum adaptation’ refers to “a process of 

adjusting the existing curriculum to meet the diverse needs of learners of all 

abilities” (IBE, UNESCO, 2018, para. 1). Educators have been using various 

terms, such as ‘adaptations’, ‘accommodations’, ‘alterations’, ‘augmentations’ 

and ‘modifications’ to describe different kinds and levels of adjustments made to 

support students’ learning (Adamek & Darrow, 2018; Darrow, 2007; Nolet & 
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McLaughlin, 2005; Wehmeyer, Lattin & Agran, 2001). Some have even used the 

same term to refer to different types of adjustments. To avoid complication and 

confusion, ‘curriculum adaptation’ is used in its broadest way to refer to all the 

adjustments made to support students’ learning, including the adjustment of the 

content of the curriculum, learning objectives, instructional strategies, learning 

and teaching materials, physical environment, and methods of assessment.  

 Teachers’ perceptions. Perception is a quick understanding of an event 

based on the interpretation of sensory information obtained from the environment 

(Doorey, 2014). ‘Teachers’ perceptions’ refers to teachers’ interpretation and 

understanding of specific issues, situations, or phenomena, which involves no 

comprehensive thinking or thorough planning. Such perceptions can be shaped by 

teachers’ expectations, attention, memory, and experience (Underwood & 

Gregory, 2001), which can influence the teachers’ practices (Good & Brophy, 

2018). 

 Teachers’ practices. Good and Brophy (2018) describe teachers’ 

everyday practices as action-system knowledge, which include a wide range of 

behaviors that are dynamic and flexible in nature. In this study, teachers’ practices 

include teachers’ behaviors concerning their roles in creating, implementing, 

adapting music curriculum for students with SID. While facilitating students’ 
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learning as mentors and instructors, music teachers also collaborate with parents 

and teaching assistants to ensure that students receive appropriate support as they 

learn. 

 Teachers’ perceptions and practices are discussed as a domain-specific 

topic in many studies, such as teachers’ perceptions and practices on creative 

thinking (Fairfield, 2010), improvisation (Koutsoupidou, 2005), reflective 

practices (Carlton, 2010), inclusive education (Ko & Boswell, 2013). Some 

studies in teachers’ perceptions and practices employ a quantitative methodology 

with teachers reporting their own thoughts and behaviors by filling in 

questionnaires (Fairfield, 2010; Koutsoupidou, 2005). It relies on the precise 

definitions of the constructs and teachers’ high level of self-awareness on their 

thoughts and behaviors in order to provide accurate and reliable answers. 

Research on the perceptions and practices of music teachers of students with SID 

in Hong Kong is scant; thus, the present study would adopt mixed methods 

research methodology to gain more understanding of the situation.  

Organization of the Study 

 This study is organized into seven chapters. The first chapter starts by 

outlining the contextual background of the study with the statement of the 
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problem, followed by purposes of the study, research questions, and the 

significance of the study. It also defines some terms used in the study.  

The second chapter gives an overview of the education system and 

curriculum of Basic Education in Hong Kong, specifically about special education 

and music education. A definition of students with SID is given, as well.  

The third chapter is a literature review that includes three sections. In the 

first section, the literature on curriculum adaptation and curriculum for students 

with SID are reviewed. In the second section, discussion on values and purposes 

of music education are studied. Also, music education and the therapeutic use of 

music in special populations are distinguished while learning theories and music 

pedagogy for students with SID are examined. The last section covers literature 

on the roles of music teachers in the development and implementation of music 

curricula. A conceptual framework of the study based on the literature reviewed is 

provided at the end of chapter three, in relation to the literature reviewed. It shows 

where this study situates in previous research regarding the music education of 

students with SID.  

Chapter four explains the rationale for adopting the mixed-methods 

research methodology. It describes the quantitative and qualitative phases of the 

research and the purposes of the design. The procedures in case selection, the 
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process of data collection, and steps of data analysis are explained. It also reports 

the measures taken to ensure the trustworthiness of the study and ethical concerns 

related.  

Chapter five presents the findings of this study. The findings of each case 

are presented and compared. Each finding is explained with illustrations of 

quotations from interviews, recorded from documents and/or evidence from class 

observations.  

Chapter six draws upon previous research to discuss the findings of this 

study and interprets the insights gained. It also outlines where this study situates 

among existing literature. 

The last chapter summarizes the findings of this study. It also discusses the 

limitations of the study. Finally, recommendations for directions in curriculum 

adaptations, teacher training, policy-making, as well as future research are offered. 
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Chapter 2 Contextual Background 

 This chapter begins with an overview of the education system and 

curriculum policy of special education in Hong Kong. It then reviews the current 

situation of music education in Hong Kong special schools by outlining the aims 

and learning targets of the central music curriculum (CDC, 2003), and examines 

the Suggested music learning objectives for students with intellectual disabilities 

(EDB, 2017a) concerning the music curriculum framework. The chapter 

concludes with a brief discussion about the professional training for music 

teachers in special schools for students with intellectual disabilities in Hong Kong.   

Education for Students with Intellectual Disabilities in Hong Kong 

 All children aged 6 to 15 who have the right of abode in Hong Kong are 

eligible to receive nine-year free universal basic education (EDB, 2018e). The 

nine years of Basic Education include six years of primary education and three 

years of junior secondary education. Since the academic year of 2008-09, free 

education has been extended to include senior secondary education as well (EDB, 

2018e). Under the principle of equal opportunities, students with disabilities have 

the same rights to receive free education and participate meaningfully in learning 

activities as all other students in Hong Kong (EMB, 2003). It is generally 

suggested that students with special educational needs are placed in ordinary 
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schools; while those with severe or multiple disabilities are placed in special 

schools with the recommendation of specialists and parents’ consent (EDB, 

2018e). The aim of special education in Hong Kong is to develop the potentials of 

students with special needs, help them achieve their highest possible 

independence, and become well-adjusted persons through education (EDB, 2018f).  

Intellectual disability is defined by the Department of Health, Hong Kong, 

as “a disorder characterized by significant limitations in both intellectual and 

adaptive behavior” (CAS, 2018). The severity of intellectual disabilities is 

classified as mild, moderate, severe, or profound depending on the level of 

intellectual and adaptive functioning of the individuals. There are altogether 60 

aided special schools in Hong Kong, of which 41 are for children with intellectual 

disabilities (EDB, 2018f). These 41 special schools are categorized into several 

types to cater for students with mild intellectual disability, moderate intellectual 

disability, and severe intellectual disability (Hong Kong Special Schools Council, 

2018). In the year of 2017, there are approximately 654000 students enrolled in 

local ordinary primary and secondary schools (EDB, 2018g). More than 6100 

(0.93% of the whole school population) children enrolled in special schools for 

intellectual disabilities, of which nearly 800 (0.12% of the whole school 

population) are children with SID (Hong Kong Special Schools Council, 2018). 
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Table 2.1 shows the number of students enrolled in local schools in the academic 

year of 2017-18 (EDB, 2018g). 

Table 2.1 

Total Student Enrolment in Hong Kong Local Schools (2017/18) 

Type of local schools N % 

Ordinary 

Primary 

Secondary  

Sub-total (N=653985) 

 

340137 

313848 

 

51.52 

47.54 

Special 

Mild 

Moderate 

      Combined Mild & Moderate     

Severe 

Sub-total (N=6161) 

 

2534 

1460 

1375 

792 

 

0.38 

0.22 

0.21 

0.12 

Total 660146  

Note. percentage round off to 2 decimal places. 

 

With assessment and recommendations from the specialists, children with 

severe and profound intellectual disabilities are often placed in special schools for 

children with SID. There are altogether ten special schools for students with SID 

in Hong Kong in the academic year of 2017-18. There are nearly 800 students 

with SID (12.9% of all children with intellectual disabilities in special schools) 

enrolled in these ten special schools in the same year. The sizes of these schools 

ranged from 57 to 96 students (Hong Kong Special Schools Council, 2018). The 

maximum capacity of students in each class is eight (EDB, 2018f). The teacher-

to-class ratio is 1.7 teachers per class at the Basic Education level (EDB, 2018f). 

Apart from teachers, there are also teaching assistants and specialists, including 
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speech therapists, physiotherapists, and occupational therapists, supporting 

students at special schools for students with SID (EDB, 2017b). Table 2.2 shows 

the number of students enrolled in various types of special schools in Hong Kong 

(Hong Kong Special Schools Council, 2018). 

Table 2.2 

Total number of students enrolled in special schools for intellectual disabilities in 

Hong Kong 

 

Type of special schools N(%) n(%) 

Mild 12(29.3%) 2534(41.1%) 

Moderate 14(34.1%) 1460(23.7%) 

Mixed Mild & Moderate 5(12.2%) 1375(22.3%) 

Severe 10(24.4%) 792(12.9%) 

Total 41 6161 

Note. N=number of schools. n=number of students enrolled. 

 

Curriculum Policy of Special Schools in Hong Kong 

 In general, special schools in Hong Kong follow the principle of “One 

Curriculum Framework for All” and adopt the 15-year Hong Kong school 

curriculum framework covering six years of primary (Key Stages 1 and 2), three 

years of junior secondary (Key Stage 3), and three years of senior secondary 

education (Key Stage 4) (EDB, 2018f). The central curriculum aims to help 

students develop nine generic skills (communication, mathematical, IT, critical 

thinking, creativity, problem-solving, self-management, self-learning, and 

collaboration skills) across eight Key Learning Areas (KLA) (EDB, 2018b). 
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Based on the learning capacities and characteristics of students, special schools 

are suggested to develop their school-based curriculum following the Basic 

Education Curriculum Guide and Secondary Education Curriculum Guide (EDB, 

2018f). The Basic Education Curriculum Guide provides a curriculum framework 

for primary 1 to primary 6 (CDC, 2014), while the Secondary Education 

Curriculum Guide for secondary 1 to secondary 6 (CDC, 2017a). Based on these 

two curriculum guides, a curriculum document is written for each of the eight 

KLA. All subjects included in the 12-year school curriculum framework are 

categorized under these eight KLA. 

Music Curriculum for Students with Intellectual Disabilities in HK 

Music education is one of the subjects in the KLA of Arts Education (EDB, 

2018b). The curriculum aims of music education is to help students “develop 

creativity, the ability to appreciate music and to effectively communicate through 

music”; “nurture aesthetic sensitivity and cultural understanding”; “develop music 

skills, construct knowledge in music, and cultivate positive values and attitudes”; 

“gain enjoyment and satisfaction through participating in music activities”, and 

“pursue a lifelong interest in and the valuing of music” (CDC, 2003, p.11). Music 

education is recognized as contributing significantly to the aesthetic, intellectual, 

physical, mental and moral development of students, so it is emphasized in the 
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Music Curriculum Guide that “every student has the intelligence and potential in 

music, the ability to learn music, as well as the entitlement to music education” 

(CDC, 2003, p.3). In other words, students with SID are acknowledged to have 

the capacity to learn music, and they should be provided with a quality music 

education that aims to develop their creativity, music skills, and knowledge as 

well as to gain enjoyment and satisfaction through the participation of music 

activities.  

Following the aims of the music curriculum, four Learning Targets of the 

music curriculum are to be achieved. These targets include “developing creativity 

and imagination”; “developing music skills and processes”; “cultivating critical 

responses in music”; and “understanding music in context” (CDC, 2003. p.12). 

These clearly-stated music Learning Targets indicate that the primary concern of 

the curriculum is to develop students’ abilities in music creation, performing and 

listening as well as understanding. As proposed in the curriculum document, 

students are to achieve these four Learning Targets through integrated music 

learning activities of listening, performing, and composing. It is also suggested 

that the four Learning Targets should be developed concurrently, although not 

necessarily bearing the same weight in the process of learning and teaching. 

Music learning objectives are also suggested under each of the four Learning 
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Targets. These objectives are further organized progressively in different key 

stages (CDC, 2003). Music teachers in special schools are to follow the 

curriculum aims and learning targets of the music curriculum guide, while the 

music learning objectives at each key stage can be adapted to meet the learning 

needs of their students. 

Apart from developing music abilities, the music curriculum also aims at 

promoting the generic skills of students. As stated in the Music Curriculum Guide, 

students can “progressively develop generic skills through participating in 

different music activities...students’ generic skills can be developed through music 

activities” (CDC, 2003, p.14). The nine generic skills are emphasized throughout 

the Hong Kong school curriculum framework (EDB, 2018b) and reiterated in all 

curriculum documents. It indicates that the aims of music education include both 

music learning and the general development of students. Nevertheless, it seems to 

be commonly accepted in ordinary schools that the primary focus of the music 

curriculum should be put on students’ music learning, with extra-musical 

development being secondary.  

Similar to the curriculum for students in ordinary schools, the music 

curriculum for students in special schools should promote the development of 

students’ musical abilities, as well as their extra-musical abilities through music 
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experiences. However, when special schools are to follow the same curriculum 

framework, the degree to which the central curriculum is pursued varies. Teachers 

of students with mild ID try to follow as much as possible the curriculum guide 

(Poon-McBrayer & Lian, 2002; Pugach & Warger, 2001), while those of students 

with SID tend to focus on the functional skill development of students instead 

(Ford, Davern & Schnorr, 2001; Lian, Tse & Li, 2007). It is proposed in the 

Suggested Learning Objectives for Music Curriculum for Students with 

Intellectual Disabilities (P.1 to S.3) (Draft) (EDB, 2017a) that all adapted should 

adhere to the central music curriculum. Nevertheless, music teachers can adapt the 

learning objectives, music concepts and learning activities to meet the needs of 

their students. All the learning objectives are classified into three levels for 

students with different abilities.  

Based on these aims and Learning Targets of the central music curriculum, 

the document intends to provide a reference for music teachers in special schools 

in devising the music learning objectives of students with ID. Music teachers are 

suggested to make reference to these learning objectives and adapt the content and 

progression of learning flexibly according to the abilities and learning needs of 

their students. The Suggested Learning Objectives, covering creative music 

making, performing, listening and appraising, and lastly, understanding, are 
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arranged progressively from Key Stages 1 to 3 to achieve the four Learning 

Targets. However, as per the diverse abilities of students with intellectual 

disabilities, there is no requirement that students should strictly follow the 

progression of learning, as stated in the three key stages.  It depends on the 

professional judgment of the music teachers to set suitable music learning 

objectives for their students. Table 2.3 states the Aims, Learning Targets and 

suggested Learning Objectives of the music curriculum for students with SID. The 

Aims of the music curriculum are written in accordance with those of Arts 

Education. 
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Table 2.3 

Aims, Learning Targets and Suggested Learning Objectives of music curriculum 

for students with SID 

  

 Curriculum Aims of Arts Education (CDC, 2017b, p.10) 

 〮 Develop creativity, critical thinking and communication skills, and nurture aesthetic 

sensitivity and cultural awareness; 

〮 Develop arts skills, construct knowledge, and cultivate positive values and attitudes; 

〮 Gain delight, enjoyment and satisfaction through participating in arts activities; and 

〮 Pursue a lifelong interest in the arts.  

 

 Overall Aims of Music Curriculum (CDC, 2003, p.11) 

 〮 To develop creativity, the ability to appreciate music and to effectively communicate 

through music; 

〮 To nurture aesthetic sensitivity and cultural understanding; 

〮 To develop music skills, construct knowledge in music, and cultivate positive values 

and attitudes; 

〮 To gain enjoyment and satisfaction through participating in music activities; and 

〮 To pursue a life-long interest in and the valuing of music.  

 

 Learning Targets (CDC, 2003, p.12) 

 Developing 

creativity and 

imagination 

 

Developing music 

skills and processes 

Cultivating critical 

responses in music 

Understanding 

music in context 

 Suggested Learning Objectives (for students with low level of abilities) (EDB, 2017) 

K
ey

 S
ta

g
e 

1
 

st
u

d
en

ts
 w

il
l 

le
ar

n
 t

o
 

1. explore sounds of 

instruments or 

objects to create 

variations of 

timbres or sounds 

 

1. develop basic 

skills in vocalizing 

and/or instrumental 

playing 

 

1. develop 

sensitivity to 

sounds/ music  

2. express personal 

feelings to music  

 

1. show awareness 

of the relationships 

of music and 

everyday life 

 

K
ey

 S
ta

g
e 

2
 

1. use simple music 

concepts to create/ 

arrange/ combine 

sounds, musical 

phrases or excerpts  

2. improvise 

movements to 

reflect different 

qualities of music  

 

1. vocalize/ sing/ 

play instruments in 

response to music 

 

1. differentiate 

characteristics of 

sounds/ music  

2. express personal 

feelings to different 

characteristics of 

compositions/ 

performances 

 

1. associate music 

elements in relation 

to musical contexts 

 

K
ey

 S
ta

g
e 

3
 

1. create/ improvise 

music/ movements 

to match specific 

musical contexts 

 

1. imitate 

vocalizing/ singing 

play instruments 

according to 

directions 

 

1. differentiate 

simple genre  

2. apply 

predetermined 

criteria to appraise 

compositions/ 

performances  

 

1. identify music in 

relation to its 

contexts 
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Music Teachers in Hong Kong Special Schools 

Although the document is suggested as a reference supplementary to the 

central music curriculum, music teachers in special schools may still experience 

various challenges when setting music learning objectives for their students with 

SID, especially when these teachers are not professionally trained special music 

educators. First, it may not be easy for teachers who are non-music specialists to 

read a document with many musical terms. Teachers need the subject knowledge 

to understand the musical concepts and the pedagogical skills to help students 

learn about the concepts (Holden & Button, 2006). Besides, the process of setting 

music learning objectives for students with SID requires teachers’ highly 

specialized knowledge in children’s music development (Ockelford, 2008). 

Without professional training in special music education, teachers may experience 

challenges in many areas in their music teaching, including devising music 

learning objectives appropriate to the level of abilities of students with SID. 

Teachers may not have confidence in conducting music classes (Seddon & 

Biasutti, 2008).  

Another issue is related to music teachers’ perceived focus of the music 

curriculum. While there may be a consensus about the priorities of the music 

curricular aims in ordinary schools, music teachers in special schools may not 
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have the same interpretation of the official aims as their counterparts in ordinary 

schools. Especially when these teachers lack the subject knowledge essential in 

music teaching, they are likely to shift their attention to the extra-musical 

development of students. Ockelford (2008) found that special educators tend to 

focus on the development of students’ extra-musical development. Even for music 

educators, some are found to have put their focus on the extra-musical learning of 

students when these students are with intellectual disabilities (VanWeelden & 

Whipple, 2014b). On the other hand, although some music educators possess the 

knowledge and skills in music teaching, they lack a thorough understanding of the 

learning needs of students with disabilities (Darrow, 2007). As McCord and Watts 

(2006) advocate, special educators and music educators should work together to 

benefit the music learning of children with disabilities.   

Nevertheless, it does not mean that all music teachers in Hong Kong 

special schools prioritize students’ development of generic skills over music 

learning. Some music teachers may place equal emphasis on students’ music 

learning and broader areas of development, if not more. Among the minimal 

research about music education for children with special needs in Hong Kong, 

only two studies about the practices of music teachers in special schools for 

students with intellectual disabilities have been found. Wong’s (2015) qualitative 
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study compares the curricular emphases and observed practices of three music 

teachers in special schools for students with mild or moderate ID. She finds that 

the teachers adapt the music curriculum based on their perceptions of students’ 

music preferences and teachers’ music training backgrounds, and thus resulted in 

different emphases of the music curricula. Despite their diverse curricular 

emphases, the content and learning objectives include musically related elements, 

and all their students successfully display some music learning outcomes.  

In another study, Wong (2018) compares seven music teachers’ 

expectations of students’ music learning in special schools for students with mild 

or moderate ID. She finds that with appropriate adaptations of instructional 

strategies, all students can demonstrate various degrees of music learning 

outcomes. Both studies suggest that music teachers with higher expectations 

provide more learning opportunities and appropriate support for students and thus 

result in higher music achievements of their students. Hence, music teachers who 

emphasize music learning of students adapt the music curriculum in ways that are 

favorable for students’ music development. It supports Good’s (2014) argument 

that teachers’ expectations affect their provision of support for students and thus 

create an impact on the learning outcomes of students with special needs. The 

studies also indicate that in special schools for students with mild or moderate ID, 
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music teachers do not only focus on students’ extra-musical development but also 

their music learning. It is only that these teachers may not have high enough 

expectations of their students’ music attainment that affects the music attainment 

of their students.  

Teachers’ expectation is an important factor that determines the 

educational experience provided for students, thereby affecting the achievement 

of students (Good, 1981, 2014; Jussim & Eccles, 1992; Jussim, Madon, & 

Chatman, 1994; Rubie-Davies, 2010). Music teachers’ perceptions of students’ 

learning and their expectations on the performance of students influence the actual 

learning outcomes of students (Colwell, 2013; Wong, 2018). As highlighted in the 

curriculum document, music teachers are expected to flexibly shift among their 

diversified roles, including listeners, facilitators, assessors of students’ learning, 

and designers and managers of the curriculum, to promote students’ music 

learning and pleasurable experience through direct participation in integrated 

music activities (CDC, 2003). It implies that music teachers’ major roles are to 

enhance the music development of students. Since there is no differentiation 

suggested in the curriculum document between the roles of music teachers in 

special schools and those in ordinary schools, it is presumed that music teachers 

of students with SID are to take up the same roles. In order for music teachers in 
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Hong Kong special schools to effectively promote students’ music learning, their 

expertise in special music education is necessary.  

To provide quality music education for students, music teachers have to 

possess at least two strands of expertise, musicianship and educatorship (Elliot & 

Silverman, 2015). In addition, music teachers of students with disabilities need to 

understand students’ diverse learning needs to modify the learning objectives, the 

content of learning, instructional strategies, and learning environment appropriate 

to individual students’ level of development and interests. Hammel (2001) 

identifies 14 essential competencies of music educators teaching children with 

special needs in elementary classrooms. She further classifies these competencies 

into different aspects in relation to special education, for example, curriculum 

planning, assessment and evaluation, methods and materials and so forth, 

suggesting that professional knowledge of special education is another strand of 

expertise that music teachers need to possess when teaching students with 

disabilities (Standley & Jones, 2007).   

Professional development for classroom music teachers in Hong Kong can 

be categorized into two types, teacher certification programs offered by 

universities and short courses organized by the EDB for in-service music teachers. 

There are also music programs or short courses provided by private music 
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institutes or music department of universities, but these courses are not 

specifically designed for music teachers teaching in school settings. They are 

either short courses focusing on one specific approach of music education, for 

example, the Orff-Schulwerk approach; or term courses offered as electives of a 

music degree, for example, instrumental pedagogy.   

Currently, there are three universities in Hong Kong offering teacher 

certification programs with a specialization in music education. All of these 

programs include a component of field practices in addition to lectures on theories 

in music pedagogy. These programs aim to prepare pre-service or in-service 

music teachers to teach in music classrooms in Hong Kong schools. However, 

none of these three programs include a music-specific special education 

component. In other words, there is no professional training in special music 

education in Hong Kong. Studies suggest that professional development with 

elements of special music education is essential for preparing music teachers to 

teach children with special needs in various settings (Hourigan, 2007a; 

VanWeelden & Whipple, 2005; 2007a; Whipple & VanWeelden, 2012). Such 

components of special music education can be embedded in different forms of 

learning, such as field experience (Hourigan, 2007b; VanWeelden & Whipple, 
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2005; 2007a; 2007b); simulating disabilities (Colwell, 2013), and reflective 

thinking (Hourigan, 2009).   

Besides, in-service music teachers in Hong Kong may enroll in courses 

organized by the EDB. These short courses ranged from three hours (in the form 

of seminars or workshops during school holidays or weekends) to five weeks (in 

the form of lectures and workshops during regular school days) are offered on an 

irregular basis for music teachers from all schools in Hong Kong. The contents of 

these courses ranged from employing music in extra-musical learning, for 

example, music and literacy learning, to special topics, such as Cantonese opera. 

However, they are not particularly designed for music teachers from special 

schools. Since 2009, there were only two six-hour workshops offered for music 

teachers in special schools. The first workshop, in 2009, was for music teachers 

from all special schools, while the second, in 2018, was for music teachers from 

special schools for children with intellectual disabilities. Special music educators 

suggest that the government should provide content-specific training for in-

service music teachers proactively to deepen music teachers’ subject knowledge 

(Conway, Hibbard, Albert & Hourigan, 2005). The professional development 

courses provided for in-service music teachers of students with intellectual 

disabilities are far from adequate. 
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Chapter 3 Literature Review 

 This chapter reviews the literature on music education for students with 

SID, which covers the values and purposes of music education, the rationale of 

the music curriculum, music pedagogy, and the roles and perceptions of music 

teachers. The aims of this chapter are twofold. First, it aims at situating this study 

in existing research about music education for students with disabilities. Second, 

it aims at deriving a conceptual framework for the data collection of this study. 

Such a review also gives a guiding structure for data analysis and interpretation of 

findings. 

This chapter is divided into three sections, with the first being a review of 

the literature on curriculum adaptations and curriculum for students with SID. The 

second section reviews the values, aims, and purposes of music education for 

students with SID. It also covers music pedagogy and strategies for teaching 

children with disabilities. The Sounds of Intent framework (SoI, 2018) of 

children’s musical development and its implications for the music learning of 

students with SID is explored. Lastly, literature about the roles of music teachers, 

reflective music teaching, and teachers’ perceptions is reviewed. At the end of this 

chapter, a conceptual framework is derived based on the literature reviewed to 

situate this study in existing research.   
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Curriculum 

 It is far from easy to define ‘curriculum’ with a single definition 

(Beauchamp, 1982), because ‘curriculum’ can be defined in accordance with 

different emphases, such as the purposes of the curriculum, the contexts in which 

the curriculum is developed, the strategies employed in the curriculum and the 

outcomes of learning (Marsh, 2009; Morris, 1998; Oliva & Gordon, 2013). 

Despite the difficulty in defining ‘curriculum’, Tyler (1949/2013) suggests that 

when developing a curriculum, four fundamental questions should be considered, 

“What educational purposes should the school seek to attain?”; “What educational 

experiences can be provided that are likely to attain these purposes?”; “How can 

these educational experiences be effectively organized?”; and “How can we 

determine whether these purposes are being attained?” (p.59). Boyle and Charles 

(2016) explain that the intention of a curriculum is to provide a “breath of 

structured learning opportunities and experiences which will support the 

progressive and measurable development of pupils within that range of 

differential pace of assimilation, understanding, and challenge found in the 

complexity of a school situation” (p.1). From these questions and propositions, 

some common characteristics of a curriculum can be identified: purposes, content, 

organization of the curriculum, the context from which the curriculum is 
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developed and delivered, the experiences of all learners, and the evaluation of the 

outcomes of the educational process. To include all these characteristics described, 

this study interprets the term ‘curriculum’ as the contents and learning 

experiences designed and structured in school contexts aiming at unfolding 

students’ abilities that are observable and measurable in the process of education.   

Curriculum adaptations. When students with disabilities are to follow a 

general curriculum designed initially for mainstream students, the curriculum has 

to be adapted to cater for their diverse needs. ‘Curriculum adaptation’ has been 

defined in various ways by different scholars (Adamek & Darrow, 2018; Janney 

& Snell, 2004; Nolet & McLaughlin, 2005; Wehmeyer et al., 2001). A broad 

definition of curriculum adaptation is “a process of adjusting the existing 

curriculum to meet the diverse needs of learners of all abilities” (IBE, UNESCO, 

2018, para. 1). To adapt an existing curriculum, educators employ different 

strategies according to the needs of students. Hence, many terms are used to 

describe these strategies. Some define the terms ‘adaptations’, ‘modifications’, 

and ‘accommodations’ based on the distinct features of adjustments made 

(Adamek & Darrow, 2018; Darrow, 2007; Nolet & McLaughlin, 2005). Some 

define various types of curricular adjustments as ‘adaptations’, ‘augmentation’, 

and ‘alterations’ to facilitate the decision-making process of adaptations 
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(Wehmeyer et al., 2001). Some expand the definition of adaptations to describe 

different domains adapted, such as curriculum adaptation and instructional 

adaptation (Janney & Snell, 2004; 2006). When adapting the central music 

curriculum for students with SID, teachers may have to employ all necessary 

adaptations as deem appropriate regardless of how the adjustments are labeled. In 

order to avoid confusion and complication, this study adopts a general definition 

of ‘curriculum adaptation’ as all adjustments made to facilitate students’ learning 

and achievement (IBE, UNESCO, 2018), be it alterations of content (Wehmeyer 

et al., 2001), modifications of learning objectives, instructional strategies (Janney 

& Snell, 2004; 2006), learning materials, physical settings, or methods of 

assessments (Adamek & Darrow, 2018; Darrow, 2007; Nolet & McLaughlin, 

2005). Terms, such as modifications, alterations, accommodations are used 

interchangeably with the term adaptations. 

When adapting the central curriculum, it is necessary to take students’ 

characteristics and subject content into account. As Dewey puts forward, “the 

child and the curriculum are simply two limits which define a single process. Just 

as two points define a straight line, so the present standpoint of the child and the 

facts and truths of studies define instruction” (1902, p. 9). Teachers are the ones 

who bring the two points closer through adaptations. They determine how 
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learning should be organized. Wiggins and McTighe (2006) propose that when 

designing a curriculum, the desired learning outcomes should be identified first, 

followed by relevant learning activities and methods of evaluation. Teachers’ 

knowledge about the learning needs of students and their expectations are crucial 

in deciding the learning outcomes of students. Studies suggest that when teachers 

have low expectations of their students with disabilities, their attitudes toward the 

students influence the learning opportunities and support provided for these 

students, and thus affecting students’ learning outcomes (Avramidis & Norwich, 

2002; Cook, 2001; Cook, Tankersley, Cook & Landrum, 2000). It is, therefore, 

important for music teachers to have an accurate understanding of the music 

development of individual students in order to have reasonable expectations and 

thus set appropriate learning objectives for each student.   

When students in a class have diverse music abilities, instead of providing 

a ‘one-size-fits-all’ curriculum, teachers should provide differentiated instructions 

(Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2010). Tomlinson and McTighe (2006) highlight that 

teachers should determine whether the learning environment, content, and 

instructions meet the learning needs of individual students. Hence, the meaning of 

curriculum adaptation in this study includes two levels. The first level of 

curriculum adaptation refers to teachers adjusting the central curriculum 
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developed by the EDB. The second level involves teachers making in-class 

adjustments according to the learning needs and progress of students through 

teacher-student interactions. As Shawer (2010) describes, “it is teachers who turn 

curriculum from the institutional into the pedagogical level” (p. 174). The first 

level of curriculum adaptation is pre-designed and relatively more stable, while 

the second level is a fluid and ongoing process of adjustment in teaching and 

learning. When enacting the curriculum, teachers have to be sensitive and flexible 

enough to adapt the planned curriculum at any time according to students’ 

conditions and receptiveness. This situation is exceptionally accurate when 

applying to students with SID, as they are not a homogeneous group of students 

but a group with diverse needs and multiple learning difficulties (Dorchester 

curriculum group, 2002; Imary & Hinchcliffe, 2014). Highly individualized 

education plans for teaching students with SID are thus necessary (Dorchester 

curriculum group, 2002; Wehman & Kregel, 2012).  

Curriculum for students with SID. The characteristics of students with 

SID include extreme difficulties with communication, understanding concepts, 

concentration, and memory (Imray & Hinchcliffe, 2014). They have cognitive 

deficits specifically in information processing, problem-solving, generalization, 

and general knowledge; their difficulties are often compounded with the motor, 
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sensory, and health issues (Lacey, 2009). In educational contexts, their difficulties 

create a significant impact on their learning. For example, they may have little or 

no intention to communicate other than for needs or wants, or it is difficult for 

them to learn by imitation and to conceptualize their learning (Imray, 2005). Some 

students with SID are physically reliant on others which pose limitations for them 

in exploring the environment, thereby hindering their learning significantly 

(Lacey, 2009). 

Because of the complex needs of students with SID, debates on the 

emphases and purposes of the curriculum for them seem to be going on 

relentlessly. Some accentuate the importance to include students with SID in a 

universal curriculum (Florian, 2014; Forlin & Lian, 2008; Robertson, 2015; Yung, 

2006), while some believe that ensuring students an access to a curriculum that is 

appropriate for their development is the key (Ayres, Lowrey, Douglas & Sievers, 

2011; Ford, Davern & Schnorr, 2001; Hornby, 2015; Imray & Hinchcliffe, 2014). 

Hence, different types of curriculum for students with SID based on different 

emphases and rationales are proposed, for example, sensory curriculum 

(Longhorn, 2011), and functional curriculum (Wehman & Kregel, 2012). Schools 

and teachers may find it hard to determine which one to follow because of the 

possible conflict of interests between the specialized curriculum and the policy 
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(Bouck, 2009), and yet in practice, students may receive a combination of both 

(Bouck, 2012).   

Lawson and Byers (2015) encourage teachers to flexibly select approaches 

and subject content to provide learning experiences that deem appropriate for the 

holistic development of students. Teachers should neither follow the prescribed 

content of the central curriculum nor focus only on certain aspects of the 

development of students. The learning experience provided for students should 

aim at a well-balanced blending of the general curriculum and the critical 

priorities for individual students with SID (Byers & Rose, 2012; Shurr & Bouck, 

2013; Sebba, 2010). In so doing, teachers need to possess professional skills and 

knowledge that are highly specialized. As Downing and MacFarland (2010) 

comment, it is necessary to train teachers in various areas, including the 

understanding of the general education curriculum, communication skills, positive 

behavioral support, systematic instruction, and meaningful and developmentally 

appropriate practice, to ensure that the education provided has a positive impact 

on the learning of students with SID. Music teachers integrate their expertise in 

music education and special education to provide music-learning experiences that 

are appropriate for their students. Teachers also have to understand the learning 
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needs of individual students to adapt and implement the curriculum at the student 

level.  

In Hong Kong, the principle of ‘One curriculum framework for all’ 

governs the curriculum policy of special schools such that students with SID are 

to learn the same subjects as their neurotypical peers (EDB, 2018a). The Music 

Curriculum Guide encourages that teachers should flexibly adjust the curricular 

emphasis according to the abilities and educational needs of students (CDC, 2003). 

When designing music learning experiences for students with SID, music teachers 

should adapt the main curriculum to ensure students receiving learning 

experiences appropriate to their characteristics and level of development. Lawson 

and her associates (2015) highlight three interconnected components to be 

considered when planning the learning experience for students with SID: content, 

pedagogy, and assessment. Resonating many curriculum developmental models, 

such as the models of Tyler (1949/2013) and Wiggins and McTighe (2006), when 

adapting the central music curriculum for students with SID, music teachers 

should contemplate systematically the three elements regardless of the steps they 

adapt the curriculum, if the learning experience is meant to be meaningful for 

students.  
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Music Education 

 Music education is valued in school education in Hong Kong. The Music 

Curriculum Guide (CDC, 2003) quotes the teaching of music education from 

Confucius, the Chinese philosopher, to highlight the importance and values of 

music and music education in Chinese culture. All students, regardless of their 

intellectual abilities, are entitled to receive music education in the local school 

system. The value of music education is to promote the quality of the musical 

experiences of students (Reimer, 2009). Through engagement in music-making 

activities, students receive feedback about their musical experience that creates a 

drive for musical advancement (Elliott & Silverman, 2015). Music education 

should also aim at providing musical experiences that facilitate the achievement 

of a “good life” of well-being (Elliott & Silverman, 2015, p.48). 

The Music Curriculum Guide values both musical and extra-musical 

development of students through music education (CDC, 2003). The rationale of 

Hong Kong school music education is to cultivate the aesthetic sensitivity and to 

develop the intellectual and moral pursuits of students. “Involvement in music 

activities allows students to stimulate creativity, to develop various abilities and 

generic skills, and to cultivate values and attitudes…it is not adequate to advocate 

music education as simply cultivating students’ interest for leisure and as a form 
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of entertainment … [music education] provides indispensable learning 

experiences for students’ growth and development” (CDC, 2003, p.4). With the 

positive values of music education, all students, regardless of their abilities, 

should receive equal music learning opportunities (Darrow, 2013). Such learning 

opportunities should include comprehensive music experience of diversified 

musical styles and activities (Reimer, 2009). Students with SID should also be 

encouraged to experience wide varieties of musical sounds and to participate in all 

kinds of music activities but not limited to merely listening (Ockelford, 2008). 

 Rationale and aims of music education for students with SID.  

Based on the values of music education, the rationale and aims of music education 

for students with SID are to facilitate their musical and extra-musical 

development. As Ockelford (2000) proposes, music education for students with 

SID should include both the promotion of musical skills, knowledge, and 

understanding; and the facilitation of learning and development in other areas, 

such as social communication and motor coordination. Following the Music 

Curriculum Guide, students with SID in Hong Kong special schools are to receive 

a music curriculum that emphasizes both musical and extra-musical development 

of students (CDC, 2003), with the primary focus on developing students’ musical 
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and aesthetic sensitivity, and the development of generic skills secondary (CDC, 

2003).   

 Although students with SID often have multiple developmental disabilities, 

their musical development may not necessarily be hindered by their disabilities 

(Imray & Hinchcliffe, 2014; Ockelford, 2008). Some students with severe 

developmental disabilities are found to be musically exceptional (Heaton & 

Wallace, 2004; Miller, 2014; Ockelford, 2008; 2013). Studies suggest that music 

abilities might well be innate and that music might be processed in brain areas that 

are distinct from those performing other cognitive functions (Peretz, 2001; Sacks, 

2010). It suggests that some students with SID might have brain areas responsible 

for music processing being unaffected by their cognitive deficiencies. Musical 

abilities might be developed independently of other areas of development to a 

certain extent; and thus, students with SID can learn through comprehensive 

musical experiences.   

 It does not mean that music learning is a simple task that involves only one 

particular area of the brain. On the contrary, music learning is a complicated 

process that requires a wide range of abilities (Henson, 2014; Ockelford, 2008; 

Sacks; 2010). Musical activity is a general categorization of various types of 

musical experiences. These experiences require different kinds of abilities and 
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involve the use of different areas of our brains (Henson, 2014; Sacks, 2010). For 

example, when performing instruments, one has to coordinate his/her motor skills 

with his/her listening to the musical feedback at the same time, involving brain 

functions such as motor coordination and auditory differentiation. On the other 

hand, specific musical experiences might, in return, stimulate other areas of the 

brain to enhance cognitive functions (Deutsch, 2014; Herholz & Zatorre, 2012; 

Sacks, 2010; Zatorre, Chen and Penhune, 2007). Therefore, the provision of 

comprehensive musical activities for students with SID may not only foster their 

musical development but also stimulate other areas of their brains and thus 

enhance their general development. 

 When creating musical experiences for students with SID, it is sometimes 

difficult to differentiate between music education and music therapy (Ademak & 

Darrow, 2018; Darrow, 2013). While musical activities are central to both music 

education and music therapy, in particular, the intrinsic value of music, it may be 

hard to differentiate between the two by observing the music sessions only. In 

general, music education aims at promoting one’s musical understanding, skills, 

and aesthetic response; whereas music therapy aims at facilitating better 

functioning of a person in extra-musical areas through the use of music. The 

American Music Therapy Association (AMTA, 2018) defines music therapy as 
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“ an established health profession in which music is used within a therapeutic 

relationship to address physical, emotional, cognitive, and social needs of 

individuals…qualified music therapist provides the indicated treatment including 

creating, singing, moving to, and/or listening to music” (para. 2). Music therapists 

view music therapy as conducive to the education of students with special needs 

in school settings (Patterson, 2003; Pellitteri, 2000; Stephenson, 2006). With the 

aims of music therapy being focused on improving students’ general development 

and functioning, such as in the areas of social interaction (Gattino, Riesgo, Longo, 

Leite and Faccini, 2011; McFerran, Thompson and Bolger, 2016), communication 

(Groß, Linden and Ostermann, 2010; Pienaar, 2012; Thompson & McFerran, 

2015), intellectual and cognitive functioning (Register, Darrow, Swedberg and 

Standley & Jones, 2007; Rickson, 2006) as well as physical and motor control 

(Bruce & High, 2012; Kwak, 2007), the development of students’ music abilities 

in music therapy sessions may not be considered as necessary (Chase, 2004; 

Wilson & Smith, 2000). 

 The aims and purposes of music therapy and special music education 

differ fundamentally, although the content of therapy sessions may be similar to 

that of educational sessions (Ockelford, Welch & Zimmermann, 2002), and the 

musical activities conducted may overlap (Hall, 2012; Ockelford, 2008).  
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Teachers tend to confuse extra-musical learning outcomes with musical 

attainment and progress of students with SID (Ockelford, 2008). Hall (2012) 

therefore suggests that when providing musical experiences for students in special 

schools, music therapists and music teachers should have an awareness of the 

overlaps of the two disciplines, for they are two distinct areas of discipline that 

cannot be interchanged with each other (Ademak & Darrow, 2018). Even if 

students with special needs have been provided with music therapy sessions, they 

should not be deprived of music education (Darrow, 2013).    

 In practice, however, the roles of music therapists and music teachers 

might overlap depending on contextual factors, such as education policy and 

requirements of certification of authority (Adamek & Darrow, 2018). Some music 

therapists may take up dual roles as both music therapist and music teacher in a 

school (Adamek & Darrow, 2018; Hall, 2012), making it hard to separate their 

roles distinctively. In the practices of some music therapists, cultivating students’ 

aesthetic development, being the primary purpose of music education is valued 

through music therapy (Pellitteri, 2000). Since musical experience is of inherent 

value and music contributes to the process of aesthetic education for its own sake 

(Radocy & Boyle, 2012), many musical activities described in music therapy 

literature are in reality educational (Bruce & High, 2012; Perry, 2003; Stephenson, 
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2006). While Adamek and Darrow (2018) suggest that music therapists and music 

teachers can collaborate in various forms to foster students’ development both 

musically and extra-musically; Ockelford (2000) acknowledges that therapeutic 

and educational aims can both be achieved when music experiences are provided 

to students with SID.  

 Some approaches of music therapy are adapted from approaches of music 

education (Colwell, Achey, Gillmeister & Woolrich, 2004; Frego, Gillmeister, 

Hama & Liston, 2004; Brownell, Frego, Kwak and Rayburn, 2004), such as the 

Orff-Schulwerk approach (Kugler & Carl-Orff-Stiftung, 2018), the Dalcroze 

approach (Institut Jacques-Dalcroze, 2018), and the Kodály approach (Kodály 

Institute, 2018). The purposes of these approaches of music therapy are not only 

limited to the enhancement of clients’ functioning in extra-musical areas, such as 

social-emotional, cognitive and physical, but also include the development of 

students’ musical and aesthetic responses (Colwell et al., 2004), creativity and 

imagination (Frego et al., 2004), and musical skills (Brownell et al., 2004). When 

music therapists adopt these approaches in therapy sessions, the distinction 

between therapy and education may be less prominent.   

 The difficulty in drawing a fine line between music therapy and music 

education by appearance (Hall, 2012; Ockelford et al., 2002; Pellitteri, 2000) may 
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be due to the fact that the intrinsic value of musical experience lies on human’s 

innate desire of self-growth (Elliott & Sliverman, 2015), which makes therapy and 

education possible. In general, music educators focus primarily on the musical 

development of students and view extra-musical values as a consequence of 

musical experiences, while music therapists put their primary concern in 

enhancing the general functioning of an individual and aesthetic development as a 

subsidiary. Music education and music therapy are distinct in orientations, yet 

complementary in promoting better development of individuals, such as those 

with special educational needs (Daveson & Edwards, 1998).   

Because of the dual purposes of music experiences about the musical and 

extra-musical development of students, music educators have to consider both 

aspects when developing music curricula for students with SID. Although the 

definitions of the aims of the music curriculum has been stated in the curriculum 

document (CDC, 2003), music teachers may have different interpretations of the 

focus and priorities of the curriculum. Teachers’ perceptions of the educational 

needs of students with SID might well influence the way they approach and 

implement the curriculum (Imray & Hinchcliffe, 2014). Music teachers should 

assess students’ special needs so that appropriate learning objectives could be 

decided (Hammel & Hourigan, 2011). Moreover, they should be careful not to 
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confuse students’ musical with extra-musical achievements when evaluating 

students’ progress.  

  However, professional training programs for music teachers seldom 

include in-depth training in special music education (Hammel & Hourigan, 2011; 

Wong, 2016). Little about the music development and musical behaviors of 

students with SID is known to many music educators (Colewell, 2013; Ockelford, 

2008). Therefore affecting the learning support and strategies provided for 

students with disabilities (Good, 2014; Hammel & Hourigan, 2017). The content 

of the curriculum may largely be determined by teachers’ perceptions of the 

learning needs and abilities of students with SID and the curriculum rationale. 

Studies suggest that many music educators express reluctance to teach students 

with special needs because of the challenges encountered in instructional 

adaptations and the difficulties in creating a thriving learning environment for 

students (VanWeelden & Whipple, 2007b; Whipple & VanWeelden, 2012). 

Besides difficulties faced in the first level of curriculum adaptation which is 

adapting the central music curriculum music teachers also experience challenges 

when enacting the curriculum. It is necessary for music teachers to continuously 

reflect on their planning and practices of the curriculum for the modifications of 

repeated cycles of curriculum planning and implementation (Hammel, Hickox & 
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Hourigan, 2016). This cyclical process of curriculum adaptation through planning, 

implementation, and evaluation continues as teaching and learning proceeds.  

Music pedagogy for students with SID. Music teachers, depending on 

students’ responses to the physical and interactive environment, immediately 

adapt their instructions to provide students with musical experiences that they 

perceived as appropriate for students’ learning. Such a description is exceptionally 

applicable to the teaching of students with SID because their learning may often 

be so affected by their medical or physical conditions as well as their 

environmental and interactional stimulation that instructions have to be adjusted 

flexibly. When adapting instructions for students with SID, various learning 

theories may also add-on some pedagogical suggestions for music teachers. 

Pedagogical implications from learning theories. Learning theories give 

explanations about how students learn and suggestions about how teachers might 

design their curriculum and instructions. Various theories focus on different 

aspects of learning, implying that instructional strategies based on different 

theories may have diverse emphases. Music teachers’ belief in specific theories 

might influence their design of strategies to handle different teaching and learning 

situations. Piaget’s theory of cognitive development suggests that human mental 

processes develop spontaneously and progressively depending upon biological 
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maturation (Piaget, 1964). Reaching a developmental stage enables learning at 

that particular stage, and thus all learning has to be based on the stages of 

development of an individual. In other words, students can never learn concepts 

that are supposedly represented in stages beyond their developmental stages. Most 

students with SID are at a very early stage of development that they rely heavily 

on sensory-motor experience to explore and make sense of the world. They may 

have little or no symbolic representation of objects or concepts. Therefore, when 

providing music learning experiences for them, music teachers should consider 

employing multisensory strategies and movements. The use of multisensory 

strategies in the teaching of students with SID has been widely encouraged among 

literature (Farrell, 2006; Pagliano, 2001; van der Putten, Vlaskamp & Schuivens, 

2011; Turner, 2011; Ware, 2003). Teachers should avoid using complicated 

symbols to represent objects or try to explain new concepts to students by verbal 

means. It would be unrealistic to teach students in ways that require more 

advanced mental processes that are not supposed to be developed until at a later 

stage.  

 On the contrary, Vygotsky (1978) argues that with an appropriate learning 

experience, one develops and advances in his/her capacity of mental processes. 

Appropriate guidance at children’s Zones of Proximal Development (ZPD) is 
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crucial in promoting children’s learning and thereby facilitates their development. 

Teachers design learning activities and adapt materials to scaffold and support 

students in the ZPD (Wood, Bruner & Ross, 1976). When teaching students with 

SID, teachers observe students’ behavior, assess their level of development, and 

identify their ZPD to determine the adaptation of instructions of teaching and 

learning to scaffold students’ learning by providing necessary and adequate 

guidance. Teachers interact and carefully observe students’ responses to fine-tune 

the support provided for the students (Wood & Middleton, 1975). The adaptation 

of instructional strategies for students with SID is a continuous process that 

requires teachers’ expertise in flexibly adjusting the teaching plans according to 

students’ reactions and progress.  

 Despite the diverse views on the relationship between development and 

learning between Piaget (1964) and Vygotsky (1978), both theories emphasize the 

accurate evaluation of the developmental level of students. Teachers are assumed 

to have the expertise to identify students’ learning needs, and thus determine the 

best support for students. The two theories provide insights for the discussion of 

age-appropriate practice in the education of students with SID. Imray and 

Hinchcliffe (2014) observe that many teachers are accustomed to exercising the 

concept of age-appropriateness and are keen to move older students with SID 
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away from childish materials, such as intentionally excluding children’s songs in 

the repertoire of learning. Imray and Hinchcliffe (2014) argue that teachers should 

be careful not to push students into adulthood out of their desire to exercise the 

age-appropriate practice. Students with SID are naturally drifted toward music 

they are familiar with because of their limited cognitive abilities. Therefore, they 

find children’s songs more appealing. Instead of providing students with SID with 

only music they are familiar with, Imray and Hinchcliffe (2014) also suggest that 

music teachers should expand students’ musical experience, perhaps by extending 

their understanding of elements that are previously unaware to them in familiar 

repertoire. In a similar vein, materials that are perceived for older learners can 

also be introduced to the younger ones to expand their musical experiences (Imary 

& Hinchcliffe, 2014). It is important to note that both the biological age and 

developmental age of students with SID have to be considered when providing a 

learning experience for them. It is not the music materials that define the 

appropriateness for students’ learning, but the way music teachers interpret the 

materials and the approach they guide their students to the target of learning 

through the employment of these music materials. 

 Both Piaget (1964) and Vygotsky’s (1978) theories discuss the 

relationship between development and learning and focus mainly on the cognitive 
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development of students. The way students gain an understanding of a new 

concept step by step is not addressed in these theories. When teaching students 

with SID, music teachers may have to analyze and break some tasks into tiny 

steps. Teachers need to understand the way students with SID construct meanings 

of concepts to help students gradually master the skills and knowledge necessary 

to complete the tasks. Apart from tasks that involve sequence and steps, teachers 

may also need to analyze how students gradually gain an understanding of novel 

concepts to better plan learning activities and musical experience for students with 

SID.  

Sounds of Intent framework. The learning theories discussed above offer 

explanations to how students learn and develop in general, but not how they learn 

music in particular. Music teachers may need to refer to music learning theories 

and methods when they design music lessons. For example, the Orff method 

(Kugler & Carl-Orff-Stiftung, 2018) emphasizes the integration of speech, dance, 

and movement. Dalcroze’s approach (Institut Jacques-Dalcroze, 2018) stresses 

eurhythmics, solfege, and improvisation. Kodály’s method (Kodály Institute, 2018) 

highlights the importance of folk music, singing, and solfege. Gordon’s (2003; 

2013; Gordon Institute of Music Learning, GIML, 2018a) music learning theory 

explains the stages of children’s music development, and how teachers may 
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provide structured and unstructured musical guidance to facilitate children’s 

music learning. However, these music learning approaches are all developed 

based on the development of neurotypical children, rarely is there any method 

explicitly designed for children with special needs. 

   The Sounds of Intent (SoI) framework is developed and based on the 

empirical evidence of musical behaviors of children with complex needs (Cheng, 

Ockelford & Welch, 2009; Ockelford, 2008; Ockelford, Welch, Zimmermann & 

Himonides, 2005; Welch, Ockelford, Carter, Zimmermann & Himonides, 2009). 

The SoI framework (2018) organizes in sequence the levels of music development 

in three dimensions, namely reactive, proactive, and interactive. These three 

dimensions describe three types of children-music interaction. ‘Reactive’ 

dimension is about children’s direct interaction with music played to them, 

specifically, receiving and responding to music. ‘Proactive’ dimension refers to 

children’s interaction with music through objects, such as producing sounds with 

instruments, IT devices, or all kinds of materials. The last dimension, ‘interactive’, 

is related to the interaction with music through interacting with another person, 

for example, musical reciprocity in call and response. The first dimension is 

children’s direct interaction with sounds and music, while the second and third 

ones are interaction with sounds or music through an object or a mediator.   
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Ockelford (2008) argues that it is difficult to conceptualize the musical 

development of children with a single dimension because it is an aggregation of 

one’s musical abilities in several domains, and these abilities may develop at a 

different pace. For example, a child’s ability to attend to musical sounds may 

surpass his/her ability to create them. Therefore, when assessing children’s 

musical development, multiple domains have to be observed and evaluated. It is 

emphasized in the SoI framework (2018) that music teachers should be aware of 

the profile of music development of each student in order to design musical 

activities that gear him/her toward the next level of music development. 

 In each dimension, six levels have been identified. The levels in each 

dimension represent the sequences of development in that particular dimension 

and correspond to the developmental pathway of early music development of 

typically developing children (SoI, 2018). The presence of certain behaviors on 

some levels must precede others within the same or across other dimensions (SoI, 

2018). For example, a student must be exposed to different types of sounds before 

showing emerging awareness of sounds; the student’s awareness of sounds must 

occur before intentionally making patterns of sounds through repetition in the 

proactive dimension; and the student must also be able to make sounds 

intentionally in order to use it as a tool to initiate interaction with others. 
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Nevertheless, the levels are not always clear-cut and may be different from 

situation to situation (Ockelford, 2008). Therefore, when designing music lessons, 

music teachers have to be conscious that the profile of each student may vary and 

that it only indicates the possible level of students’ abilities within a specific 

context. The information can be used as an indicator of the subsequent trends of 

students’ musical development (Ockelford, 2008). With careful observations of 

students’ behavior and a comprehensive understanding of the musical 

development of each student, music teachers may have a solid base to adapt the 

music curriculum to meet individual students’ needs.  

 The ‘reactive’ dimension in the SoI framework (2018) involves ‘listening 

and responding to sounds’, and the first level of the reactive dimension is 

‘encountering sounds’. Children at this level show no response to sounds in the 

environment. They are encouraged to expose to a wide range of sounds and music 

in different contexts. According to Ockelford (2008), when sounds are connected 

to other sensory inputs systematically, children begin to develop their auditory 

awareness. This idea is following special educators’ recommendations for 

providing concrete and multisensory experiences for students with SID to learn 

about the environment (Farrell, 2006; Pagliano, 2001; Turner, 2011). Children at 

the second level begin to be aware of and react to the sounds to which they are 
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exposed. They can recognize specific sounds and may be able to associate the 

sounds with familiar contexts or people (SoI, 2018). Ockelford and colleagues 

(SoI, 2018) recommend teachers to continue providing students with a great 

variety of sounds, so that they may observe students’ consistent responses to 

particular sounds and then plan subsequent music learning experiences for 

students. Children at the third level can recognize the structure or patterns of 

sounds (SoI, 2018). Teachers can provide sounds to which a student has 

previously shown preference by repeating and gradually extending the quality of 

the sounds (SoI, 2018). At level four, children do not only recognize certain 

sounds but sounds in groups – motifs and their relationships with one another (SoI, 

2018). Teachers may increase students’ exposure to more motifs to elicit 

responses from students as in ‘call and response’. The fifth level is ‘attending to 

whole pieces’ (SoI, 2018). Children recognize and respond to prominent features 

of musical pieces, such as tempo or texture. They may show their preferences for 

particular pieces of music. The SoI framework (2018) suggests that teachers offer 

short pieces with features that students prefer and give them opportunities to 

indicate their choice of music. Level six involves engagement with pieces as 

abstract ‘narratives in sound’; children can differentiate between styles and 

performances (SoI, 2018). More complex and longer pieces of music may be 
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provided for students at this level. To summarize, music teachers demonstrate 

their expertise in systematically providing wide varieties of musical inputs while 

observing students’ responses to these musical sounds through continuously 

adapting the intended and planned curriculum to promote students’ musical 

development. 

 The ‘proactive’ dimension of the SoI framework (2018) refers to 

‘producing and creating’ sounds. Children at level one make sounds 

unintentionally, and they are unaware of the sounds they make (SoI, 2018). 

Teachers can intensify and amplify the feedback of the sounds made by students 

through the employment of electronic devices and the connection of sounds to 

other sensory and motor experiences (SoI, 2018). The aim is to raise students’ 

awareness of the auditory information incurred. The second level involves making 

or controlling sounds with intentions.  At this level, children are aware of the 

relationship between their actions and the sounds they made (SoI, 2018). They can 

deliberately make the same sounds they experienced previously. Teachers are 

suggested to observe students’ particular reactions and try to extend the types of 

sounds students intentionally produce by introducing them to different kinds of 

sounds. Children at level three can create simple sound patterns intentionally and 

repeatedly (SoI, 2018). Teachers should recognize and reinforce students’ 
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repeated creation. They may also model repetition using students’ repertoire of 

sounds produced. At level four, children create, recreate, and connect motifs (SoI, 

2018). Teachers are then encouraged to model creating motifs through the musical 

styles to which students show a preference. Children at level five can create by 

singing or playing simple pieces on instruments (SoI, 2018). Teachers should 

provide opportunities for students to perform. Children at level six can express 

and communicate with others through music (SoI, 2018). Teachers should model 

expressive performance and encourage students to express themselves through 

music. Students are getting more and more conscious about the sounds they made 

and are more accurate in making the sounds they want as they progress. Teachers 

are encouraged to adapt the curriculum to ensure opportunities for students to 

explore through music-making processes.  

 The ‘interactive’ dimension focuses on students’ engagement with others 

through music-making and listening. Children at level one have a minimal sense 

of self and others concerning sounds and thus unable to respond to others by 

making sounds. The SoI framework (2018) suggests that teachers trying to engage 

and interact with students through sounds, aiming at supporting students’ 

development of a sense of self and others. At this level, teachers have to follow 

the attention of students carefully and to sensitively read and respond to students’ 
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attempts to make contacts. At level two, children interact with others with sounds. 

They may initiate or respond to others’ interactions by creating sounds (SoI, 

2018). Opportunities for interactions through sounds should be provided. Children 

at level three are able to imitate others in sounds and are aware of their own 

sounds being imitated (SoI, 2018). Teachers should encourage sounds imitation in 

reciprocity. Level four involves engagement in musical dialogues with motifs (SoI, 

2018). Interactions in ‘call and response’ are encouraged. Children at level five 

can perform in groups; while at level six, children can perform with others in 

different styles and genres (SoI, 2018). Opportunities to participate in musical 

groups should be provided for students, and students should be encouraged to 

appreciate others’ performance in groups. Teachers may as well model expressive 

performance in group work for students. When adapting the curriculum, teachers 

should use themselves as an agent to create music together with students. Instead 

of communicating verbally with students, teachers may include plenty of 

opportunities to interact with students using music, a language to which they may 

be more responsive and more capable of producing than verbal language. 

 The SoI framework (2018) provides an important reference for music 

teachers in both assessing the musical development of students with SID and 

guiding the design of instructions for the students. Since students with SID may 
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have varied abilities in different dimensions, teachers should not assume that the 

music abilities of students are at the same level across all three dimensions in 

different contexts. The SoI framework (2018) describes the sequence of music 

development of children with complex needs, which follows a similar progression 

of that of neuro-typical children. It is that it may take much longer for students 

with SID to transition from one level to another. Many students with SID may 

stay at a level without progressing to a higher one for life.   

 The teaching strategies recommended for music teachers in the SoI 

framework (2018) can be categorized into two types: the provision of quality 

music environment and appropriate musical interaction. Music teachers should 

include a wide variety of sound qualities, musical styles, and repertoire so that 

students are exposed to different kinds of auditory experiences for building up 

their auditory differentiation and appreciation skills. It is also encouraged that 

teachers should allow students with SID with the opportunities to explore various 

musical sounds so that they connect their sound-making experience with listening. 

Therefore, the provision of enriched musical environment should include 

extensive exposures of music, the arrangement of music materials, such as 

adapted instruments (Adamek, 2003; Hammel & Hourigan, 2017; McCord & 

Fitzgerald, 2006) and IT equipment (Nelson, 2013; Swingler, 1998), as well as the 
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time that facilitate students’ sound exploration. Musical interaction that involves 

teachers’ close observations of musical behaviors of students and thereby enticing 

students’ active participation and engagement in music experiences should also be 

included to foster students’ musical development (Wigram & Elefant, 2009). The 

SoI framework (2018; Ockelford, 2008) encourages the provision of music 

guidance such as imitations of students’ responses, which is similar to Vygotsky’s 

theory of ZPD (1978) that appropriate and necessary support should be provided 

for students to promote students’ learning and development. Music learning is 

experiential in nature that students need to learn by experiencing various qualities 

of sounds, and to develop the awareness of the characteristics of different types 

and styles of music. Teachers should also consider providing students with SID 

musical experience that connects with other sensory inputs to promote students’ 

awareness of the features of different types of musical sounds (Farrell, 2006; SoI, 

2018; Turner, 2011).   

Roles of Music Teachers 

The role of music teachers is crucial in providing comprehensive music 

learning experiences for students with SID. Elliott and Silverman (2015) 

emphasize music teachers’ role as reflective practitioners who engage in highly 

reflective back-and-forth thinking throughout the moment-to-moment interaction 
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with students. They accentuate that the expertise of music teaching is procedural 

and situational, and learning objectives could only be set through teacher-student 

interactions. Contrary to Elliott and Silverman’s (2015) idea that music teachers’ 

role relies heavily on situations and contexts, Reimer (2009) argues that music 

teachers’ roles are based on the three levels of instructions: curriculum creation, 

curriculum interpretation, and teacher-student interactions. Reimer (2009) agrees 

that teacher-student interactions are fluid while the teaching and learning 

situations should be adjusted with flexibility, but he also reckons that music 

teachers should possess the necessary curricular knowledge to plan ahead of the 

content of learning and set learning goals for students. He reckons that it is music 

teachers’ role to interpret the curriculum and employ pedagogical knowledge in 

practice (Reimer, 2009). Music teachers also have to sensitively reflect on the 

teaching and learning process to consider how the content, learning objectives, 

instructional strategies, and learning materials may be modified for improvement.  

Rodgers and Scott (2008) point out that teachers’ identity is context-

dependent and is formed in relationships with others within the contexts. Likewise, 

Beauchamp and Thomas (2009) illustrate that “A teacher’s identity is shaped and 

reshaped in interaction with others in a professional context.” (p.178). It implies 

that the role of a teacher is multiple, fluid, and dynamic within the teachers’ 
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professional realm. Special educators have a number of roles and responsibilities 

that are distinct when comparing to teachers from ordinary schools. York-Barr, 

Sommerness, Duke, and Ghere (2005) indicate four categories of roles of special 

educators, including developing individual student programs, coordinating 

program implementation for all students, providing instruction to students, and 

directing the work of paraprofessionals. Although the roles of special educators 

described in the study of York-Barr and her colleagues (2005) are limited to 

inclusive settings in the US, which is different from the situation in Hong Kong, it 

gives a comprehensive view about the multiple roles of teachers in special 

education settings. Among these roles, some correspond with those described by 

Reimer (2009), for example, designing, adapting, and implementing the 

curriculum and education program for students. Others are particular to special 

educators. As indicated by York-Barr and colleagues (2005), the roles specific to 

special educators are communicating and collaborating with other members of the 

instructional and supporting team. These additional roles are comparable to those 

taken up by music teachers in Hong Kong special schools.    

It is common in many countries that teachers in special schools to have 

paraprofessionals in classrooms to provide support for students (Abbott, 

McConkey & Dobbins, 2011; French, 2003; Lacey, 2001). The support from 
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teaching assistants is crucial to the learning of students with SID (Martin & 

Alborz, 2014), and the collaboration between teachers and teaching assistants is 

one of the key factors influencing the support provided for students (Moran & 

Abbott, 2002). Vincett, Cremin, and Thomas (2005) suggest that if teaching 

assistants are being valued, respected, and well-integrated with members of the 

educational team, they are more likely to provide support more effectively. 

Because of the highly specialized skill requirement of teaching assistants 

supporting students with SID (Aird, 2000), Abbott and colleagues (2011) argue 

that they should be treated as professionals in their own right. Moran and Abbott 

(2002) conclude that in order to promote a better collaborative relationship 

between teachers and teaching assistants, teachers have to receive more training in 

managing other adults in the classroom and defining more clearly the roles and 

responsibilities of teaching assistants. It implies that music teachers, when taking 

up the roles of designing and implementing an adapted music curriculum, have to 

collaborate with teaching assistants in the classroom tactfully. 

Apart from collaboration with paraprofessionals within classrooms, music 

teachers in special schools also need to communicate closely with fellow 

members of the music team to jointly develop the school-based music curriculum.  

It is a common practice in Hong Kong special schools that a subject leader is 
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responsible for the coordination within the subject team to develop the school-

based curriculum. Handler (2010) argues that the role of teacher and that of 

curricular leader are not equivalent, but complementary. She illustrates that the 

roles and associated competencies of teachers and curricular leaders are different, 

and they are responsible for different levels of decision-making, classroom versus 

curriculum, respectively (Handler, 2010). Similarly, York-Barr and Duke (2004) 

indicate that teacher leaders’ practices include the development of curriculum and 

participating in school-wide decision making. For a teacher leader to take up the 

roles and responsibilities at a school level, Barth (2002) argues that s/he should 

have a vision and ownership to strive for the ideal. 

Regardless of how music teachers’ roles are described, their ability to 

reflect during teaching and learning is emphasized. Teachers should continuously 

reflect upon their roles and the contexts that define them (Beauchamp & Thomas, 

2009; Rodgers & Scott, 2008). By continuously observing students’ responses and 

reflecting on their practices, music teachers are to determine if switching to a 

different role is necessary. In order to switch flexibly from various roles according 

to students’ learning needs, music teachers need not only the expertise in musical 

knowledge and music pedagogical skills but also the qualities of being a reflective 

music educator. 
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Reflective music educator. Reflective practice is initially proposed by 

Schön (2017) to describe the knowledge-in-action and reflection-in-action of 

professionals who work in authentic situations. The concept of knowledge-in-

action highlights the special kind of knowing of professional practitioners within 

their domain of expertise. Reflection-in-action gives insights into how 

professional practitioners solve problems and create knowledge-in-action in real 

contexts. Schön (1987) argues that problems in real-world situations are usually 

ill-defined and can hardly be solved by research-based theories. Professional 

practitioners frame the problems they encounter and then solve the problems in 

the context accordingly. The process occurred in a continuous reflective sequence 

with knowledge gained and applied at the same time. Schön’s (1987) idea 

portrays a cyclical process of reflection and practices of music teachers in the 

adaptations of the music curriculum. 

Hammel and her colleagues (2016) adopt Schön’s (1987) idea of reflective 

practices and suggest two levels of reflection in music education: reflection on 

action and reflection in action. Reflection on action refers to music teachers 

thinking about their actions after music lessons; it aims at solving issues they 

frame as problematic or refining their teaching skills and pedagogy (Hammel, 

Hickox & Hourigan, 2016). Music teachers retrospectively deliberate their 
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practices and think about ways to improve their teaching in the next music lesson. 

Upon their personal experiences, music teachers revise their plans and adjust the 

instructional strategies or sequences after each lesson, experiment new strategies 

in the following lessons, and reflect on the process. Such practice of reflection on 

action does not only help refine music teachers’ knowledge but also challenge 

their held-on concepts or perceptions (Bolton, 2014). 

Reflection in action, on the other hand, occurs when something out of 

teachers’ expectations or diverse from ordinary practice happens (Hammel et al., 

2016). Since teaching and learning is a dynamic process and includes uncertainty, 

music teachers need the sensitivity to be aware of their actions and students’ 

reactions, as well as the flexibility to monitor and adjust their actions to solve 

unexpected problems arisen in class. When teaching students with SID, music 

teachers need to be observant to students’ conditions and reflect on their plans and 

actions to determine if the instructional strategies or environmental support are 

appropriate. Based upon students’ responses, music teachers should make 

adaptations on-the-spot that aim to provide students with experience best fosters 

their musical development.   

 Reflective practices of teachers involve teachers’ self-appraisal and desire 

to make changes in their teaching (Pollard, Anderson, Maddock, Swaffield, Warin, 
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and Warwick, 2008). Both reflections on and in action are based on teachers’ 

intention to improve their music lessons or solve problems in real contexts. They 

reflect on action after and in action during lessons to modify their knowledge-in-

action to improve conditions they perceive as problematic. Professional music 

educators engage in both reflection on and in action for the benefit of their 

professionalism and their students. The problems teachers identified provide 

incentives and directions for them to think for solutions to resolve the discrepancy 

between their expectations and practices (Osterman & Kottkamp, 2004). Since the 

classroom is a dynamic and busy setting, teachers cannot possibly attend to 

everything that happens in it, and their focus of attention governs the problems 

they identify (Good & Brophy, 2018). The identification of problems is based 

heavily on teachers’ perceptions.  

 The way music teachers perceive or frame a problem may lead to different 

approaches in handling the situations. One teacher may consider a situation 

problematic, while another teacher may regard the same situation as beneficial for 

students’ learning. We might as well take into account the factors that contribute 

to teachers’ perceptions and framing of problems. For example, music teachers 

who are non-music specialists might be unable to conceptualize the musical 

developmental stages of students and corresponding music pedagogy to be used, 
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and thus would frame or perceive students’ exploration of sounds with 

instruments as chaotic and behaviorally unacceptable rather than beneficial for 

students’ musical development. Even those with professional training in music 

education but lacking the understanding of the learning needs of students with 

disabilities might find it challenging to transfer their expertise to provide 

appropriate support for the musical development of students with SID. 

Teachers’ perceptions and practices. Perception refers to the 

interpretation of sensory information for representing and understanding the 

environment or information presented (Doorey, 2014). It is often a quick 

understanding of an event without comprehensive thinking. Perception can be 

shaped by the person’s expectation, attention, memory, and learning experience 

(Underwood & Gregory, 2001). The way teachers perceive their students’ 

learning is largely based on their personal experiences (Good & Brophy, 2018), 

such as their values, professional training and education, and their interactions 

with students. Such perceptions and subjective experiences will subtly affect 

teachers’ decision-making (Good & Brophy, 2018), attitudes (Youngs & Youngs 

Jr., 2001; Cook et al., 2000) and actions (Jones, 2015; Jones & Dindia, 2004; 

Wozney, Venkatesh, & Abrami, 2006). Studies suggest that teachers’ expectations 

greatly influence students’ performance (Good, 1981; 2014; Rubie-Davies, 2010). 
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Teachers with high expectations of their students’ performance are more positive 

about their students’ potential achievements (Rubie-Davies, 2010). Teachers’ 

expectations drive their instructional decision-making (Rubie-Davies, 2014). 

Teachers with high expectations are more likely to provide instructions that 

challenge students’ potential and lead students to higher achievements; while 

teachers with low expectations may only provide learning opportunities that are 

barely challenging for students or even limiting students’ learning opportunities 

(Brohpy, 2003).   

 In this study, teachers’ practices refer to what teachers perform to facilitate 

students’ music learning and other areas of development through music. It 

includes a wide range of behaviors described as action-system knowledge (Good 

& Brophy, 2018; Elbaz, 1991). Contrary to subject-matter knowledge, teachers 

use action-system knowledge in their everyday practices. For example, in the 

process of curriculum adaptation, teachers make choices of music materials, 

design sequence of music learning activities, interact with and provide support for 

students, collect and record students’ work samples. Similar to many special 

schools for students with SID (Abbott et al., 2011; Aird, 2000; Lacey, 2001; 

Martin & Alborz, 2014; Moran & Abbott, 2002), in-class paraprofessionals are 

available in Hong Kong special schools. These paraprofessionals, such as teaching 
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assistants and school helpers, are responsible for assisting class teachers in 

providing support for students. Some classes may also welcome students’ parents 

or carers to help in the classroom. Teachers’ practices in special schools for 

students with SID also include the way these adults are mobilized to facilitate 

students’ learning. In this study, teachers’ interactions with paraprofessionals are 

included as a part of teachers’ practices. 

 Being influenced by their values, personal background, learning 

experiences, and their interactions with students, teachers form their perceptions 

of the learning of their students. Perceptions of teachers influence teachers’ 

expectations of their students, and these expectations are expressed subtly in 

teachers’ classroom behaviors (Good & Brophy, 2018). Teachers intend to 

provide the education they perceived as appropriate for their students. However, 

sometimes, teachers are unaware of their behaviors when they engage in the fast-

paced and spontaneous classroom processes (Good & Brohpy, 2018). It is found 

that sometimes, teachers may even behave in ways contradicting their intentions 

(Good & Brophy, 2018). Brohpy (1982) argues that even with clear curriculum 

guidelines and adopted materials, teachers are the key persons to determine the 

curriculum to be delivered, implying that the implementation of the same 

curriculum could be different among teachers.   
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 Good and Brophy (2018) argue that teachers engaging in more reflection 

are more aware of their intentions and behavior, which leads to improvement in 

their teaching. Hence, reflection may also be considered as part of teachers’ 

practices in developing their expertise. Nevertheless, the content of reflection 

depends on how teachers frame the problems. Weiner’s attribution theory (1986) 

suggests that people’s interpretation of their behaviors influence their subsequent 

behavior. Teachers’ causal attributions affect their perceptions of their 

responsibilities for students’ behavior and learning and thus lead to teachers’ 

subsequent actions and interactions with students (Brophy, 2003). For example, 

Simms (2014) suggests that teachers’ attributions or perceptions influence their 

choice of intervention strategies, which may lead to the provision of unsupportive 

interventions for students. Webb (2017) puts forward that teachers’ knowing their 

students’ needs as one of the factors contributing to their perceptions of students’ 

behaviors; the more understanding of students’ difficulties may result in the 

employment of more positive interventions. Besides, teachers’ values influence 

their perceptions of students’ behaviors and therefore imply different approaches 

in interventions (Ho, 2004). When teachers attribute students’ behaviors as 

external and uncontrollable, for example, students’ family or medical problems, 

the approach they adopt to handle the situations differs from those attributed as 
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individualistic, such as incapability. Weiner (1986) explains that one’s style of 

attribution affects the action s/he subsequently takes. Teachers who attribute 

problematic issues as internal and controllable seek ways to resolve the problems; 

while teachers who attribute problems as external and uncontrollable do not 

(Weiner, 1986). As teachers engage in reflection in their practices, they frame the 

problems before they contemplate how their actions may lead to resolutions of the 

problematic situations (Schön, 1987). If the problems they frame in the beginning 

are irrelevant to the core of the issues, it would be barely possible that their 

reflections would contribute to the improvement of their teaching. Teachers’ 

perceptions and practices are interconnected closely with each other, and teachers’ 

reflections in return influence their perceptions. 

Conceptual Framework 

Based on the reviewed literature, a conceptual framework is derived, as 

shown in Figure 3.1. The figure illustrates the relationship between music 

teachers’ perceptions, practices, and reflections in the context of adaptation of the 

music curriculum for students with SID in Hong Kong. Special music educators, 

with their professional training and experience in music and special education, 

perceive that music education is to cultivate students’ music and extra-musical 

development (Ockelford, 2000). They understand students’ level of music 
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development and thus design curricula based on the central music curriculum to 

facilitate students’ music development and widen their learning in extra-musical 

areas (SoI, 2018). Teachers employ music pedagogy appropriate for students’ 

music learning in their practices. Through music experience tailor for students’ 

needs, teachers also enhance students’ general development (Ockelford, 2008; SoI, 

2018). They collaborate with paraprofessionals through the process of teaching 

and learning. At the same time, they reflect on the teaching and learning processes 

continuously. These reflections influence music teachers’ perceptions and 

practices in subsequent cycles of curriculum adaptations (Good & Brophy, 2018; 

Schön, 1987). Through continuous adaptations, the central music curriculum is 

implemented as the adapted curriculum. Music teachers adapt the music 

curriculum continuously to meet the musical developmental needs of students.   
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Teacher’s Background: e.g. 

professional training, 

education, experience 

....... 

Teacher’s Perception: 

e.g. framing of 
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Teacher’s Practice: e.g. 

subsequent actions to 

resolve problems 

 Teachers’ Reflections: e.g. 

effectiveness of actions 

taken to resolve problems 

Central Music 
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....... 
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Music Curriculum Music Teacher 

Figure 3.1.  Music teacher’s perceptions, practices and reflections through 

the process of adaptation of the central music curriculum. 
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Teacher’s Practice: e.g. 

instructional strategies, 

collaboration with 
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Teachers’ Reflections: e.g. 

students’ learning  
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Summary 

All special schools for students with SID in Hong Kong have to follow the 

policy of “One curriculum framework for all” (EDB, 2018a). Due to the diverse 

learning needs of students with SID, the central music curriculum has to be 

adapted based on the learning capacities of students if it is to be implemented. 

Various aspects of challenges or concerns arise when adapting the curriculum. 

The first aspect relates to teachers’ professional training. Studies suggest that non-

music specialists have low confidence in teaching music because of their 

perceived lack of musicianship (Garvis, 2013; Seddon & Biasutti, 2008). Many 

believe that music is a subject that requires highly specialized skills and 

techniques (Holden & Button, 2006), of which they have little or none. Not only 

do non-music specialists experience difficulties, but music educators also find it 

challenging to teach music to children with disabilities (VanWeelden, 2007; 

VanWeelden & Whipple, 2014a). They reckon that music teachers need music-

specific special education training to teach children with special needs (Salvador, 

2010). Without professional training in special music education, music teachers in 

special schools experience challenges when adapting the central music curriculum 

for students with SID.  
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The second aspect of concern derives from teachers’ perceptions of music 

education for students with SID. Special educators tend to attend to the general 

development of students rather than their music learning (Ockelford, 2008). Some 

emphasize that a functional curriculum is more suitable for students with SID 

(Ford, Davern & Schnorr, 2001), and thus music learning is not valued as 

significant as other functional areas of learning, such as self-care skills. Not only 

special educators hold such view, but it is also suggested that even music 

educators tend to focus more on developing students’ extra-musical learning when 

their students are with intellectual disabilities (VanWeelden & Whipple, 2014b). 

Although some music educators advocate that students with SID should not be 

deprived of music education (Abramo, 2012; Darrow, 2013), when adapting the 

curriculum, music teachers may not have a comprehensive understanding about 

the learning needs of students with disabilities (Darrow, 2007; Wong, 2015). 

Some confuse extra-musical learning outcomes with musical attainment 

(Ockelford, 2008). Others have low expectations of students because of their 

perceptions of students’ incapability (VanWeelden & Whipple, 2014b), which 

leads to the provision of inadequate learning opportunities or inappropriate 

support for students (Wong, 2018). Hence, music teachers’ understandings of the 
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musical development and instructional strategies specifically for students with 

SID are crucial in the process of curriculum adaptations.  

The third aspect of concern is about music teachers’ practices. Teachers 

often experience challenges in teaching students with disabilities because they 

know little about the music development of children with special needs (Hammel 

& Hourigan, 2017; Ockelford, 2008). This situation happens not only in the case 

of non-music specialists but also in teachers with professional training and 

experience in both music education and special education. Wong (2015) found 

that the pedagogy of music educators in special schools is rigid and of little 

variation. One possible reason could be due to the scant resources and references 

for music teachers of students with special needs (Wong, 2016; Wong & Chik, 

2016). Some special music educators suggest strategies for teaching students with 

disabilities, but these strategies are mostly for higher functioning students in 

inclusive settings (Darrow & Adamek, 2018; Hammel & Hourigan, 2017; Jellison, 

2015; Whipple & VanWeelden, 2012). Among the references in music education 

for children with special needs, the Sounds of Intent (SoI, 2018) is an evidence-

based framework about music development of children with multiple disabilities. 

The framework includes suggestions on teaching strategies that could be a useful 

reference for music teachers in Hong Kong special schools for students with SID.  
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However, since the framework is relatively new to music teachers in Hong 

Kong, many of them may not have heard about it, let alone using it as a reference. 

Another reference for music teachers in special schools is the Suggested music 

learning objectives for students with intellectual disabilities developed by the 

EDB (2017), which include music learning objectives and musical concepts for 

students with different levels of intellectual disabilities that teachers can consider 

when adapting the central curriculum.  

Nonetheless, the document involves a lot of musical terms that non-music 

specialists may encounter difficulties just to read it. There is no exemplar or 

suggestion on teaching strategies included in the document for music teachers’ 

reference. Besides, local professional training for music teachers is minimal 

(Wong, 2016; Wong & Chik, 2016). Since limited resources and references for 

music teachers are available, teachers can only rely on what they perceived as 

appropriate for students with SID when adapting the music curriculum. 

The last aspect of concern is related to teachers’ perceived roles as a music 

teacher and their reflections upon their practices. Teachers’ identity is formed in 

relationships with all other people within the context in which the teachers are 

situated (Rodgers & Scott, 2008). Therefore, looking into how music teachers 

interact with their students and paraprofessionals assisting in the music classroom 
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is a way to understand their perceived identity and role. Teachers’ perceptions of 

their roles might well influence the way they reflect upon their practices 

(Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009), and their reflections in return influence their 

perceptions (Bolton, 2014). As a reflective practitioner, music teachers do not 

merely reflect on their actions after class; they also reflect when teaching in class 

(Hammel et al., 2016). Such reflections influence their practices in the process of 

curriculum adaptation. In other words, the emphasis of music teachers’ reflections 

influences their perceptions and thereby affects how the curriculum is adapted.  

To understand the phenomenon of adaptations of the music curriculum for 

students with SID in Hong Kong special schools, it is therefore essential to 

investigate not only music teachers’ professional training and experience in 

special music education, but also their perceptions of music education for students 

with SID, and how such perceptions influence their practices. Music teachers’ 

reflections upon their practices in return influence their adaptation of the music 

curriculum. Such a process of reflective practice contributes to music teachers’ 

ongoing development of professionalism. 
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Chapter 4 Methodology 

This chapter starts with an explanation of the nature of the qualitative 

inquiry and the rationale of this study, followed by a description of the three 

phases of the research. Although mixed methods data gathering procedures are 

used, the main study remains to be qualitative in nature. The quantitative part of 

this study only serves a complementarity purpose (Onwuegbuzie & Collins, 2007) 

in answering part of the first research question. Qualitative multiple case studies 

design is adopted as the principal research method to answer the four research 

questions: 1) How do music teachers perceive music education for students with 

SID in Hong Kong special schools? 2) What are the observed practices of music 

teachers in curriculum adaptation in Hong Kong special schools for students with 

SID? 3) What are the expressed reflections of music teachers on their practices of 

curriculum adaptation? 4) How are these perceptions, practices, and reflections of 

music teachers inter-related with one another? Procedures for case selection, data 

collection, data analysis, and ethical considerations are explained in the following 

sections. 

Qualitative Research 

 Qualitative research, as described by Denzin and Lincoln (2011), 

“involves an interpretive, naturalistic approach to the world” (p.3). It seeks to 
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inquire about the life-worlds of people in natural settings, interpreting the 

phenomena from the insiders’ perspectives. Qualitative research does not assume 

an objective reality independent of the subjective interpretation of people within 

the context (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). Instead, it assumes a phenomenological 

view of reality that is constructed and interpreted by people involved in the 

natural context (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Therefore, in order to understand music 

teachers’ interpretation of music education for students with SID, the qualitative 

approach was adopted as the primary method of inquiry of this study. The fluid 

nature of teaching and learning reflects music teachers’ ongoing evaluation and 

construction of their understandings of the students’ learning needs. The self-

reflections of music teachers’ process of curriculum adaptation speak for their 

perceptions of the music education of students with SID. Qualitative research 

allows the deductive and inductive analysis of data, such as field notes, interviews, 

conversations, looking for patterns and themes (Creswell & Poth, 2018). By 

analyzing information collected from special schools for students with SID, the 

qualitative part of this research aims to bring insights into the interplay between 

perceptions and practices of music teachers to those who participate in the context 

and seek to understand the phenomenon.   
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 Since people interact with one another in natural contexts and construct 

their meanings of the world, multiple realities exist per one’s personal experience 

(Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). Music teachers interact with students and form their 

perceptions of the learning needs of their students. Based on their understandings 

of the abilities and learning needs of their students, they make adaptations to the 

central music curriculum as they design their music lessons. By observing 

students’ in-class responses, music teachers adapt further on-the-spot their 

designed lesson plans to meet the perceived needs of individual students. The 

social interactions experienced by individual music teachers result in multiple 

interpretations and constructions of realities of music education for students with 

SID. The qualitative research methodology allows an in-depth exploration of the 

reasons and process of curriculum adaptation of music teachers.  

Qualitatively-Driven Mixed-Method Design 

This study adopts a qualitatively-driven mixed-method design (Morse, 

2016). In addition to qualitative methods of inquiry, the quantitative method is 

used for complementarity purposes (Morse & Cheek, 2015; Onwuegbuzie & 

Collins, 2007). The quantitative procedure aims to collect information about 

music teachers’ general views of music education for students with SID. A 

sequential design (Creswell, 2013) of qualitative-quantitative-qualitative methods 
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is adopted to study both the general perceptions of most music teachers of 

students with SID and the phenomenological views of individual music teachers.  

Since no study about music teachers’ perceptions and practices in special 

schools for students with SID in Hong Kong has been found, the first phase of this 

research is a pilot study that aims to explore the general phenomenon only. After 

the data analysis, the findings of the pilot study are used to inform the 

development of a quantitative survey. The second phase of this study employs a 

quantitative procedure to collect data about the general perceptions of music 

education for students with SID of music teachers in Hong Kong special schools. 

Then a subset of participants was selected to provide data about their perceptions 

and practices in the qualitative multiple case studies (Onwuegbuzie & Collins, 

2007). An in-depth analysis of the inter-relations between music teachers’ 

perceptions and their practices in music class is done in the third phase of this 

study, that is, the main study of this research.  

This design targets gaining information from general to specific so that a 

more comprehensive and in-depth understanding of the phenomenon can be 

gained (Morse, 2016). The first phase of the study collects qualitative information 

for the development of the instrument of the quantitative survey in the second 

phase, and the refinement of the interview and observation protocols of the main 
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study in the third phase. Table 4.1 illustrates the time-line of the three phases of 

this study and the relevant data-collection activities in each phase.  

Table 4.1  

Data-collection activities during the three phases of the study 

Period Activities 

Phase 1:  

Jan 2017 - May 2017 

Qualitative - Interviews and class observations (Pilot) 

Phase 2:  

Oct 2017 - Nov 2017 

Quantitative - Online Survey 

Phase 3:  

Nov 2017 - Feb 2018 

Qualitative - Review of school documents, interviews and class 

observations (Main study) 

 

Qualitative Interviews - Pilot 

Purposes. In order to gain an overview of the current situation of the 

music education for students with SID and music curriculum adaptations in Hong 

Kong special schools, initial interviews with music teachers and class 

observations were conducted. Such qualitative procedure serves several purposes: 

1) informs the development of items of the online survey in the quantitative part 

of the study; 2) suggests criteria for case selection of the main study; 3) provides 

information for refinement of interview and observation protocols of the main 

study.  

Procedures. Three special schools for students with SID were invited to 

participate in the pilot study through convenient sampling. Focus group interviews 
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with two music teachers from each school were conducted. Altogether six 

teachers from three schools were interviewed. Four music classes of these 

teachers were observed. Teachers of School A taught music lessons individually, 

while teachers of Schools B and C practiced co-teaching in their music lessons. 

The levels of the classes observed ranged from Key Stage 1 to Key Stage 3. Table 

4.2 summarizes the particulars of the three schools, the four classes observed, and 

the brief backgrounds of the six teachers.  

Table 4.2 

Particulars of the schools, the music classes observed and the music teachers of 

the pilot study 

 

Special 

schools 

participated 

Music 

teachers 

interviewed 

Gender and 

age of 

teachers 

Teachers’ music 

teaching experience in 

schools for children 

with SID 

Key stages 

of classes 

observed 

Duration 

of lessons 

School A 
Anson M/30s  5 years or above KS2 50 mins 

Annie F/30s  5 years or above KS3 50 mins 

School B 
Betty F/40s  5 years or above 

KS1 35mins 
Bella F/20s Less than 5 years 

School C 
Candy F/50s  5 years or above 

KS1 40mins 
Cindy F/40s  5 years or above 

 

The researcher visited the schools in the first half of the year 2017. Verbal 

consents were obtained from the school principals, the subject leaders and the six 

music teachers of these three schools. A set of open-ended interview questions 

(see Appendix A) was designed to guide the interviews of the music teachers. An 

observation guide (see Appendix B) was created to record descriptive data of the 

music lessons observed.  
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Findings. Data collected from the interviews were coded and several 

themes were emerged from the coding (Miles, Huberman & Saldaña, 2014), 

including music teachers’ perceptions of the purposes and aims of music 

education for students with SID, adaptations made and strategies music teachers 

used to support the learning of students, and difficulties music teachers 

encountered. Quotations are listed to illustrate the themes identified. 

Music teachers’ perceived purposes and aims of music education for 

students with SID. Music teachers from the three special schools believe that 

music education for students with SID is to develop students’ musical abilities 

and interests, as well as their extra-musical skills. 

Teachers of school A, ‘...cultivate students’ musical interests, so that 

music becomes their lifelong interest. ...encourage students’ 

communication and expression. ...enhance students’ awareness of stimuli 

from the environment, ...help them explore the movements of their limbs.’ 

 

Teachers of school B, ‘...cultivate students’ interests in music, so that they 

have something to do for leisure. ... help students express emotions and 

calm down...through the learning of some musical concepts; students may 

gain musical skills and create music.’ 

 

Teachers of school C, ‘...cultivate creativity and imagination, develop 

musical skills, develop appraising skills, and learn about musical 

contexts.’ 
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Adaptations made and strategies used to support students’ music 

learning. Music teachers from the three schools have adapted several aspects to 

facilitate students’ learning, including learning objectives, musical concepts, 

instructional strategies, music materials and resources, and assessments. 

Learning objectives. Teachers from the three special schools expressed 

their practices in adapting the learning objectives according to the learning 

capacities of their students. 

Teachers of school A, ‘...we let students experience the musical contexts 

by creating atmospheres [about the music], rather than asking them to 

describe the contexts.’ 

 

Teachers of school B, ‘...[our students] cannot read musical scores, but 

some of them can vocalize, or imitate.’ 

 

Teachers of school C, ‘...performing is too hard for them,...we let them 

explore freely, and later some can follow teachers’ directions.’ 

Musical concepts. All teachers chose musical concepts that they believed 

their students could understand as the content of learning.  

Teachers of school A, ‘...we let [students] listen to some rhythmic patterns, 

and try to entice them to beat the basic pulse on the djembe.’ 

 

Teachers of school B, ‘...[our students] cannot create musical pieces, but 

we let them try arranging short musical phrases [or patterns] with IT 

equipment.’ 
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Teachers of school C, ‘...we try to provide an experience that is related to 

the music, e.g. we maneuver students on wheelchairs at a speed that 

corresponds to the tempo of the music.’ 

Instructional strategies. Music teachers of the three special schools 

employed a wide variety of strategies and techniques to support their students’ 

music learning, for example, adaptations of environmental settings, use of 

everyday materials, multisensory learning, beyond classroom music experience, 

use of props, offering choices. 

Teachers of school A, ‘...we make some changes in the classroom 

environment, like rearranging the space, then some students immediately 

know that ‘it’s my turn’ [to perform]...we use everyday materials to entice 

their interests, like using some metal or wooden objects for them to 

explore first, and then connect these sound qualities [with instruments].’ 

 

Teachers of school B, ‘...we play a lot of musical games with students, 

besides musical input, we add a lot of other sensory inputs, like visual, 

tactile, and even olfactory, to help them experience the musical 

context...we have an after lunch air time, we let students choose the music 

they like and play on the school TV show with a puppet being the host of 

the show, our students like that very much.’ 

 

Teachers of school C, ‘...we use many props while doing music movement, 

e.g. waving the ribbon sleeves vigorously when the music is stronger and 

gently when the music is softer...we show a video and let the students 

choose an instrument to play as accompaniment or background music.’ 

Musical materials and resources. The music teachers also adapt musical 

materials and resources to meet the learning needs of their students, for example, 
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editing of music excerpts, use of IT equipment, and modification of musical 

instruments. 

Teachers of school A, ‘...we sometimes play the background music or 

rhythmic patterns only to encourage them to explore [the sounds of the 

instruments]...’ 

 

Teachers of school B, ‘Because [some students] have difficulties 

manipulating musical instruments; we let them play iPad so that they can 

also play the sounds of drums and keyboards.’ 

 

Teachers of school C, ‘...we have adapted some instruments, such as 

modifying the mallets for students to hold easily.’ 

Assessments. The main method of evaluation of the three schools relies on 

teachers’ observations. Some teachers also let their students evaluate their peers’ 

work by expressing preferences. 

Teachers of school A, ‘We evaluate students’ performance mainly by in-

class observation, see if they can achieve the learning objectives set in the 

learning plans.’ 

 

Teachers of school B, ‘We don’t give students worksheets. We evaluate 

students based on their performance in class; we also select some 

objectives to assess them [at the end of the module]. But we find it easier 

to evaluate their performance during lessons...we also evaluate their 

behaviors outside the school environment, like going to concerts...we also 

ask students if they like the performance of their peers.’ 

 

Teachers of school C, ‘We set learning objectives for students every 

module, and we evaluate their performance by continuously observing 
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their behaviors [in that module]...they have no assignments or 

homework...we sometimes ask if students like their peers’ work.’ 

Challenges of music teaching for students with SID. Teachers of the 

three special schools expressed various areas of difficulties they encountered 

when teaching music to their students. These difficulties can be categorized into 

four areas, student-related, teacher-related, school-related, and policy-related 

issues. 

Student-related issues. Some teachers expressed that students with SID are 

diverse in their abilities when compared with their peers in the same key stage or 

even among different domains of their development. Thus, it is not easy to follow 

the central curriculum, of which key stages are used to define the progressive 

development of students’ musical abilities. 

Teachers of school A, ‘...students have too many levels of abilities...even 

though students are at the same key stage, they have very diverse abilities, 

some may even be more capable than students at a higher key stage 

level...such a curriculum [designed progressively based on key stages] 

may not benefit all students.’ 

 

Teachers of school A, ‘...some students are very weak, they sleep for most 

of the time, we have to play music with stronger beat and dynamics; 

otherwise they will sleep for the whole lesson.’ 

 

Teachers of school A, ‘...some students may have higher cognitive level 

than their classmates, but they have very weak motor functioning that they 

cannot display much of the learning...some students may have good motor 

control, but they insist on playing only on the keyboard and refuse to try 

something else.’ 
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Teachers of school B, ‘...some students may be able to create some 

musical sounds, but we seldom record and playback for students’ listening, 

because [most of the students] do not understand what happen.’ 

Teacher-related issues. Some teachers expressed that it is challenging for 

them to teach music because they do not have training in music education. They 

have little knowledge of musical concepts, and they do not know whether the 

students are learning. 

Teachers of school B, ‘We find it difficult to teach [music] because we do 

not know music, some of us can play instruments, but some do not know 

any [music concepts] at all...sometimes we do not know if the students 

understand or not, it seems that they have no response.’ 

School-related issues. Some teachers reckoned that more resources could 

be allocated to develop music education in their schools, for example, extend the 

lesson time of music class. 

Teachers of school A, ‘...lesson time is not enough, sometimes we are in a 

hurry, or we can only complete two activities...we have to follow the 

school policy, sometimes more concerns may be put on core subjects than 

music.’ 

 

Teachers of school B, ‘We think that the lesson time is not enough, it can 

be extended, so that more can be done in one period.’ 

Policy-related issues. Some music teachers expressed that professional 

training and resources for music teachers are inadequate. 

Teachers of school A, ‘The [central] music curriculum is not suitable for 

our students, we must adapt it for our students...but sometimes we don’t 
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know if we are on the right track or not, there is no guidance...we just 

adapt based on our understanding of the needs of our students.’ 

 

Teachers of school B, ‘It is tough to find resources and reference materials, 

so we simply ask those publishers for some music education packages for 

reference, and we make our own versions, we apply for funding and DIY 

some music videos to play at school.’ 

To summarize, preliminary information about music teachers’ perceptions 

and practices of music education for students with SID has been found from the 

interviews with music teachers in the pilot study. Music teachers’ perceptions of 

the purposes and aims of music education for students with SID are to facilitate 

students’ musical and extra-musical development. Several aspects of adaptation 

have been made, for example, learning objectives, the content of learning, music 

materials and resources, instructional strategies, and method of evaluation. They 

have employed a wide variety of strategies to support students’ learning. The 

music teachers also expressed the challenges encountered when teaching music to 

students with SID. These challenges can be categorized into four areas, namely 

student-related, teacher-related, school-related, and policy-related. The data 

collected give a general idea of the phenomenon of music curriculum adaptations 

in special schools for students with SID in Hong Kong for further investigation 

and analysis in the following phases of the study.  
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Quantitative Survey 

Purposes. Since no research about Hong Kong music teachers’ 

perceptions of music education for students with SID or official statistics on the 

professional training of music teachers of students with SID can be found, an 

online survey has been conducted to collect information about the education 

background and teaching experience of music teachers, as well as their views 

towards music education for students with SID. The quantitative survey aims to: 1) 

collect data about music teachers’ background for the recruitment of participants 

in the main study; 2) gather information about music teachers’ perceptions; 3) 

guide the data-collection process and supplement the data analysis of the main 

study.   

Instrument. The survey consists of four sections. The first two sections 

aim at collecting demographic information of music teachers (see Appendix C). 

There are six questions about teachers’ music teaching experience in the first 

section, such as at which key stages the music teachers teach. The second section 

consists of five questions related to the professional training and education 

background of the music teachers, such as the highest level of training in music 

education the teachers received. The third section of the survey includes 13 items 

related to teachers’ perceptions of music education and the level of adaptation 
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required in various aspects when implementing the central music curriculum for 

students with SID. These items are devised according to the aims and guidelines 

to curriculum adaptation stated in the Music Curriculum Guide (P.1 - S.3) (CDC, 

2003). The last section includes 13 items about the challenges teachers 

encountered when teaching music to their students. These items are developed 

based on the findings of the pilot study. In particular, the items cover the four 

aspects of issues teachers expressed to be contributing to the difficulties in 

teaching music to students with SID in the pilot interviews, namely student-

related, teacher-related, school-related, and policy-related issues. Music teachers 

rated their views about music education, the level of adaptations required, and 

factors believed to be contributing to the challenges experienced in music 

teaching for students with SID in a 4-, 3- and 4-point Likert scale, respectively. In 

order to gather more information about teachers’ perceptions, three open-ended 

questions are added to invite their responses, including the purposes of music 

education for students with SID, perceived factors influencing music education in 

special schools, and suggestions to improve the situation. 

Although it is recommended that the instrument of a quantitative study 

should be tested before used (Morse, 2016), the survey of this study has not gone 

through such a process. The reason is that the total population of music teachers in 
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special schools for students with SID is so small that it is impossible to find a 

large enough sample size to try out and have the survey items tested for reliability 

before they are used.  

Procedures. Since there are not many music teachers in special schools 

for students with SID in Hong Kong, total population sampling (Etikan, Musa & 

Alkassim, 2016) has been adopted in this study. In October 2017, an email 

invitation was sent with a link to the online survey form to the school email 

address of all ten special schools for students with SID in Hong Kong. The email 

included an explanation of the purpose of the survey, which was to collect 

information about music teachers’ music background and training in special music 

education for the recruitment of cases of the study.  Issues of confidentiality were 

also stated. Music teachers of the schools were invited to fill in the survey 

anonymously and voluntarily.  

By the end of November 2017, responses from 34 teachers from eight of 

the ten special schools for students with SID were received. These teachers were 

all assigned to take up at least one music class of students with SID in their 

schools. All the responses were filled in through google form with access limited 

to music teachers being invited only. Teachers were invited to leave their emails 
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for further contact in case of meeting the case selection criteria of the qualitative 

multiple case studies in the third phase of the study. 

Apart from statistical analysis of the quantitative data, key terms from the 

answers to the open-ended questions were extracted, coded to allow themes 

emerged, and categories formed (Miles, Huberman & Saldaña, 2014). There were 

32 teachers responded. Multiple response entries to the open-ended question about 

teachers’ perceptions of the purposes of music education for students with SID 

were recorded. Four themes were emerged from the responses, namely, 

developing music abilities, developing extra-musical abilities, gaining enjoyment, 

and developing life-long interests in music. Six teachers responded to the question 

about perceived factors contributing to the difficulties of music teaching for 

students with SID and resulted in three themes, that is, student-related, teacher-

related, and organizational-related factors. The last question about 

recommendations for resolving the difficulties received multiple response entries 

from 18 teachers, and six themes were formed, including the lack of resources and 

references, lack of teacher training, lack of professional support, organizational 

factors, change of teachers’ perceptions, and development of curriculum for 

students with SID.  
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Findings related to teachers’ perceptions of the music education, 

curriculum adaptations and challenges of music teaching for students with SID are 

reported in Chapter 5, while results about music teachers’ backgrounds are 

reported in the following sub-sections because such data supplement the 

explanation of the process of case recruitment of the qualitative multiple case 

studies in the third phase of the study.  

Results - Backgrounds of music teachers. Simple descriptive statistical 

analysis has been conducted to serve two purposes: 1) gaining general information 

about the backgrounds of music teachers in special schools for students with SID 

for the recruitment of participants for the main study, and 2) answering the first 

research question about music teachers’ perceptions of the music education and 

music curriculum for students with SID (see Chapter 5). Results about music 

teachers’ professional training and experience in music teaching of students with 

SID are described below.  

Music teachers’ professional training. Results indicate that over 90% of 

the music teachers in special schools for students with SID have received 

professional training in special education (31 teachers, 91.2%). More than one-

third of them have never received any training in music before (12 teachers, 

35.3%). There are only six professionally trained music educators (17.5%), and 
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more than half of the teachers (20 teachers, 58.8%) have no training in music 

education at all. Table 4.3 summarizes the data collected from the online survey 

regarding aspects related to music teachers’ professional training. 

Table 4.3 

Professional training of music teachers in special schools for students with SID in 

Hong Kong 

 

 

Music teachers’ teaching experience. It is found that nearly 90% of the 

teachers (30 teachers, 88.2%) teach two or more other subjects besides music. 

More than 50% of the teachers (20 teachers, 58.8%) have more than six years of 

experience in teaching students with SID, but nearly 50% of them (15 teachers, 

44.1%) have only one to two years of experience teaching music to students with 

SID. Table 4.4 summarizes the data regarding aspects related to music teachers’ 

experience in music teaching for students with SID. 

Professional training N % 

Training in Special Education  

Undergraduate or above  

EDB course(s)  

No training  

Training in Music  

Undergraduate or above  

Instrument(s) 

No training 

Training in Music Education  

Undergraduate or above  

EDB course(s) 

Other institutes 

No training  

 

14 

17 

3 

 

4 

18 

12 

 

6 

3 

5 

20 

 

41.2 

50.0 

8.8 

 

11.8 

52.9 

35.3 

 

17.6 

8.8 

14.7 

58.8 
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Table 4.4 

Teaching experience of music teachers in special schools for students with SID in 

Hong Kong 

 

 

The quantitative data about music teachers’ backgrounds provide 

information for the case selection of the qualitative part of the study. The 

statistical analysis of music teachers’ perceptions reported in Chapter 5 gives a 

general answer to research question one. Since such analysis is inadequate for 

answering research questions related to individual music teachers’ perceptions, 

Teaching experience N % 

Level taught (Music) 

Basic Education  

Senior Secondary  

Both 

Subject(s) taught 

Music only 

Music and 1 other subject 

Music and 2 or more subjects 

Music lessons taught per week 

1-3  

4-6  

7-9  

>10  

Subject leader  

Yes 

No 

No. of years teaching students with SID  

< 1  

1-2  

3-5  

6-10  

> 10  

No. of years teaching music to students with SID 

< 1  

1-2  

3-5  

6-10  

> 10 

 

21 

6 

7 

 

0 

4 

30 

 

13 

16 

3 

2 

 

7 

27 

 

4 

5 

5 

7 

13 

 

8 

7 

7 

6 

6 

 

61.8 

17.6 

20.6 

 

0 

11.8 

88.2 

 

38.2 

47.1 

8.8 

5.9 

 

20.6 

79.4 

 

11.8 

14.7 

14.7 

20.6 

38.2 

 

23.5 

20.6 

20.6 

17.6 

17.6 
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practices, reflections, and the inter-relations among the three, qualitative methods, 

such as multiple case studies, have to be used to provide more comprehensive and 

in-depth understanding about the phenomenon.   

Multiple Case Studies 

 Case study, as described by Stake (2013), can be quantitative or qualitative, 

depending on the focus of the subject to be studied.  It is defined by the interest in 

the cases rather than the methodology used. Qualitative case studies focus on an 

in-depth exploration of a phenomenon whereby generalization may not be the aim 

of the study (Stake, 2013). Stake (2013) emphasizes researchers’ interests in the 

cases that define case study, while Yin (2014) explains that a case study is an 

empirical inquiry that looks into phenomena in the real context. It is also 

important to note that phenomenon and context may often be difficult to 

distinguish in real-world situations. He continues to highlight that case study is 

not a method of data collection or design per se, but a research method that 

encompasses a logical sequence of approaches in data collection and analysis. By 

adopting the method of case study, “holistic and meaningful characteristics of 

real-life events” can be retained (Yin, 2014, p.2). 

 To determine whether case study is an appropriate method to use, three 

situations are considered: (a) the researcher wants to investigate the “how” and 
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“why” of a phenomenon; (b) the researcher does not have much control over the 

behavioral events, and (c) the focus of the study is a contemporary phenomenon in 

the real-world context (Yin, 2014).   

 First, with a primary interest in understanding the rationale and 

implementation of music curriculum adaptation in special schools, the research 

questions of this study focus on the “why” and “how” about music teachers’ 

perceptions and practices. It involves an in-depth investigation of the phenomenon 

from music teachers’ perspectives. For example, how music teachers perceive 

music education for students with SID, how the curriculum is adapted for these 

students, and why such adaptations are made.    

 Second, since the investigation was taken place in the classroom setting, 

music teachers and students behaved naturally, just as they would in all other 

situations at school at any time during ordinary school days. The role of the 

researcher was to observe the behaviors and interactions among all people in the 

classroom. No one could manipulate the interactions among these people.  

 Lastly, the focus of this study is related to music teachers’ daily practice in 

an authentic special education context. It is not a retrospective study or historical 

examination of the issue, but a contemporary phenomenon which happens daily in 

a real-world situation. Therefore, the method of qualitative case study is 
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appropriate in this case. The study aims to explore in-depth the phenomenon of 

adaptation of music curriculum for students with SID and gain insights from the 

cases.   

 Stake (2013) categorizes case studies into intrinsic or instrumental 

according to the aims of the study. The primary concern of intrinsic case study is 

the particularity and uniqueness of the cases that make them worth studying, but 

not representativeness (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The cases of instrumental case 

studies, on the contrary, are of secondary interest, but they are best used to 

provide insights to the issue studied (Stake, 2013), develop generalization or build 

theory (Mills, Durepos and Wiebe, 2010). It is the primary goal of this study to 

explore in-depth about professional special music educators’ perceptions and 

practices. Hence, the cases of this study are selected because of their uniqueness. 

They are both professional music educators in a special school for students with 

SID. Furthermore, this study intends to gain enlightenment of the phenomenon of 

music curriculum adaptation for students with SID; thus this case study is 

considered as both intrinsic and instrumental. Stake (2013) explains that it is often 

difficult to differentiate between intrinsic and instrumental case study because 

research studies often involve more than one focus of interests.   
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  In this study, more than one case was investigated to acquire an in-depth 

understanding of music teachers’ perceptions and practices. Stake (2013) 

describes such kind of case studies as collective case studies or multiple case 

studies. The cases in multiple case studies can either be similar or dissimilar for 

comparison and contrast to gain a better understanding of the issues studied 

(Simons, 2009). Previous studies such as Levin and Wadmany (2008) adopted the 

method of qualitative multiple case studies to examine the views and practices of 

three teachers. The method of sampling used was by school nomination. Teachers 

being nominated were treated both as individual cases and as a group for analysis. 

Their practices and views were collected from class observations and interviews, 

respectively. Another study by Ertmer, Ottenbreit-Leftwich, Sadik, Sendurur, and 

Sendurur (2012) also employed the design of qualitative multiple case studies to 

investigate teachers’ beliefs and practices. Similarly, teachers were defined as 

cases for analysis, but the method of sampling in this study was purposive 

sampling, in which teachers were selected because of their award-winning 

practices. Instead of class observations, Ertmer and her colleagues (2012) 

examined teaching materials designed by the teachers to study their practices, and 

interviews were used to study teachers’ beliefs.   
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 With reference to previous research, some of the procedures are adopted in 

the current study aiming at selecting cases that could provide the most insights to 

the issue studied and collecting data that could best reflect the phenomenon. 

Details of the criteria and procedures of case selection and data collection are 

reported in the following sections. 

 Case recruitment and selection. Before the recruitment and selection of 

cases, it is necessary to define the “case” to be explored (Yin, 2014). In this study, 

a “case” or “unit of analysis” refers to individual music teachers teaching students 

with SID at the basic education level in a Hong Kong special school. It is not the 

purpose of this study to generalize findings to represent the phenomenon. On the 

contrary, the study aims at gaining insights from the cases. Therefore, it is crucial 

to select cases that could provide the most learning from authentic situations, and 

thus purposive sampling is used in this study (Stake, 2013). 

Criteria for case selection. As Elliott (2015) accentuates, professional 

music educators should possess two strands of expertise, that is, musicianship and 

educatorship. Besides, music educators who teach students with special needs 

should also have the expertise of special education (Standley and Jones, 2007). 

Therefore, when recruiting music teachers to participate in this study, they should 

have received training in both music education as well as special education. 
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Moreover, since the study involved in-class observation of music teachers’ 

practice at the basic education level, the participants should at least teach music in 

one class of students with SID at the level of basic education. Lastly, this study 

includes only teachers who teach independently in music lessons; in other words, 

those who co-teach with another teacher have been excluded. In summary, the 

criteria for case selection are listed as follows: 

(1) Received training in music education before; 

(2) Received training in special education before; 

(3) Teach music at the basic education level in a special school for students 

with SID; 

(4) Teach music lessons without the practice of co-teaching. 

 The practice of co-teaching, in which two teachers co-teach with each 

other in the same lesson, influences students’ learning (Murawski, 2006; Solis, 

Vaughn, Swanson, & Mcculley, 2012), teachers’ autonomy and partnership 

(Keefe, & Moore, 2004; Sileo, 2011), and class dynamics (Friend, Cook, Hurley-

Chamberlain, & Shamberger, 2010; Magiera, Smith, Zigmond, & Gebauer, 2005). 

With co-teaching taking place, it would be barely possible to examine the 

relations between individual music teachers’ perceptions and practices. To avoid 
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the effect of co-teaching on music curriculum adaptation, music teachers who 

taught in classes where co-teaching was carried out were excluded in this study.   

 Based on the criteria for case selection, the cases selected in this study 

were not typical, unlike most of the other members in the context. Among all the 

music teachers teaching students with SID in Hong Kong, only very few have 

received teacher training in music education according to the data collected from 

the survey before case selection. Therefore, even though the cases selected were 

the minority, investigating them could provide more learning points. These 

teachers with music teacher training were chosen because of their unique 

background in music education and special education regardless of their age and 

gender. In the current study, more than one case was selected so that in addition to 

within-case analysis, cross-case comparisons could be made. The number of cases 

recruited was based on practical issues, including the number of teachers who met 

the selection criteria and whether consent could be obtained from them.   

Case recruitment. Purposive criterion sampling was adopted to recruit 

cases for this study (Creswell & Poth, 2018). It was necessary to have information 

related to the criteria, that is, the education background of music teachers in Hong 

Kong special schools for students with SID for case selection. According to the 

data collected from the online survey, among the 22 teachers who have learned 
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music before, only six reported to have a bachelor degree or above in music 

education with some training in special education. Among the six music teachers 

with formal music education background and training in special education, two 

teachers taught senior secondary classes only, one teacher taught in a school 

where co-teaching was adopted in music classes. Therefore, there left only three 

teachers meeting the three selection criteria. Out of these three teachers, only two 

were willing to be interviewed and agreed to open their classrooms for 

observations. Coincidentally, these two music teachers were teaching at the same 

special school.  The details of the school setting, overview of the school-based 

music curriculum, and the profiles of the two teachers are described in the 

following sub-sections. 

Setting. The two music teachers, Andy (pseudonym) and Ben (pseudonym) 

were teaching at the Hopeful School (pseudonym), a special school for students 

with SID from age 6 to 18 years. The school was operated by a local non-

government organization with subsidies from the government, just like all other 

local special schools in Hong Kong. Students of the school were referred by the 

EDB, according to the district they lived in. In the year 2017-18, there were 80 

students in the school of whom 37 received five-day residential services after 

school and went back home during weekends and school holidays. The students 
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were divided into eleven classes from Key Stages 1 to 4, with each class consisted 

of six to eight students. Basic education level included students from Key Stages 1 

to 3, and there were two classes at each of these key stages in the Hopeful School, 

making it altogether six classes at the level of basic education. 

 During most of the time of a school day, there was a class teacher and at 

least one paraprofessional, personnel who assisted the class teacher during lessons.  

In Hopeful School, either a school helper or a teaching assistant was assigned to 

help the class teacher of each class. Occasionally, there might also be some 

volunteers, parents, or carers of students coming to help in class. The medium of 

instructions in the Hopeful School was Cantonese, a Chinese dialect commonly 

spoken in Hong Kong. Even though many of the students were non-verbal, 

teachers and paraprofessionals all used Cantonese to communicate with the 

students. Teachers might need to speak in English or other Chinese dialects when 

they asked carers who did not speak Cantonese to help the students in the class.   

 School hours began from 9:15 a.m. to 3:35 p.m. All classes at basic 

education level were scheduled with one music lesson per week, with class 

duration ranged from 1 hour 10 minutes to 1 hour 50 minutes. Shorter lessons 

were scheduled in the morning, while longer lessons in the afternoon with a short 

recess of about 10 minutes in the middle. Non-residential students usually left 
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school at 3:15 p.m., that is, 20 minutes earlier, to catch the school bus. Only 

residential students stayed until the end of class. Lessons of Andy were scheduled 

in the morning, while those of Ben in the afternoon. 

 Each teacher selected one class for observations in this study. The two 

classes observed were both at Key Stage 2. Andy’s class consisted of seven 

students aged 6 to 11 years old with different levels of physical disabilities in 

addition to SID. One of them could walk with a walking frame. The rest needed 

wheelchairs for mobility. More than half of them needed special equipment to 

support their neck and body posture, and four have weak gross and fine motor 

control that they needed appliances to help them hold and manipulate objects. All 

of Andy’s students were non-verbal and could only understand minimal verbal 

instructions. Apart from Andy, there was a teaching assistant in the class. Besides, 

either the parent or carer of each student came to help in the class occasionally.   

Ben’s class consisted of seven students aged 10 to 15 years with SID. 

Apart from one student who used a wheelchair, the rest of the class were able to 

walk unaided or with minimal assistance. Two students could communicate with 

single words, and the rest were non-verbal. Besides a teaching assistant who was 

regularly attached to the class during the whole school day, another teaching 

assistant was supporting the students during Ben’s lessons. A social worker 
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trainee also came to help in Ben’s class occasionally. Table 4.5 describes the 

composition of the two classes. 

Table 4.5 

Characteristics of students 

   Disability / Support needed 

Class  Students 

Age/ 

Sex Mobility 

Body / 

Motor Vision Communication 

 

Andy’s 

 

A1 

 

9/F 

 

Wheelchair 

 

No 

assistance 

 

Corrected 

with lens 

 

Non-verbal 

A2 7/F Wheelchair Neck 

support 

Corrected 

with lens 

Non-verbal 

A3 6/F Walking frame No 

assistance 

Partial 

sighted 

 

Non-verbal 

A4 11/M Wheelchair Hand, neck 

support 

Partial 

sighted 

Non-verbal 

A5 8/F Wheelchair Hand, neck 

support 

Normal Non-verbal 

A6 10/M Wheelchair Hand 

support 

Normal 

 

Non-verbal 

A7 6/M Wheelchair Hand, neck 

support 

Normal Non-verbal 

 

Ben’s 

 

B1 

 

10/M 

 

Unaided 

 

No 

assistance 

 

Normal 

 

 

Non-verbal 

B2 13/F Unaided No 

assistance 

Normal 

 

Non-verbal 

B3 13/F Wheelchair No 

assistance 

Partial 

sighted 

Non-verbal 

B4 15/M Unaided No 

assistance 

Corrected 

with lens 

Non-verbal 

B5 13/M Unaided No 

assistance 

Normal 

 

Non-verbal 

B6 13/M Unaided No 

assistance 

Normal 

 

Single word 

B7 12/M Unaided No 

assistance 

Normal 

 

Single word 

  

School-based music curriculum. The Hopeful School developed a 

school-based music curriculum to cater for the learning needs of students with 

SID according to the framework of the central music curriculum. The content of 
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the curriculum is organized progressively over the three key stages. For example, 

at Key Stage 1, students are encouraged to explore different kinds of sounds in the 

environment, with the content of learning focus more on the tonal and rhythmic 

dimensions of music. At Key Stage 2, contents of learning include promoting the 

awareness of rhythmic and tonal sound patterns and qualities of musical sounds. 

While at Key Stage 3, students are encouraged to pay attention to musical themes 

and styles with a focus on more advanced musical elements, e.g. textures and 

forms.  The school-based curriculum documents also indicate that a wide variety 

of musical styles and genres are included for students throughout the nine-year 

basic education. For example, musical elements cover rhythm, tempo, pitch, 

dynamics, timbre, articulation, harmony, texture, while musical styles and genre 

include orchestral and instrumental music, dance music, opera, musicals, world 

music, popular music. Music teachers are suggested to follow the learning 

progression of the school-based music curriculum when designing their music 

lessons for students at various key stages. 

Participants. The two cases, Andy and Ben, were both males. Andy was 

the music panel, that is, the subject leader of the school. He was a proficient 

guitarist who also played piano for leisure and participated in weekly rehearsal of 

a local handbell choir. He received his music education degree six years ago. 
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Since graduation, he worked in the Hopeful School, and it was his seventh year 

teaching students with SID. He attended part-time courses on music therapy a 

year ago and currently pursuing a postgraduate diploma course in music therapy. 

Andy had completed 30 hours of basic and 120 hours of advanced training on 

special education provided by the EDB. He joined the seed projects of 

“Developing the music curriculum for students with intellectual disabilities (ID) 

(Primary 1 – Secondary 3)” and “Developing learning and teaching strategies in 

adapted music curriculum (Primary 1 – Secondary 3) for students with 

intellectual disabilities (ID)” organized by the EDB in the academic years of 

2016-17 (EDB, 2018h) and 2017-18 (EDB, 2018i) respectively. These two 

projects aimed at developing an adapted music curriculum as well as learning and 

teaching strategies of the subject of music for students with ID at Basic Education 

levels through professional sharing among music teachers in special schools.  

 Ben was a proficient pianist who also played guitar and violin for leisure. 

He played as a church pianist occasionally. He majored in music in his 

undergraduate studies and obtained a postgraduate diploma in music education 

later on. He joined the Hopeful School since the academic year of 2017-18. 

Before that, he had taught in another special school for students with SID for six 

years.  He had completed a part-time certificate program on music therapy three 
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years ago. He had also attended 30 hours of basic and 120 hours of advanced 

training on special education provided by the EDB.  Table 4.6 compares the 

profiles of the two participants. 

Table 4.6 

Profiles of music teachers 

 Andy Ben 

Training in music 
Instruments played: 

Guitar/ Piano/ Handbell 

Bachelor; 

Instruments played: 

Piano/ Violin/ Guitar 

Training in music education Bachelor Postgraduate Diploma 

Training in special education 30 hours basic training & 120 

hours advance training in 

special education provided by 

government 

30 hours basic training & 120 

hours advance training in 

special education provided by 

government 

Training in music therapy Certificate; 

Postgraduate Diploma (in 

progress) 

Certificate 

Participation of music 

activities 

Handbell choir Church pianist 

Experience in teaching 

students with SID 

6 years 6 years 

Experience in music 

curriculum development 

Class level; 

School level; 

School representative of 

government project 

Class level 

 

Data collection. Yin (2014) advises that in case study, evidence has to be 

collected from multiple sources related to the subject of study for triangulation. 

Researchers, based on their interests in the cases, collect and analyze data 

according to theoretical propositions of the study. Patterns and themes emerged 

from data collected through different sources provide a better understanding of 

distinctive situations. A variety of data has been collected to provide an in-depth 
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understanding of the teachers’ perceptions and practices. These methods of data 

collection are commonly used in qualitative studies, including observation in the 

natural context of the daily activities of people significant to the issues studied; 

interviews with these people regarding their views, opinions, and experiences; and 

examination of relevant documents (Wallen & Fraenkel, 2013; Yin, 2014).   

 Data were collected during school visits from late November 2017 to early 

February 2018, when all classes of the whole school were under the second 

module of learning of the school year. The second module of learning lasted for 

nine weeks, excluding school holidays. The module was divided into three units, 

with each unit consisted of three lessons. Data were collected from three music 

lessons of each teacher through observations and video recordings. These three 

lessons formed a complete unit of learning of the second module. All students 

from both classes were learning the same topic of ‘ostinato’. Consents from the 

teachers were obtained, and parents of the students were explained of the study 

and purpose of video recording before the class observations took place. 

Interviews, another important source of information for case studies (Yin, 2014) 

were conducted with the music teachers and people working closely with them in 

the field, namely the three teaching assistants who provided support during the 

music lessons. Consents from the two teachers and the three teaching assistants 
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were obtained before the interviews. All interviews were audio-recorded for 

transcriptions and analyses. Lastly, relevant documents, such as unit plans of the 

classes and the school-based music curriculum, were examined.   

Development of research tools for data collection. Before collecting data 

for in-depth case analysis, instruments such as interview and observation 

protocols developed to guide the process of data collection are necessary 

(Creswell & Poth, 2018). With reference to the procedures for preparing and 

conducting interviews suggested by Creswell and Poth (2018) and Yin (2014), 

interview protocol should be tested with pilot cases and revised before the 

collection of data. The initial interview protocol tested in the pilot study (see 

Appendix A) was refined to match with the research questions. New sets of open-

ended interview questions were designed for the main study. The interview 

protocols included questions for music teachers (see Appendix D) and teaching 

assistants (see Appendix E). The interview questions for music teachers covered 

teachers’ backgrounds and their perceptions of music education for students with 

SID. The questions for teaching assistants were mainly about their collaboration 

with music teachers. There was also a set of pre-lesson interview questions 

covering music teachers’ lesson planning and expectations of students’ learning, 

and a set of post-lesson interview questions, including teachers’ evaluation of 
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students’ learning and self-reflection (see Appendix F). Besides, the observation 

protocol (see Appendix B) drafted for recording descriptive information and 

reflective notes of the music lessons were tested in the pilot study (Creswell & 

Poth, 2018). A revised version of the observation protocol was used in the main 

study (see Appendix G).   

Interviews with music teachers. As Creswell and Poth (2018) describe, 

“interview questions are often the subquestions in the research study, phrased in a 

way that interviewees can understand” (p. 164). Based on the research questions 

guiding this study, all interview questions were open-ended and focused on music 

teachers’ perceptions of various aspects related to music education for students 

with SID and teachers’ self-explanation of their everyday practices (Creswell & 

Poth, 2018). Before any class observations of the main study, the two music 

teachers were interviewed separately on 23 Nov 2017 with a semi-structured 

interview guide, exploring several aspects related to their perceptions of music 

education for students with SID (see Appendix D). Then, before each class 

observation, a pre-class interview was taken place; and a post-class interview after 

the class observations (see Appendix E). These interviews were semi-structured, 

with some conversational-like, unstructured questions arisen from situations. 

Probing questions were also used to follow up and invite elaboration of important 
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issues raised by the music teachers (Thomas, 2015). The semi-structured part of 

the interview served as a guide to cover the issues related to music teachers’ 

perceptions, while the unstructured interview was used to encourage music 

teachers to express issues they perceived as important. Time was allowed for such 

kinds of unstructured conversational interviews, and music teachers were asked 

about their views, intentions, reflections, and opinions about their music lessons 

(Thomas, 2015). The mode of the face-to-face interview was chosen so that 

probing questions could be raised immediately when clarifications and 

elaborations were needed. Also, when conducting the unstructured part of the 

interview, important issues raised by music teachers in the course could be 

identified and follow-up easily (Thomas, 2015).   

Interviews with teaching assistants. In order to gain more understanding 

about the everyday practices of music teachers from diverse perspectives, the 

three teaching assistants who closely collaborated with the teachers during their 

music lessons were interviewed. Amy and Beth were attached to Andy and Ben’s 

classes, respectively. They provided support regularly to students of their 

respective classes in all lessons, including music lessons, throughout the school 

day. Brad provided support to Ben as additional manpower in music lessons every 

week. Table 4.7 describes the profile of the three teaching assistants.   
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Table 4.7 

Profile of teaching assistants 

Teaching 

Assistants Gender Class supporting 

Experience in 

Hopeful School 

Musical 

background 

Amy F Andy’s 4.5 years No 

Beth F Ben’s 4 years No 

Brad M Ben’s 1 year Guitarist 

  

 Semi-structured questions were used to guide the interview process and to 

elicit responses regarding music teachers’ practices in conducting learning and 

teaching activities, such as the employment of supporting strategies, in-class 

adaptations of teaching materials for students, and collaboration with teaching 

assistants to facilitate students’ learning (see Appendix F). The teaching assistants 

were interviewed individually with unstructured interview time allowed after the 

semi-structured interview for them to express their views freely. These interviews 

were conducted in early February when all learning units under the module of 

‘ostinato’ were completed. 

Class observations. Observations of music lessons were an essential 

source of information to understand the teachers’ practices in the real-world 

context. The researcher’s presence in the field provides information about the 

social interactions, environmental conditions, and particular events that happened 

in the classrooms and also allows the inclusion of the researcher’s reactions, 

reflections, and insights as part of the data (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Before 
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designing an observation protocol, the type of observation to be used has to be 

determined. Creswell and Poth (2018) distinguish four types of observations 

based on the extent to which the observer was engaged in the context, namely 

complete participant, participant as observer, observer as participant and complete 

observer. Although Yin (2014) describes that the participant-observation 

technique is the most frequently used in some qualitative research, it is necessary 

to decide the type of observation according to the nature of data one intended to 

collect. The role of observer as participant was adopted in this study for three 

reasons. First, with the researcher being the educational psychologist of the school, 

students, teachers, teaching assistants and parents were already used to her 

presence in the class. Her in-class observation and note-taking from a distance 

was no novel to all students and adults in the classroom. Second, when the 

researcher observed in class without participating in any learning and teaching 

activities, she could pay attention to the on-going interactions of different parties 

without being absorbed in any particular point of engagement. Third, 

investigations of music teachers’ practices in real situations were the primary 

intention of the study; thus, interference with the class dynamics and flow of 

learning and teaching should be avoided as far as possible.   
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 This study takes the stance that learning and teaching is an interactive 

process in which the behaviors of teachers and students are continuously evolving 

inter-dependently on each other’s social input. Thus field notes describing in 

detail all the events that happened during the lessons are important for 

understanding the process of learning and teaching. The observation guide 

provided a framework for the collection of information on the environmental 

settings, interactions, events happened and researcher’s reflections arisen from 

class activities and responses from all parties involved (see Appendix G). 

Behaviors of and interactions among teachers, students, and supporting personnel 

were observed and recorded. Field notes regarding the general atmosphere and 

environmental design of the lessons were taken during and right after the lessons 

for further investigation and analysis (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The dates of the 

class observations were shown in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8 

Dates of class observations  

Class Dates 

Andy’s 23 Nov; 30 Nov; 14 Dec 

Ben’s 30 Nov; 07 Dec; 14 Dec 

 

Examination of documents. Relevant school documents, including 

school-based music curriculum documents and unit plans of music lessons were 
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collected during school visits. These documents were used to supplement 

interviews and observations as a method of triangulation (Creswell & Poth, 2018; 

Yin, 2014). For example, when music teachers discussed his practices in adapting 

the central music curriculum and the school-based assessment policy, the school-

based music curriculum document could provide more information on how the 

learning objectives were arranged and how students’ progress of learning was 

assessed. The unit plans of music lessons were used to compare with teachers’ 

practices before and during music lessons, such as the arrangement of learning 

and teaching activities, learning objectives set and the assessment made, and 

modifications of music materials made during lessons. Table 4.9 summarizes the 

data collected and their functions, respectively. 

Table 4.9 

Types and major functions of data collected 

Type of data Major functions 

 

Interview with music teachers 

 

Providing information about music teachers’ 

perceptions; triangulating data from class observations 

and school document  

 

Interview with teaching assistants Providing information about music teachers’ practices; 

triangulating data from class observations and interviews 

with teachers 

 

Class observations Providing information about music teachers’ practices; 

triangulating data from interviews with teachers and 

teaching assistants, and school document 

 

School documents Providing background information of school-based 

curriculum; triangulating data from class observations 

and interviews with teachers 
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Data analysis. To analyze qualitative data, various cycles of coding, 

interpretation, and comparisons are inevitable (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Miles, 

Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014; Yin, 2014). Creswell and Poth (2018) suggest a data 

analysis spiral in five stages, covering the organization of data to coding and 

identification of themes, and representation of data. Miles, Huberman and Saldaña 

(2014) elaborate the coding process into two cycles, that is, initial coding and 

patterns coding. Yin (2014) introduces several strategies as researchers move 

backward and forward through the process of data analysis, these strategies 

include relying on theoretical propositions, working the data from “ground up”, 

developing case description, and examining plausible rival explanations. With 

reference to all the above suggestions, the process of data analysis of this study 

was organized into two cycles, namely reading and memoing emergent ideas, and 

describing and classifying codes into themes. These stages were not linearly 

distinct with each other but go back and forth as data analysis took place.   

 Two main strategies were used to analyze the data, that is, ‘top-down’ and 

‘bottom-up’. Both strategies of data analysis were used throughout the whole 

process of analysis. Top-down strategy refers to interpreting the data by following 

the theoretical propositions of previous research and the conceptual framework of 
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the study (Yin, 2014). Bottom-up strategies allow the data reveals itself, that is, a 

data-driven approach of analysis, in which patterns and themes were identified 

(Yin, 2014). Different strategies were applied at different stages of data analysis; 

constant comparisons of the code, categories, and themes were used to look for 

relationships and hierarchy among the data (Thomas, 2014). As the process of 

data analysis went on, the codes and themes between the two cases were 

constantly compared, aiming at deepening the understanding and explanation of 

the phenomenon (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014). 

 Reading and memoing emergent ideas. Before the beginning of the 

analysis, the transcribed data were organized systematically in spreadsheets so 

that keywords, phrases and sentences could be retrieved easily at all stages of 

analysis. Creswell and Poth (2018) suggest that during the initial reading of the 

database, major organizing ideas or categories could be identified from the data 

without regarding the predetermined questions. Therefore, the whole database was 

studied directly and holistically so that an overall impression of the data collected 

was obtained before it was analyzed in detail (Merriam and Tisdell, 2016). For 

example, general ideas about the reasons music teachers adapted the music 

materials, and the way they applied these adaptations were obtained as the 

researcher read through the interviews with the teachers, recordings and field 
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notes from class observations. Memos were used to record these preliminary ideas 

for in-depth analysis in the next stage of the analytic process (Miles, Huberman, 

& Saldaña, 2014). Table 4.10 shows a sample of the transcriptions of interviews 

with Andy and observation recordings in relation to the initial codes and memos 

of emergent ideas. 

Table 4.10 

Sample of initial codes and memos (Andy) 

Source of data Transcriptions /Recordings Initial codes Memos 

Interview We use relatively less demonstration 

and verbal explanation, instead we 

give students more space and time to 

explore and listen.   

We emphasize sounds before 

symbols.  We wanted to teach them 

reading color scores or images, but 

that was too difficult.  They almost 

have no sensitivity towards the score, 

so we need to stick to sound.  We 

need to attract their attention through 

various sounds in order to help them 

learn. 

From observations, we get some 

ideas about what instruments 

[students] like, and then we can think 

about different strategies to enable 

them to play those instruments. 

Based on our understanding of their 

motor abilities, we then decide what 

kinds of instruments are suitable for 

them.  We try to understand their 

music interests through observations.   

 

Strategy 

 

 

 

Strategy 

 

 

 

Students’ 

difficulty 

 

Strategy 

 

Teacher’s 

role 

 

 

Students’ 

difficulty 

 

Teacher’s 

role 

 

Andy emphasizes the 

understanding of 

students’ needs / 

interests / abilities; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Andy considers different 

strategies and 

adaptations to develop 

students’ music abilities 

and interests 

Observation  
 Andy attaches Soundbrenner to 

students A5 & A7 wrists (with help 

of parents A5 & A7) 

 Music plays 

 Student A7 moves left hand (few 

times) 

 Student A5 moves both hands (few 

times) 

Strategy / 

Adaptation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Andy makes on-the-spot 

adaptations based on 

students’ needs and 

progress; 
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 Andy’s verbal encouragement (to 

both students) 

 Andy attaches wrist bells to students 

A5 & A7 (with help of parents A5 & 

A7) 

 Andy explains purpose to parents A5 

& A7 

 Music plays 

 Student A7 shakes wrist bells 

 Parent A7’s verbal encouragement + 

clap hands 

 Student A5 shakes wrist bells 

 Andy’s verbal encouragement 

 Parent A5’s verbal encouragement + 

tap student left shoulder 

Teacher’s 

role  

 

Adaptation 

 

 

Teacher’s 

role 

 

 

Teacher’s 

role 

Teacher’s 

role 

Andy continuously 

evaluates students’ 

performance and 

abilities; 

 

 

Andy educates and 

collaborates with 

parents by explaining 

purpose of activities and 

demonstrating 

encouragement 

 

  

Multiple pieces of evidence should then be found from different sources to 

portray the multiple perspectives about the various categories (Stake, 2013). By 

reading the transcriptions of interviews and observation notes of both cases, as 

well as the school document, several categories such as music teachers’ 

perceptions of the purposes and foci of music education and curriculum for 

students with SID, their perceptions of the learning difficulties of students, the 

strategies and support students needed, and their perceived roles of music teachers 

were formed. As Creswell and Poth (2018) state, memoing should be done 

according to the individual needs of researchers, and there is no consensus about a 

guiding procedure of memoing. Regarding the purpose of memoing during the 

process of analysis, various aspects of the researcher’s impressions of the music 

classes were noted apart from the initial categories formed. These aspects 

included the atmosphere of learning, interactions among teachers, students and 
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supporting personnel, and the organization of learning activities. The memos 

captured the researcher’s reflections and contributed to the development and 

connections of ideas at later stages of analysis.  

 Describing and classifying codes into themes. Creswell and Poth (2018) 

suggest, “researchers build detailed descriptions, apply codes, develop themes or 

dimensions, and provide an interpretation in light of their own views or views of 

perspectives in the literature” (p.189) at the stage of describing and classifying 

codes into themes. Hence, after the stage of reading and memoing, the data were 

re-read and the initial categories were expanded into codes in more detail. For 

example, under ‘music teachers’ perceptions of the purposes of music education 

for students with SID’, the category was expanded into three codes, namely 

‘development of music abilities of students’, ‘cultivation of music interests of 

students’, and ‘facilitation of general development of students’. These codes 

formed the descriptions of the researcher’s interpretation of the data. Several types 

of coding were used, such as descriptive, values, evaluation, and causation coding 

(Miles, Huberman & Saldaña, 2014). Descriptive codes were assigned to 

summarize passages of data (Miles, Huberman & Saldaña, 2014); for example, the 

code of ‘pause for request’ was used to describe a specific strategy the teachers 

used in their lessons. Values and evaluation coding (Miles, Huberman & Saldaña, 
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2014) were used to identify teachers’ interpretations and perceptions of the music 

education for students with SID in Hong Kong, for example, the teachers valued 

the inclusion of extra musical goals in the music curriculum for students with SID, 

and evaluated that music activities led to improvement of students’ general 

functioning. Such data were coded under ‘the purposes of music education’ and 

‘the focus of music curriculum’ for students with SID. Causation coding helped 

understand the rationales for specific actions taken (Miles, Huberman & Saldaña, 

2014), such as the reasons for teachers’ adoption of a particular instructional 

strategy in practices. For example, Ben believed that students with SID needed 

repeated exposure to the same stimuli to learn; thus, he included many repetitions 

in his practices.  The data of the two cases were coded separately in this cycle. 

The data were categorized within each case to gain insights about the two 

teachers’ perceptions and practices.    

 In the second cycle of coding, the researcher looked for patterns and 

relationships among the codes developed in the first cycle (Miles, Huberman & 

Saldaña, 2014). These patterns and relationships were constantly compared to the 

conceptual framework of this study. The codes were condensed according to the 

four research questions. For example, several codes about teachers’ practices in 

various aspects were aggregated to form three themes, ‘design of instructions’, 
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‘evaluation of learning’, and ‘collaboration with supporting personnel’. The 

various themes condensed from the codes were illustrated in table 4.11. 

Table 4.11 

Codes and themes in relation to research questions 

Case Code Theme Research Question 

Andy 
Develop music abilities 

 

Cultivate music interests 

 

Facilitate general 

development 

 

Develop music skills 

Provide enriched 

music environment 

 

Encourage 

participation of music 

activities 

 

Adapt content and 

objectives to cater for 

students’ needs 

 

Facilitate general 

functioning 

 

Facilitate students’ 

learning 

 

Collaborate with 

paraprofessionals 

 

Advocate appropriate 

adaptations 

 

Physical disabilities 

 

Intellectual functioning 

 

Expression of thoughts and 

ideas 

 

Create musical 

environment 

Adapt instruments 

 

Adapt music excerpts 

 

Provide opportunities 

Purposes of music education 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Foci of music curriculum 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Roles of music teachers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Learning difficulties of 

students 

 

 

 

 

 

Design of instructions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Perceptions of music 

education 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Practices of curriculum 

adaptation 
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for music exposure 

Structure of learning 

activities 

Sequence of listening 

activities 

 

Sequence of 

performing and 

composing activities 

 

Instructional strategies 

Fill-in-the-blanks 

 

Pause for request 

 

Explore and 

experiment 

 

Concretization 

 

Multisensory 

experience 

 

Everyday examples 

 

Extra-musical learning 

 

Music learning 

 

Direction and education 

 

Information exchange 

 

Empowerment 

 

Attributions 

Lesson planning and 

design 

 

Assistance from 

supporting personnel 

 

Organizational factors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Evaluation of learning 

 

 

 

Collaboration with supporting 

personnel 

 

 

 

 

Problems / success 

identification  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reflections of 

curriculum adaptation 

 

Ben 
Develop music abilities 

 

Cultivate music interests 

 

Facilitate general 

development 

 

Develop music skills 

Provide enriched 

music environment 

 

Arrange different 

kinds of music 

activities 

 

Purposes of music education 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Foci of music curriculum 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Perceptions of music 

education 
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Progressive learning 

 

Facilitate general 

functioning 

 

Promote students’ 

development 

 

Execute music curriculum 

 

Delayed in development 

and slow in learning 

 

Creating musical 

environment 

Arrangement of 

instruments and IT 

equipment 

 

Adaptation of  music 

excerpts 

 

Structure of learning 

activities 

Sequence of listening 

activities 

 

Sequence of 

performing and 

composing activities 

 

Instructional strategies 

Fill-in-the-blanks 

 

Pause for request 

 

Repetition  

 

Everyday examples 

 

Contrasting examples 

 

Extra-musical learning 

 

Music learning 

 

Take care of students 

 

Manage students’ behavior 

 

Follow teachers’ directions 

 

Attributions 

Student-related factors 

 

Assistance from 

supporting personnel 

 

Organizational factors 

 

 

Roles of music teachers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Learning difficulties of 

students 

 

Design of instructions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Evaluation of learning 

 

 

 

Collaboration with supporting 

personnel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Problem / success 

identification 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Practices of curriculum 

adaptation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reflections of 

curriculum adaptation 
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 Within-case and cross-case analysis. In the first two cycles of coding, the 

data of the two cases were analyzed separately. The goal was “to describe, 

understand and explain what has happened in a single, bounded context” (Miles, 

Huberman & Saldaña, 2014, p. 100). After the within-case analysis, both cases 

were analyzed in order to deepen the understanding and explanation of the 

phenomenon. The cross-case analysis employed a case-oriented strategy of 

“multiple exemplars”. Both cases were examined for essential elements that could 

be viewed as an organized whole in the context (Miles, Huberman & Saldaña, 

2014, p. 103). The two cases were compared to look for similarities, associations 

and differences, such that more general explanations could be formed.  

 When comparing the codes of the two cases, it was found that some codes 

were shared across the two cases, for example, the codes under the category of 

‘perceptions of the foci of music curriculum for students with SID’ included 

‘development of music abilities’ and ‘facilitation of general development’ of 

students. Some codes were distinctive in one case only. For example, in Andy’s 

case, the perceptions of music teachers’ roles in promoting music education for 

students with SID included the code of ‘advocating the provision of appropriate 

adaptations for SID student’, whereas in Ben’s case, no data related to this aspect 

were found, and thus no code as such was developed. The differences in some 
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codes between the two cases gave good ground for comparing the cases in more 

detail. Analytic memos were put alongside such similarities and differences to 

explain the phenomenon (Miles, Huberman & Saldaña, 2014).   

Trustworthiness 

 To ensure the trustworthiness of qualitative studies, several criteria should 

be evaluated: credibility – whether correct measures are used to study the 

concepts of interests; transferability – how well the findings of the study can be 

transferred to similar situations; and confirmability – how well the findings are 

shaped by the participants (Lincoln & Guba,1985). Creswell and Poth (2018) 

suggest nine strategies to establish the trustworthiness of qualitative studies, 

including triangulation of multiple data sources, discovering disconfirming 

evidence, clarifying researcher bias, member checking, prolonged engagement in 

the field, participants as co-researchers, external audits, thick description, and peer 

review. They advise that at least two of these strategies should be employed in 

any qualitative research. Due to limited resources, this study only employed four 

strategies to enhance the trustworthiness of this study: triangulation of multiple 

data sources, clarifying researcher bias, prolonged engagement in the field, and 

thick description of the cases and the settings. 
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 Triangulation of multiple data sources. Triangulation of multiple data 

sources is a process to validate the relevance of the issues studied to enhance the 

credibility of a study by collecting evidence from different perspectives (Simmons, 

2009; Yin, 2014). Data in this study were collected through interviews, 

observations and examination of documents. The interviews were conducted with 

the participants and teaching assistants, who collaborated with the teachers in the 

music lessons regularly during the school term. These informants were considered 

as significant people from the context. Teaching assistants’ descriptions of their 

experiences through the processes of music lessons triangulated with the data 

collected from interviews with teachers. Class observations and review of the unit 

plan also served as sources of data triangulation. The data from these sources were 

coded separately in the first round and re-coded together in the second round.   

  Clarifying researcher bias. The researcher’s roles and connections with 

the cases and the setting were disclosed at the beginning of the study so that 

possible prejudices, biases, and past experiences that might have shaped the 

findings of this study could be clarified (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Such a 

procedure is an important measure to enhance the confirmability of qualitative 

studies. As the data were interpreted, the researcher paid additional attention to 
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the position she undertook in this study. The perspective that emerged from the 

researcher’s past experiences was discussed (Creswell & Poth, 2018).  

 Prolonged engagement in the field. Researchers must decide “what is 

salient to study, relevant to the purpose of the study, and of interest for focus” 

before collecting data from the field (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p.262). Therefore, 

prolonged engagement with the participants allowed the checking of 

misinformation and distortion resulted from the researcher or informants 

(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). As an educational psychologist of the school, it was 

the researcher’s privilege to have established a working relationship with both 

cases before this study. The site was familiar to the researcher, and she had an 

insider’s understanding of the culture of the context. Besides, the researcher 

visited the school since a year ago, as a consultant of a project on the music 

curriculum development for special schools organized by the EDB (EDB, 2018h; 

2018i). Opportunities to observe music lessons were plentiful. The researcher 

provided consultations for music teachers of the school. In such capacities, 

relevant and salient aspects of the issue to be studied could be captured easily.   

Table 4.12 summarizes the researcher’s engagement with the participants on the 

site before this study. 
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Table 4.12 

Activities and duration in the site prior to the current study 

Duration Role Activities 

Sep 2014 to Jul 2018 

    1-2 days / week  

 

 

 

Oct 2016 to Apr 2018 

    16 visits  

 

Educational Psychologist 

 

 

 

 

Consultant of Music 

Education project 

Class observations,  

Students assessments,  

Teachers and parents consultations, 

Staff trainings 

 

Music class observations,  

Consultations for music teachers 

 

  Thick description of cases and settings. Although generalizing the 

results of a study to a larger population is not the main aim of qualitative studies, 

a thick description of the cases and settings allows readers to determine whether 

the findings can be transferred to similar settings (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). 

Detailed descriptions of the cases and the settings were included in this chapter. 

The arrangements of class activities are also described in detail in the next chapter 

to enable readers to have a vivid impression of the music lessons of both teachers. 

With such detailed information, decisions regarding the transferability of this 

study are left for the readers’ choices (Creswell & Poth, 2018). 

Ethical Considerations 

 When research studies involve human participants, measures used to 

protect them from harm are necessary. Yin (2014) suggests several forms of 

ethical considerations, including gaining informed consent from people involved, 
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avoiding the use of deception, protecting privacy and confidentiality, protecting 

vulnerable groups, and selecting participants equitably.   

 Before the study began, informed consents were obtained from the cases, 

school principal, and parents of students. They were explained the purpose of the 

study, rights of the participants, and confidentiality. There was no known risk and 

no deception used in the course of the study. All the people involved were 

reassured about the issues of privacy and confidentiality before taking video and 

audio recordings. The school and all informants were assigned pseudonyms, and 

personal data that could be used to identify the cases were removed before 

transcriptions took place. The cases were selected according to the selection 

criteria and participated in this study voluntarily. 
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Chapter 5 Findings 

 This chapter presents the results of the online survey, reviews of relevant 

school documents, class observations, and interviews of the two teachers and the 

three teaching assistants, who support in the two music classes. Findings are 

presented according to the three main concepts related to the research questions, 

namely music teachers’ perceptions, practices, and reflections. Results from the 

quantitative survey about music teachers’ perceptions of various aspects of music 

education for students with SID are presented in the first part of the chapter, 

followed by the findings from qualitative multiple case studies. Illustration of the 

findings with quotations and other evidence are presented under themes in line 

with the conceptual framework of this study.    

Teachers’ Perceptions of Music Education for Students with SID 

 Descriptive statistical analysis from the results of the online survey is 

presented in this section, followed by the in-depth description of the two cases’ 

perceptions of various aspects of music education for students with SID, including 

the two teachers’ perceptions of the purposes of music education, the foci of 

music curriculum for students with SID, and their perceived roles as music 

teachers.   
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Quantitative - Importance of music education for students with SID. 

The data of the online survey show that all music teachers regard music education 

for students with SID as important (13 teachers, 38.2%) or highly important (21 

teachers, 61.8%). Among the five aims of music education stated in the Music 

Curriculum Guide (P.1 - S.3), the aim of ‘gaining enjoyment through music 

activities’ is rated as highly important by nearly 80% of the music teachers (27 

teachers, 79.4%). The rest of the teachers rate this aim as important (7 teachers, 

20.6%). Over 50% of the teachers rate the aim of ‘pursuing a life-long interest in 

music’ as highly important (18 teachers, 52.9%), and nearly 40% rate it as 

important (13 teachers, 38.2%). It indicates that all music teachers value the 

importance of music education for students with SID, and most of them perceive 

music education is to develop students’ interests in music.  

The other three aims stated in the Music Curriculum Guide (P.1 - S.3) are 

more related to the development of musical abilities of students, including 

‘developing creativity, ability to appreciate and effectively communicate through 

music’, ‘nurturing aesthetic sensitivity and cultural understandings’, and 

‘developing music skills, knowledge, and cultivating positive values and attitudes’. 

Teachers rate these aims as less important to the two related to students’ 

development of musical interests. The numbers and percentages of teachers rating 
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these three aims as highly important are six teachers (17.6%), five teachers 

(14.7%), and four teachers (11.8%), respectively. Although a total of over 50% of 

the teachers regard each of these music ability-related aims as important or highly 

important, the figures are far less than those who rate the music interest-related 

aims. The data indicate that music teachers value the development of interests in 

music more important than the development of musical abilities of students with 

SID. Table 5.1 summarizes the data about music teachers’ perceptions of the 

importance of music education for students with SID.  

Table 5.1 

Music teachers’ ratings of the importance of the aims of music education for 

students with SID  

Items 
1 

n(%) 

2 

n(%) 

3 

n(%) 

4 

n(%) 

How important do you regard music education is for 

SID students?a 

According to the central music curriculum, how 

important do you rate the following aims for SID 

students?c 

Develop creativity, the ability to appreciate 

music and to effectively communicate through 

music 

Nurture aesthetic sensitivity and cultural 

understandings 

Develop music skills, construct knowledge in 

music, and cultivate positive values and attitudes 

Gain enjoyment and satisfaction through 

participating in music activities 

Pursue a life-long interest in and the valuing of 

music 

 

0(0) 

 

 

 

 

 

0(0) 

 

 

1(2.9) 

 

4(11.8) 

 

0(0) 

 

0(0) 

 

 

0(0) 

 

 

 

 

 

13(38.2) 

 

 

14(41.2) 

 

9(26.5) 

 

0(0) 

 

3(8.8) 

 

 

13(38.2) 

 

 

 

 

 

15(44.1) 

 

 

14(41.2) 

 

17(50.0) 

 

7(20.6) 

 

13(38.2) 

 

 

21(61.8) 

 

 

 

 

 

6(17.6) 

 

 

5(14.7) 

 

4(11.8) 

 

27(79.4) 

 

18(52.9) 

Note. a1 to 4 = Not important to Highly important. b1 to 4 = Not applicable to Highly applicable. c1 

= Not important; 2 = Somewhat important; 3 = Important; 4 = Highly important.d1 = No 

adaptation; 2 = Some level of adaptation; 3 = High level of adaptation. 
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In addition to the ratings, the answers to the open-ended questions reveal 

that music teachers perceive the extra-musical development of students as an 

essential purpose of music education for students with SID. The answers can be 

categorized into four themes: developing music abilities, developing extra-

musical abilities, gaining enjoyment and develop life-long interests in music. The 

most frequently expressed purpose is the development of extra-musical abilities of 

students (24 responses), for example, facilitating students’ motor skills, 

communication, social interaction, attention, emotional regulation, self-expression, 

motivation. The second highest perceived purpose is to gain enjoyment and 

improve the quality of life (23 responses). There are 16 responses about 

developing music as a life-long interest and only four responses about developing 

the music abilities of students with SID. The data indicate that most music 

teachers perceive the development of students’ music interests and extra-musical 

abilities the significant purposes of music education for students with SID, while 

developing musical abilities may not be as crucial to the students.  Figure 5.1 

displays the results from the analysis. 
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Quantitative - Levels of adaptations required in the music curriculum. 

Most teachers view that the central music curriculum is inapplicable for students 

with SID (23 teachers, 67.7%), and that curriculum adaptations are necessary. 

They believe that all areas stated in the Music Curriculum Guide (Primary 1 to 

Secondary 3) should be adapted. The areas believed to require the highest level of 

adaptations are ‘learning target and learning objectives’ (27 teachers, 79.4%) and 

‘music concepts’ (28 teachers, 82.4%). Over 50% of the teachers believe that the 

areas of ‘learning and teaching strategies’ (19 teachers, 55.9%) and ‘assessments’ 

(19 teachers, 55.9%) require a high level of adaptations. Teachers perceive that 
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Figure 5.1 Teachers’ perceived purposes of music education for students with 

SID 
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learning and teaching resources in the area that requires the least adaptations in 

comparison to the other areas. Only 15 teachers (44.1%) rate that high level of 

adaptations is required in such an area. Table 5.2 summarizes teachers’ 

perceptions of the level of adaptation required in various areas stated in the Music 

Curriculum Guide (P.1 to S.3) when teaching students with SID.  

Table 5.2 

Music teachers’ ratings of the level of adaptation required in various areas about 

music teaching for students with SID 

 

Items 
1 

n(%) 

2 

n(%) 

3 

n(%) 

4 

n(%) 

How do you rate the applicability of the central 

music curriculum for SID students?b 

In your opinion, what level of adaptation is required 

in the following areas of the central music 

curriculum when teaching SID students?c 

Learning targets and learning objectives 

Music concepts 

Strategies of learning and teaching  

Assessment 

Learning and teaching resources 

 

 

4(11.8) 

 

 

 

 

1(2.9) 

1(2.9) 

0(0) 

0(0) 

0(0) 

 

19(55.9) 

 

 

 

 

6(17.6) 

5(14.7) 

15(44.1) 

15(44.1) 

19(55.9) 

 

11(32.4) 

 

 

 

 

27(79.4) 

28(82.4) 

19(55.9) 

19(55.9) 

15(44.1) 

 

0(0) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note. b1 to 4 = Not applicable to Highly applicable. c1 = No adaptation; 2 = Some level of 

adaptation; 3 = High level of adaptation. 

 

Quantitative - Challenges of music teaching for students with SID. 

Many music teachers consider teaching music to students with SID difficult (19 

teachers, 55.9%) or very difficult (5 teachers, 14.7%). Among the ten stated 

possible factors contributing to the difficulties, the four most frequently rated 

options are related to the music curriculum for students with SID and the 
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professional training of music teachers. Over 90% of the teachers consider the 

lack of music curriculum specially designed for students with SID (31 teachers, 

91.2%), a factor leading to the difficulties in music teaching for students with SID. 

They regard the central music curriculum unsuitable for their students (28 

teachers, 82.4%). They also believe that there are inadequate resources and 

materials about music curriculum adaptations for students with SID for teachers’ 

reference (31 teachers, 91.2%). In relation to teacher-related factors, many believe 

that the challenges are due to teachers’ insufficient training in music education (29 

teachers, 85.3%), in contrast to that of special education (17 teachers, 50%). Some 

teachers view that student-related factors, such as students’ wide range of 

diversities (24 teachers, 70.6%) and their uneven developmental profiles (25 

teachers, 73.5%), are also factors leading to difficulties in music teaching for the 

students. Such results indicate that even for teachers who are confident about 

themselves, being a professional special educator still finds it challenging to cater 

for students’ individual needs in music lessons. School-related factors, including 

resources allocated for music education and school policy, are least rated, 

suggesting that music teachers perceive special schools are generally supportive in 

delivering music education for students with SID. Table 5.3 states the data about 
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teachers’ ratings of the factors they believed to have affected the music teaching 

of students with SID in Hong Kong special schools. 

Table 5.3 

Music teachers’ perceived factors for the difficulties in music teaching for 

students with SID 

 

Items 1 

n(%) 

2 

n(%) 

3 

n(%) 

4 

n(%) 

How do you rate the difficulty of teaching music to 

students with SID in special schools?d 

0(0) 10(29.4) 19(55.9) 5(14.7) 

In your opinion, what are the reasons for the 

difficulties of music teaching in special 

schools for students with SID?e 

    

In general, students’ level of abilities is too low 

that it is difficult to design music activities 

suitable for them 

1(2.9) 12(35.3) 14(41.2) 7(18.9) 

Students have wide range of diversities that it is 

difficult to cater for their individual needs 
0(0) 10(29.4) 20(58.8) 4(11.8) 

Individual students have uneven developmental 

profile (e.g. much higher cognitive functioning 

than physical ability) that it is difficult to 

evaluate their actual learning performance 

0(0) 9(26.5) 22(64.7) 3(8.8) 

The content and learning objectives of the 

Music Curriculum Guide (P.1 - S.3) are not 

suitable for students with SID 

0(0) 6(17.7) 19(55.9) 9(26.5) 

Lack of music curriculum specially designed for 

students with SID 
0(0) 3(8.8) 15(44.1) 16(47.1) 

Lack of reference materials in music curriculum 

adaptations 

0(0) 3(8.8) 20(58.8) 11(32.4) 

Teachers have inadequate professional training 

in music education 

0(0) 5(14.7) 17(50.0) 12(35.3) 

Teachers have inadequate training in education 

for students with SID 
2(5.9) 15(44.1) 16(47.1) 1(2.9) 

Inadequate resources invested in developing 

music education in special schools 

0(0) 23(67.7) 10(29.4) 1(2.9) 

Music education is not the main concern of 

overall school development  

2(5.9) 26(76.5) 6(17.7) 0(0) 

Note. d1 to 4 = Very easy to Very difficult. e1 to 4 = Strongly disagree to Strongly agree. 
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Other than the above possible factors, a few teachers (6 teachers with the 

response rate of 17.7%) also expressed their concerns by answering the open-

ended question following the rated questions. These response entries can be 

categorized into four types, including school-related factors, such as insufficient 

manpower in class; policy-related factors, such as mismatch of curriculum and 

students’ abilities; teacher-related factors, such as inadequate professional support 

from expertise; and student-related factors, such as students’ behavioral issues 

during music lessons. These four types of factors correspond with those rated by 

the music teachers. To conclude, the factors perceived to have affected the music 

teaching for students with SID include circumstances related to students, teachers, 

policies and schools. 

In response to the open-ended question about measures to resolve the 

difficulties in music teaching for students with SID, teachers suggest professional 

development and support for them most frequently. There are seven entries of 

suggestions about teachers’ professional training from various expertise, including 

music therapists, music specialists, and special music educators. Another seven 

entries of suggestions are about the establishment of communities of practice 

among music teachers, both within the same school and across different special 

schools. Three entries are related to the provision of references in special music 
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education and music curriculum adaptations for students with special needs. Two 

entries are about increasing lesson time of music class; two about the importance 

of the development of a music curriculum specifically for students with SID; and 

two about the adjustments of music teachers’ expectations of the music learning 

of students with SID. Figure 5.2 illustrates teachers’ suggestions to resolve the 

challenges encountered in the process of music teaching. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the quantitative analysis, a general understanding of music teachers’ 

perceptions of the aims of music education, areas and level of adaptation of the 
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music curriculum needed and the factors leading to the difficulties in music 

teaching for students with SID is gained. However, it is also necessary to study in-

depth about special music educators’ perceptions of the purposes of music 

education, adaptations of the music curriculum, and their roles as music teachers, 

as well as their practices and reflections along the process of music teaching for 

students with SID, in order to understand how these aspects are in relation with 

one another. Results from the qualitative analysis are described in the following 

sections are aiming at a comprehensive understanding of the four research 

questions.  

Qualitative - Perceptions of purposes of music education for students 

with SID. Qualitative data collected from the two cases suggest that both music 

teachers, Andy and Ben, believe that music education is of high importance to 

students with SID because music experience can provide students with SID with 

enjoyment and better development. They perceive that music education for 

students with SID is to achieve three purposes: 1) cultivate their interests in music; 

2) develop their musical abilities, and 3) facilitate their extra-music development. 

Cultivating students’ music interests. Findings suggest that both Andy 

and Ben stress the enjoyment music experience brought to their students. They 

perceive that enjoyment is the key to promote students’ interests in music. 
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Andy emphasizes that music enjoyment can improve students’ quality of 

life. He believes that through music education, students develop music interests 

and abilities which help them enjoy music more readily.   

If [students with SID] can acquire [musical] skills when they were young, 

they can spend a better time living the rest of their lives…If we can 

develop their music interests, it gives them one more choice of leisure 

activity, which is good for them...the most important point is that students 

can enjoy music and participate in [music] lessons...I can use my 

profession to help them more, like develop their [music] interests. (Andy, 

Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

 Ben believes that students with SID are born with the abilities to 

appreciate and enjoy music. Through different kinds of music experiences, 

students with SID develop their music abilities naturally.  

The purpose of music education [for students with SID] is to let students 

enjoy music through composing, listening and performing 

activities...many students are born to like music…they are sensitive and 

receptive to music...they are happy when listening to music...they are still 

developing [their music abilities]...maybe their abilities will develop as 

they listen to more music. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Both music teachers regard that the enjoyment of music is closely linked 

with students’ development of interests and abilities in music. They perceive that 

the main purposes of music education for students with SID are not only to 

provide enjoyment for students, but also to develop their music abilities through 

various kinds of musical activities.   
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Developing students’ music abilities. Both teachers consider students with 

SID capable of learning music, and the aim of music education is to develop their 

music abilities. 

Andy observes that students with SID show responses upon listening to 

different musical sounds, and they are capable of making choices among the 

sounds they hear. He considers the ability to make choices among various musical 

sounds the foundation of developing more advanced musical skills. He 

emphasizes the development of students’ auditory awareness. 

Regardless of their abilities, students can all make some choices. We let 

them listen to various kinds of timbres from different instruments; even 

students with the lowest level of functioning show some responses... 

making choice is a very important component in composing.  We do not 

aim at creating great masterpieces, but more important is that students are 

aware of the sounds they like [or dislike] and create their works. (Andy, 

Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

 Ben believes that students with SID can learn to differentiate various 

musical elements. He considers the expression of preferences for specific musical 

sounds a musical ability. He explains that although students with SID may not 

play music at high proficiency or compose complicated works, they are capable of 

engaging in music-making activities. 

[Students with SID] can feel the dynamics, rhythm, melody of the music, 

they can express whether they like the music or not. They can also perform 

and compose, of course, in a much simpler way. Though not proficient, 
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they can still achieve something [musically]. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 

2017) 

 Both teachers perceive that the main purpose of music education for 

students with SID is not about creating quality musical products. Instead it is 

more important to cultivate their auditory awareness and differentiation skills so 

that they can enjoy and engage in more musical experience. 

Facilitating students’ extra-musical abilities. Besides enjoyment and the 

development of students’ interests and abilities in music, both teachers believe 

that another purpose of music education is to facilitate the general functioning of 

their students.  Through participating in musical activities, wider areas of 

development, such as motor functioning and social communication, can be 

enhanced.   

Andy believes that music could be used as a means to facilitate students’ 

development in many areas. For example, he reckons that music can encourage 

students’ social communication and motivate their engagement in motor training. 

Besides the four learning targets [of the central music curriculum], we may 

include some more, for example, to enhance their communication skills or 

expression, or to promote their fine motor control and coordination.... 

Music lessons can be used as a platform to enhance students’ motor 

abilities and communication skills....through activities like listening, 

performing and composing, we can encourage students’ communication 

and expression...we can facilitate their fine motor development through 

playing instruments. (Andy, Interview, 23 Nov, 2017) 
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 Ben comments that the facilitation of extra-musical development should 

be included as one of the purposes of music education for students with SID. He 

argues that the inclusion of extra-musical goals in the music curriculum can 

eliminate teachers’ misunderstanding of the purpose of music education of 

training in musical skills. 

Music can help enhance the social communication and motor development 

of students with SID. They can express their emotions through listening to 

music and playing instruments....Some non-musical goals should also be 

included in the music curriculum so that teachers know that music 

education is not about drilling some music skills, but also need to achieve 

other developmental goals of students, such as social communication. 

(Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Both teachers believe that music education can promote the general 

development of students. Despite that both of them perceive music education 

differs fundamentally from music therapy, they show diverse opinions about the 

values of the two about the needs of students with SID.  

Andy explains that in music education, the emphasis is on the 

development of music abilities of students, whereas in music therapy, the main 

purpose is to improve the overall well-being of students with the use of music. He 

prioritizes the learning of music in music education.   

In music education, music is the top priority; the musical topic we want to 

teach is the focus. But in music therapy, we look at clients’ needs and use 

music to achieve the therapeutic goals of the clients.  The goals are 
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directing towards clients’ needs instead of musical topics. (Andy, 

Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Ben perceives music education as less flexible than music therapy in 

meeting the learning goals of students, for it is bounded by the music curriculum. 

He puts his attention to the development of students’ general functioning. 

There is a curriculum in music education that students need to follow. 

Music therapy focuses more on therapeutic goals; music therapists work 

on the goals and monitor the progress, and if the client’s condition is not 

improving, therapists may adjust the goals. There is no curriculum to 

follow, so I think music therapy is more flexible in catering for students’ 

needs. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

 Although Andy and Ben have pointed out the differences between music 

education and music therapy, they believe that music education for students with 

SID should include some therapeutic elements in addition to the development of 

music interests and abilities. Andy opines that, in addition to the four learning 

targets of ‘developing creativity and imagination’, ‘developing music skills and 

processes’, ‘cultivating critical responses in music’, and ‘understanding music in 

context’ as stated in the central music curriculum (CDC, 2003), the purposes of 

music education for students with SID, should extend to foster students’ general 

development, such as social communication and motor functioning. Ben values 

the extra-musical development of students and stresses that music education 

should place more emphasis on the extra-musical development of students. He 
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reckons that music education is inflexible in terms of goal setting as compared to 

music therapy; he perceives the present music curriculum an obstacle to flexibly 

meeting students’ individual needs.  

 Qualitative - Perceptions of the music curriculum for students with 

SID. In line with the perceived purposes of music education for students with SID, 

both Andy and Ben believe that the adapted music curriculum should not only 

gear towards the development of students’ music abilities, but also their 

development as a whole. Therefore the foci of the music curriculum for students 

with SID should include the development of students’ music abilities, as well as 

their general functioning.  

 Developing music abilities of students. Both teachers perceive that 

students’ enjoyment of music is closely related to their development of music 

abilities. The music curriculum for students with SID should thus focus on 

developing their music abilities, such as auditory awareness, auditory 

differentiation, music appreciation, playing simple musical instruments, and 

creating simple musical sounds. The teachers express that the central music 

curriculum is barely suitable for students with SID. Therefore, high levels of 

adaptations have to be made, such as in the areas of music learning objectives and 

content of learning. 
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 Adaptations of learning objectives and content of learning. Andy 

considers the central music curriculum too difficult for students with SID, he 

explains that it is not about demanding the students to meet the learning objectives 

stated in the central music curriculum, but to adapt the curriculum based on 

students’ music learning abilities.   

We have to base on students’ abilities to develop their skills, for example, 

our students cannot sing, but we need to develop their singing skills 

according to the [central] curriculum. How can we do that? … Previously, 

I didn’t understand and thought that the direction was incorrect, but now I 

know that we can adapt [the learning objectives] to minimize the gap. 

(Andy, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Ben complains about the learning objectives of the central music 

curriculum; he perceives that students with SID have limitations in learning 

abstract concepts, and thus the central music curriculum has to be modified to 

meet their level of intellectual functioning. 

The [central] curriculum does not fit students with SID,…the learning 

objectives should be broken down into smaller levels.... The learning 

outcomes should describe small achievements of students....There are too 

many concepts [stated in the curriculum document], [students] would get 

confused, and teachers do not know how to teach either, like chord 

progression and tonality, I think students cannot understand at all.  These 

concepts can be eliminated. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Both teachers perceive that the central music curriculum is far too difficult 

for students with SID that the content of learning such as some musical concepts, 
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and music learning objectives, such as the attainment of some musical skills, have 

to be eliminated or modified.  

Provision of enriched musical environment. Both teachers also reckon that 

when enacting the music curriculum, teachers have to ensure that an enriched 

music environment for developing students’ music abilities, such as auditory 

differentiation and music appreciation skills, is provided for the students.   

 Andy values the development of his students’ music appreciation skill, for 

he considers the skill foundation of the development of more advanced music 

abilities and interests. He emphasizes the provision of listening opportunities for 

his students through an enriched musical environment.  

Many students have limitations in their physical and intellectual 

functioning, but music is received through listening, they could show 

different responses when they received different auditory inputs. (Andy, 

Interview 23 Nov 2017) 

To ensure a quality musical environment, he provides different music exposures 

for his students in and out of the school environment. He arranges different kinds 

of music listening activities besides those in music lessons. He explains that these 

are good ways to evaluate and develop students’ music abilities and interests.   

We play music during recess and lunch break, so we can observe students’ 

responses, and identify their music interests. Some students may move 

along with the music they like…I want to expand students’ experience and 

exposure to different kinds of music outside the school environment… 
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[These exposures] like live performances give [students] a stunning 

experience, which is very different from the musical input they receive in 

music classes. (Andy, Interview 23 Nov 2017) 

Andy strives to expand students’ music exposure in different contexts. He values 

the experience of live music for his students as he regards the atmosphere of live 

performance as motivating for students’ learning, and music learning should be 

extended to the broader environment of students’ everyday encounters. 

We arranged school concerts a few times every year. We bring students to 

local concert halls to attend performances by local orchestras. … I could 

see that students were more attentive [in the concert hall] than at 

school. … We also invited local musicians to perform at school. … 

[Students] are much more energetic and involved; the atmosphere 

motivated their learning. These exposures are excellent chances to expand 

students’ music learning experience. (Andy, Interview 23 Nov 2017) 

Ben emphasizes that a wide variety of music had to be provided for 

students in music lessons. He believes that the music abilities of students with 

SID develop naturally through listening, thus providing a musically rich 

environment is essential in developing students’ music abilities.   

To develop their music abilities, we can let them listen to different kinds 

of music. From listening, maybe they can feel the various musical styles; 

thereby build up their music knowledge. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

However, Ben believes that the choice of music materials should not be provided 

to students randomly; instead, listening activities and music should be arranged 
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progressively according to their developmental stages. He states that students at 

different key stages should be exposed to different musical styles. 

Students at Key Stage 1 can listen to children’s songs or folk songs to 

develop their sense of basic pulse. As the students get older, we can 

introduce different musical styles, including Western music and pop songs.  

For students at Key Stage 3, since they are older, we can let them learn 

music from other parts of the world. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

 Both teachers emphasize the importance of an enriched musical 

environment to the development of students’ music abilities. According to the 

teachers, an enriched musical environment includes two aspects: 1) wide varieties 

of musical styles; 2) a wide range of musical contexts. Reviewing the school-

based music curriculum document, the musical styles and genres covered in the 

adapted music curriculum document of the Hopeful School range from orchestral 

and instrumental to choral music; Western and Chinese to World music; Baroque 

to 20th Century music; and children’s songs, popular music to electronic music. 

Throughout the observation period from November 2017 to February 2018, 

students of the Hopeful School have attended three occasions of live 

performances, including an orchestral performance in a concert hall, a local band 

playing popular music, and a Chinese ensemble. Findings suggest that both music 

teachers have paid much effort in providing an enriched musical environment for 

their students. 
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 Arrangement of integrated musical activities. Both teachers view that 

students with SID develop their musical abilities through participation in 

integrated music activities. They emphasize that music teachers should include 

listening, performing and composing activities in their music lessons. 

Although Andy emphasizes providing various kinds of listening 

opportunities for his students, he believes that students with SID are capable of 

engaging in performing and composing activities. He acknowledges that 

integrated music activities have to be provided for his students. He opines that the 

music curriculum for students with SID should focus on developing skills in 

music appreciation, as well as instrumental playing and music creation. Also, he 

stresses the design of music activities in which students’ choices have to be 

respected.   

[Students with SID] can all participate in various kinds of musical 

activities and have their own choice in music...It’s the achievement of our 

students if they can choose and create music for themselves, or play 

simple music instruments… It is encouraging for them to use their 

[musical] skills to participate in different music activities. (Andy, 

Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Andy also cautions that the learning experiences of students are subjective; 

therefore, they should be encouraged to involve in any music exploration actively. 

Too much prompt or unnecessary guidance restrains them from exploring sounds 
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and thus hinders their music learning and development. He stresses the 

importance of providing appropriate guidance and music experience at the level of 

development of students. He expresses that if students could not meet teachers’ 

expectations in the music activities designed, teachers should make adaptations to 

include students. 

In other SID schools, as I observed, there is little inclusion of such 

opportunities for students’ active involvement in music classes. Students 

were often physically prompted by adults to play some instruments... We 

are the ones who need to adapt to involve students…We have to change 

our mindsets to increase the involvement of our students in music 

activities. (Andy, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

  Ben highlights that students with SID should be provided with the 

opportunities to experience music through activities not limited to listening so as 

to develop their music abilities.   

We must include three kinds of activities, listening, performing and 

composing. Although students with SID are less capable, we should 

balance the three areas, not only let them sit there and listen but also give 

students more opportunities to play instruments and compose music, let 

them express and explore. We may probably discover that an instrument is 

suitable for a student [through these activities] so we can further let him 

learn how to play the instrument. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Ben perceives that music curriculum for students with SID should include 

comprehensive music learning activities of listening, performing and composing. 

He views that these activities should be provided systematically to students 
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according to their developmental stages. He especially stresses the importance of 

sound exploration for students at a younger age. He believes that students with 

SID develop their musical abilities through exploration since young.  

We should include more exploration of instruments, especially for students 

at Key Stage 1, to let them learn about different timbre and develop their 

musical sense. When students are young, they are more curious to explore 

sounds. We need to provide them with more space and time because they 

need much stimulation. Otherwise, their neuro-development may be 

affected as they grow, and they may lose interest in the environment, 

therefore, become less motivated to explore. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

 Both teachers highlight the importance of providing integrated music 

activities for students with SID. Instead of teaching students or expecting them to 

produce specific musical responses, both teachers emphasize the opportunities 

provided for students’ exploration and the encouragement given to motivate their 

active participation. They perceive that the development of music abilities is to be 

promoted through individual musical experiences. 

Facilitation of extra-musical abilities. Andy and Ben view that music 

education for students with SID should not be limited to the development of 

students’ music abilities but also the facilitation of their general development. 

They believe that the music curriculum should include both the development of 

musical and extra-musical goals for students with SID.  
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Andy perceives that values of music education can be extended to include extra-

musical aspects in the school context. Music, with its intrinsic and instrumental 

values, can serve both the functions of fostering musical and extra-musical 

development of students at the same time. He suggests that teachers may design 

music activities to develop students’ music abilities while providing training for 

students in wider areas of development. He values the promotion of students’ 

personal growth and a sense of achievement.   

We have to fulfill [students’] training goals as well as meeting the goals of 

music learning, so in this way we combine both...students with SID have 

to undergo a lot of training and therapies, we can think about turning 

music to a means... We use ITs to help students play instruments that are 

more complicated to manipulate so that they can participate more and get a 

sense of achievement. (Andy, Interview, 23 Nov 2017)  

 Ben regards developing extra-musical abilities of students with SID as an 

essential purpose of music education. Hence, the music curriculum for students 

should include the facilitation of their general development, such as motor 

functioning, and social communication, through music activities.   

Some therapeutic goals can be included, such as the development of motor 

skills or social skills. For example, we can consider letting students play 

certain kinds of instruments to develop their [motor] skills and let them 

express their emotions. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

 Both teachers emphasize the employment of music activities as therapeutic 

means to facilitate the extra-musical development of students in music lessons. 
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They stress the instrumental values in addition to the intrinsic values of music and 

music education. They conclude that the music curriculum for students with SID 

should include both strands. 

Qualitative - Perceptions of roles of music teachers. Music teachers 

have multiple roles. They change their roles flexibly according to different 

situations in and out of the music classrooms. Such roles are perceived and 

defined as they interact with people in different contexts or situations (Rodgers 

and Scott, 2008; Beauchamp and Thomas, 2009). Being a music teacher, Andy 

and Ben interact with their students and the paraprofessionals in the music 

classrooms. They also take up different positions in the music team of the Hopeful 

School. Andy is the subject leader of the music team, while Ben is one of the 

members of the team. They have different responsibilities concerning their 

positions, and they also have different perceptions of their roles accordingly. 

 Facilitating students’ learning. Andy and Ben show some differences in 

the perceptions of their roles in how they may facilitate their students’ learning 

through the enactment of the music curriculum. Andy perceives that it is his 

responsibility, as a music teacher, to adapt the curriculum, set appropriate learning 

objectives, design instructional strategies and modify music materials for students 

in his school, while Ben perceives that he is to execute the music curriculum. 
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Although he expresses that his role is to promote students’ development through 

various kinds of musical activities, he believes that the general functioning of his 

students should be addressed first, and the music abilities of his students are 

developed progressively and naturally that music teachers should not push 

students’ music development. He believes that music teachers’ roles are to 

flexibly adjust their plans and activities to meet the students’ pace of learning.  

Adapting the music curriculum and setting learning objectives. Based on 

the framework of the central music curriculum, Andy views that developing a 

school-based curriculum with learning objectives and topics that match the 

general abilities of students with SID at different levels is essential. He designs a 

school-based music curriculum to meet the learning needs of his students. He 

especially regards that it is his responsibility to lead the development of the 

school-based music curriculum, as he is the subject leader of the music team. 

Andy follows the framework of the central music curriculum and adapts the 

learning objectives at each key stage to develop the school-based music 

curriculum of the Hopeful School. However, he emphasizes that the curriculum 

adaptation process is multi-level. He stresses that music teachers should consider 

the individual needs of their students while setting learning objectives for their 

students.  
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Because we have to follow the EDB guidelines to provide ‘One 

curriculum for all’, we have to teach our students the same [musical] 

topics, so we need to adjust the level to match the abilities of our 

students....We have to adapt [the central music curriculum] at different 

levels, like school-based, class-based and student-based.…The abilities of 

our students are diverse, which makes it difficult for us to adapt, so it 

depends very much on teachers’ professional judgment to cater for the 

needs of students. (Andy, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

 He explains that although the music learning objectives suggested at each key 

stage of the music curriculum is supposed to be the foundation of that in the 

subsequent key stages, and the curriculum should be considered a framework for 

reference only. Music teachers should have their professional judgment to set 

appropriate learning objectives for their students. 

If we believe in student-centered learning, we do not necessarily have to 

follow the learning objectives specified in each key stage because students 

have diverse abilities. It does not mean that students at Key Stage 1 must 

be at a lower level than those at Key Stages 2 or 3. Sometimes, some 

students at Key Stage 3 need to learn at a lower key stage level because 

their abilities cannot reach the key stage they are at. (Andy, Interview, 23 

Nov 2017) 

Ben complains about the inappropriateness of the central music curriculum 

for students with SID. However, instead of giving suggestions about how music 

teachers may adapt the curriculum and the learning objectives, he suggests that 

some music curricula for kindergarten children could be adopted. He expects 
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certain music materials, such as children’s songs, to be included in the curriculum 

for music teachers to follow. 

The activities [suggested in the central music curriculum] should be 

simplified with smaller steps, and the assessments have to be more 

detailed so that we can see students’ progress in each area. We can 

consider adopting some curricula for kindergarten children; some 

children’s songs included in the curriculum are simple, suitable for our 

students at Key Stage 1 or 2. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017)  

In contrast to Andy, who puts more attention on developing students’ 

music learning, Ben places his emphasis on students’ overall functioning. He 

recognizes that it is his role as a music teacher to promote students’ development 

through music activities. He emphasizes the use of different ways to facilitate his 

students’ development, and music is simply one of those. However, he makes no 

suggestion on the adaptation of the content of learning and learning objectives for 

his students; instead, he expresses that he needs more recommendations on the 

design of music activities for them.   

Through various kinds of music activities, I can promote [students] 

development in different areas and attain some of their IEP goals. If they 

are not responsive to particular [musical] inputs, then I try to use different 

ways to help them....If there were more suggestions on [learning] activities, 

then it would be much easier for me. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Regarding music learning, he explains that students with SID should learn by 

repeatedly exposed to the same music stimulus. Therefore it is inappropriate to 
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provide too many musical inputs at one time. He believes that if students have 

difficulties developing certain musical concepts or skills after repeated exposures 

or trials, switching to some other tasks that the students can manage should be 

considered. Ben emphasizes that the music abilities of students with SID develop 

naturally and cannot be forced. He perceives that when students are unable to 

meet the expectations of teachers, they are not yet ready to learn the pre-designed 

content, and thus teachers should change the activities and the learning objectives.  

We don’t have to give them too many pieces to listen to in one lesson; 

they cannot handle too much at a time. Let them repeatedly listen to 1 or 2 

pieces can help them consolidate their learning... If [students with SID] 

have spent a long time listening and still couldn’t learn [about pentatonic 

scale], maybe we can switch to learn about the rhythm instead… they 

cannot learn [the concept] yet; they are not ready; some other skills have 

to be developed before that...If some students are unable to play an 

instrument; we don’t have to insist, we can let them play some other 

instruments they can handle. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Regarding the promotion of students’ learning, both teachers view that the 

central music curriculum is inappropriate for students with SID that music 

teachers should refrain from strictly following the curriculum document when 

they teach. They express that the content of learning and music learning 

objectives should be modified according to individual students’ level of 

development. Andy focuses more on actively adapting the music curriculum to 

meet the music learning of his students, while Ben perceives that a ready-made 
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curriculum with pre-designed music activities and materials to promote students’ 

overall functioning should be suggested for music teachers. 

Design of instructional strategies and modifications of music materials. 

Andy believes that the achievements of students with SID are closely related to 

how the lessons are designed. It is music teachers’ role to design lessons that cater 

for the special needs of individual students so as to effectively engage them in 

music learning. He values music teachers’ expertise in pedagogical content 

knowledge that they can design instructions to meet the learning needs of students. 

We cannot change the abilities of our students, but we can plan and 

structure our lessons to facilitate their learning and achievements. (Andy, 

Interview, 23 Nov 2017)  

Andy believes that an enriched music-learning environment should include 

equipment adapted to provide students with a wide variety of musical experiences.  

He perceives that it is the music teacher’s role and responsibility to maximize 

students’ music learning experience and expand their music exposure by 

continually improving teachers’ knowledge. 

Our students do not have very many opportunities to get in touch with new 

things, so I try to source new equipment, … and let students experience 

more. … Some everyday experience may inspire me, you never know, but 

I just try. (Andy, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Andy also perceives that it is music teachers’ role to provide students with 

materials that students are appealing to encourage their active participation in 
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musical activities. He explains that when observing his students playing 

instruments, he understands their preferences for instruments and thus allows him 

to decide how the instruments could be adapted for them. 

From observations, we get some ideas about what instruments [students] 

like, and then we can think about different strategies to enable them to 

play those instruments. (Andy, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Besides adapted instruments, Andy uses different kinds of ITs in his music 

lessons. He explains that teachers still have to consider whether modifications are 

needed when employing ITs in music lessons to tailor for the individual needs of 

students. 

We have a colorful electronic harp, which shows different color lights 

when it is played.  We turned the color of the harp and its background into 

black so that students with visual impairment can see the color lights more 

clearly when they play [the instrument]. (Andy, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

He also believes that students with SID learn better from everyday experience. He 

reports choosing listening materials that are closely related to students’ daily life. 

Andy observes that students show excitement when they can recognize some 

familiar tunes. Music teachers should lead students to explore elements that they 

are previously not conscious about by using musical excerpts familiar to students.  

We emphasize learning from their everyday experience, so we usually 

choose materials from daily life, like we often use music from TV 

commercials.… For students at Key Stage 1, we use more children’s songs. 

We look for songs with versions in different styles, like Twinkle Twinkle 

Little Star, we played them a few variations, with different accompaniment 
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and meter. They were excited when they listened. (Andy, Interview, 23 

Nov 2017)  

 Ben expresses that his students have great difficulties in their intellectual 

functioning, and generally progress slowly in learning. He believes that students 

with SID need extra time and repetitions of experience to learn new skills and 

concepts.   

If we have to teach a pentatonic scale, we can choose one phrase or a 

melody in the pentatonic scale and play it in loop to make the scale distinct 

for students to feel the features of the scale... For example, we want to 

teach a song with a very distinct rhythmic pattern [in the bass], we can 

play the bass with repetitions and let them play some instruments to build 

up their sense of rhythm. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Ben also suggests the simulation of everyday examples of students when teaching 

musical concepts. He highlights the use of themes for students’ learning. He 

believes that the same theme reappearing in all the subjects could help students 

understand the concepts better.  

We should base on a specific theme, like around Christmas time, we teach 

them Christmas music or some interesting themes that are related to their 

everyday life. For example, in Math, we can set a math concept related to 

a specific theme; and in Language Studies, [the content is] also related to 

the theme. [Other subjects] set their objectives, and in music, we teach 

students some musical elements, and the music is also related to that 

theme, then all teachers are teaching something related to the same theme 

repeatedly within that few months, maybe students could understand more 

easily. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 
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Ben acknowledges the employment of IT equipment to promote students’ learning, 

especially for those who are less capable. 

More ITs are used, it’s easier for me to engage with students, especially 

those with lower abilities. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017)  

Besides, Ben expresses that when teaching musical concepts, the examples used 

should have big enough contrasts for students to understand easily. He also 

suggests that some props or instruments can be added to highlight the contrasts. 

We can try teaching dynamics, but the contrasts have to be prominent. If 

the contrasts are small, [students] may not be aware of the difference. For 

example, when teaching tempo, we need to find musical pieces that are 

with big contrasts to play for students and let them feel the difference, we 

may also use some percussion to highlight [the pulse] and let them feel the 

tempo. We may bounce a basketball when the music is fast in tempo, and 

wave a scarf with some bells on it when the music is slow. Just let them 

feel the tempo. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Both teachers employ a variety of instructional strategies to motivate 

students to learn and participate in music activities. These strategies include 

adaptations of instruments and use of IT equipment, structure and design of music 

activities, and choice of music materials.  

Collaborating with paraprofessionals. Apart from interacting with 

students in music classrooms, music teachers also collaborate with teaching 

assistants, school helpers, parents and carers, and even voluntary helpers during 
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music lessons. Andy and Ben show differences in their perceptions of the 

collaborative relations with the teaching assistants. 

Andy regards the collaboration with all supporting personnel when 

teaching students with SID essential. He believes that they can help him provide 

support for students and evaluate students’ learning, as he cannot possibly pay 

attention to all students at the same time. He perceives that it is his responsibility 

to guide and monitor teaching assistants and all helpers in supporting his students 

because these helpers do not know about his teaching plan and how they may 

support the students. He perceives all adult helpers in his class resources for 

facilitating the learning of his students. He expands his role as a music teacher 

from directly helping students’ learning to educating and empowering helpers in 

providing support for students.   

I cannot take care of everything, so the role of teaching assistants is vital. 

She can help observe and assess the students. She may not know what to 

do at first, but I told her before or during lessons, and I demonstrated a few 

times, then she knows what to observe. (Andy, Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

 On the contrary, Ben reckons that more support from teaching assistants is 

needed to ensure the lesson stays smooth. He also complains about having limited 

time to build up relationships with his students. Therefore teaching assistants are 

essential to help him support his students’ learning for they know the students 
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well. He relies on teaching assistants to help students individually and managing 

students’ behaviors. 

If I teach in [a class where there are additional helpers], then the lessons 

are a lot smoother. It’s easier to manage [when there are more helpers], 

and I feel less challenging to cater for the individual differences… When 

there are not enough helpers, it is tough; some students may misbehave 

when they see that there are not enough manpower in class, sometimes I 

have to skip some activities. If there are more helpers, the lesson will be 

smoother; it will be easier for me to manage when doing group activities... 

The time for music lessons is inadequate; I only see my students once a 

week; it takes a longer time to establish relationships with them. I need 

teaching assistants’ help to take care of [the students], they know [the 

students] much better. (Ben, Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

Both teachers express the need to have teaching assistants in music lessons 

to help their teaching, but they have different perceptions about how they can 

collaborate with the teaching assistants. Andy views that he needs to demonstrate 

and empower the teaching assistants so that they can work independently in 

supporting students’ learning. Ben perceives that teaching assistants are to 

manage students’ behaviors and to take care of students’ individual needs during 

music lessons.  

Working with the music team. Andy and Ben take up different positions 

in the music team; they show differences in their perceived identities, roles and 

responsibilities. Being a subject leader, Andy observes that many music teachers 
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in special schools have low expectations of students with SID, which limits the 

music development of students. He perceives that music teachers should have 

high yet realistic expectations of students with SID in order for students to learn. 

It is music teachers’ responsibility to adjust their expectations and adapt the 

curriculum for students with SID. He comments that it is music teachers who need 

to change their expectations and perceptions of students before students can show 

any music achievements.   

Teachers have to change their mindsets. As I observe from other special 

schools, even those who teach students with mild or moderate ID may 

think that students with SID are not able to achieve many things, it’s very 

difficult to teach many topics with such concepts in mind… We must 

adapt first before our students can participate in the learning of any topic. 

(Andy, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Andy tries to promote the idea of having high expectations of students within his 

team. He values his role as not only to facilitate students’ music learning but also 

to advocate the provision of appropriate adaptations in music education for 

students with SID among music teachers.  

Some parents might say that it’s good to have me teaching their children, 

but I don’t think that only me can do so, if my teammates can share the 

same views and use more adaptation strategies, whoever teaches music to 

their children is as good. (Andy, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

 In contrast, Ben perceives that he is an executor of the music curriculum. 

He comments that his students are still at an early stage of development, and they 
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function and behave like very young children. He regards that students with SID 

learn slowly that music teachers should not push their development. He expresses 

that the music curriculum poses little freedom for music teachers to adjust the 

learning objectives and content of learning for his students.   

Students with SID are just like babies, some of them like throwing things 

on the floor... They need more time to develop and learn, if they cannot 

learn some topic or skills now or after repeated exposures, then we may 

teach them something else, we don’t have to insist... I have to follow the 

curriculum and the topic designated; even though the students cannot learn, 

I still have to teach.  In one class, some students may be more able to learn 

[a topic], but some may not, or dislike the topic, but we still have to follow 

the curriculum. Of course, we have to adapt, but still, it’s difficult to cater 

for individual needs. Unlike music therapy, which is more individualized, 

in music education, we have to be bounded by the topics included in the 

curriculum; sometimes, the content of learning does not fit some students. 

(Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

 Ben also perceives that there are little allowances for his in-class adaptations for 

students if detailed teaching plans are required. He comments that the writing of 

lesson plans should be simplified to allow more room for teachers to adopt 

flexible teaching in class. 

If we have to write a very detailed lesson or unit plan, this is just a waste 

of time. I think simply writing the basic ideas will do. Then when I 

implement and adapt how I teach in class, I will have more flexibility. 

(Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Ben perceives his role as an executor of the music curriculum. In order to 

execute the curriculum effectively, he views that support from various aspects, 
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including teaching assistants, activities guide, recommended music materials, and 

longer lesson time is required. On the one hand, he expresses that he has little 

flexibility in adapting the music curriculum; on the other hand, he demands more 

guidance in activities design and setting of learning objectives. In contrast to Ben, 

Andy, who identifies himself as the subject leader of the music team, perceives 

that it is his role and responsibility to actively adapt the music curriculum to meet 

the learning needs of his students. He advocates the importance of having high 

expectations of students and encourages fellow music teachers to adapt various 

aspects of the music curriculum to promote students’ music achievement. 

Teachers’ Practices in Music Lessons 

 The practices of Andy and Ben in their planning and implementation of 

music lessons are examined in this section. The results show how the teachers’ 

planned designs of instructions meet the perceived needs of the two classes of 

students. The findings also illustrate on-the-spot adaptations the two teachers 

made aiming to support the learning of their students.  

 There were two classes of Key Stage 2 students in the Hopeful School. 

These two classes are taught by Andy and Ben, respectively. In order to have a 

more thorough understanding of the teachers’ lesson designs, three consecutive 

lessons of each class have been observed. These three lessons were under one 
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module of the topic of ‘ostinato’. The lessons form one complete unit of learning 

among the three units of the module. Both teachers have chosen one main music 

excerpt in each class throughout the three lessons for the illustration of the topic.  

Teaching procedures of the unit, learning activities in each lesson, and 

adaptations to the music materials were designed before class. Nevertheless, due 

to the fluid nature of the process of learning and teaching, the two teachers 

continuously observed students’ responses and receptiveness to the music 

materials and activities to provide immediate adjustments to their plans 

accordingly. When students were not learning as anticipated, they changed or 

added materials to meet the perceived learning needs of their students. The 

following sections display Andy and Ben’s practices in various aspects: design of 

instructions, evaluation of learning, and collaboration with supporting personnel. 

 Design of instructions. Students with SID do not learn in the same way as 

their neuro-typical peers due to limitations of their intellectual, social-emotional, 

and physical disabilities. Therefore, when designing lessons, teachers have to 

consider various aspects to cater for the special learning needs of their students. 

These aspects, according to the data collected, including creating a facilitating 

learning environment; systematically structuring learning activities; and 

employing specific strategies to enhance students’ participation.   
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 Creating music-learning environment. To create a music-learning 

environment appropriate for the students, both teachers adapted the music 

materials where appropriate. They adapted music instruments, employed IT 

equipment, or edited music excerpts based on the perceived learning needs of 

their students. The arrangement aimed to encourage students’ active participation, 

development of music skills, and understanding of music concepts.  

 Music instruments. Andy adapted music instruments according to his 

perceptions of the students’ needs. Students in Andy’s class had different levels of 

physical disabilities that they could hardly play ordinary music instruments. 

Therefore modifications of instruments were necessary. Andy determined the 

adaptations of music instruments for his students by observing their responses.  

 As observed in the performing activities of the three lessons, Andy did not 

let his students choose which music instrument or equipment to manipulate. 

Instead, he assigned each student with a different device based on his perceptions 

of their special needs. He adapted instruments according to the motor functioning 

of his students. 

I gave each of them something different based on their motor functioning 

and interests. For example, Student A3 can only move like this (moving 

arms back and forth, and stomping feet), she has difficulty touching keys 

with her fingers, so I give her wrist bells and feet tambourines so that she 
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could make sound with the motor movement she can manage. (Andy, 

Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

 Ben perceived that music activities should provide students with 

enjoyment. Therefore, he believed that it was unnecessary to insist on giving 

students instruments in which they had difficulties managing. Instead of spending 

the effort to modify instruments for students, he let his students play with some 

other instruments that they could handle. As observed, Ben did not make any 

adaptation to the instruments presented to his students. He gave his students some 

percussion instruments, mainly African drums, and tambourines to tap on during 

performing and composing activities. Depending on the grouping of students, he 

gave some students a drum each, and some students a big drum with which they 

could share. Ben assigned the arrangement of instruments. No choice was given to 

his students. Ben explained that when considering the groupings and arrangement 

of instruments, students’ behaviors and abilities were the primary concerns.   

For those who are more capable, I want to let them play the drum [on their 

own] to encourage them to express [their ideas] through playing. 

Sometimes I just let them imitate [me playing] and copy the rhythm. Some 

students, like Student B2, would throw instruments, so I think let her share 

with others may be better [controlling her not to throw the instrument 

away]. (Ben, Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

 According to the teachers’ understanding of the conditions of the students, 

both teachers arranged instruments they perceived to be the most suitable for their 
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students. The two teachers showed different concerns when they made such 

arrangements. Andy paid attention to students’ motor functioning, while Ben 

focused on students’ behavior. Andy adapted instruments for his students aiming 

at promoting their active participation in the music activities. Ben categorized his 

students into two types, the more capable ones, and the misbehaved ones. He 

arranged instruments for his students based on whether the students could handle 

an instrument individually or if they would throw an instrument away. He 

believed that when the musically more capable students were given drums to play 

individually, their music expression could be promoted. While those who were 

perceived with misbehavior, Ben let them play in groups aiming to avoid them 

throwing the instruments away. Ben viewed that the management of students’ 

behaviors was more of his concerns. He interpreted students throwing the drum 

away as misbehavior instead of having difficulties in handling the instrument, and 

thus he did not consider giving them instruments other than drums to play with as 

an alternative, nor did he try to make any adaptations so that these students could 

better handle the instrument. 

Information technological equipment. Before each lesson, Andy planned 

for every student a device to manipulate. During the lesson, he carefully observed 

the receptiveness of his students to evaluate if the equipment were effectively 
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supporting their learning. For example, based on his observation of his students’ 

responses from one lesson, he changed the devices for his students in the 

following lesson. 

Student A2 has better control of the movement of her fingers than tapping 

with her hands; therefore, when I gave her the Skoog (Skoog 2.0, a tactile 

musical interface in the shape of a cube) last time, she was not interested 

as she had difficulties tapping on it. So, this time I gave her the iPad, she 

could then move her fingers on the screen to control the sound. And, for 

Student A1, she could manipulate objects better with her palms [but not 

fingers], but if I gave her the iPad, she just patted on the screen, so I gave 

her the Skoog this time. (Andy, Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

 In Andy’s experience, he considered the pre-class adaptations some 

hypotheses waiting to be tested in the lessons. He might reserve some contingency 

plans in case the original plan needs alterations. As the performance of his 

students might easily be affected by their health conditions, he had to pay 

attention to their situations and flexibly decided what materials or support were 

more appropriate for them at a particular moment. 

I planned to give Student A4 a joystick (input device) to control the sound 

input, but I saw that he was in excellent condition this morning when he 

came in. He moved his hand spontaneously, so I finally decided to give 

him iPad to try with. He did not disappoint me; he was motivated to input 

sound with the iPad. (Andy, Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

 Andy also used a speaker with visual effects for some of his students who 

needed visual stimulation in two of the observed lessons. The light effect changed 
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as the music played so that the visual input might help the auditory. Besides, the 

BIGmack Communicator, a single-button sound recording device, was widely 

used in Andy’s class. Music clips were pre-recorded to the device; by pressing the 

button, students could control the on and off of the music played. The 

Soundbrenner Pulse, a metronome in the shape of a wristwatch with vibration and 

light, was also used frequently to help students experience various rhythmic 

patterns and the pulse of the music.   

 In one lesson, a Soundbrenner Pulse was put on the wrists of Student A5 

and A7 to experience the rhythmic pattern of the ostinato. As the vibration of the 

device went in synchrony with the music played, Student A5 and A7 moved their 

hands a few times to the music. Although it seemed that the movement was some 

reflex, Andy and the students’ parents were excited to see the responses of the 

students, which were infrequent in other occasions without the device. Andy 

quickly attached some bells to the wrists of the two students and hoped that they 

could move to make some sound from the instruments. Student A5 did make 

sound from the bells when she moved her hand per the vibration of the 

Soundbrenner Pulse. By observing the responses of students, Andy adjusted his 

original plan to invite more participation of his students in the music activity.   
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I give [Students A5 & A7] the Soundbrenner Pulse this time and found 

that they have good responses; for example, they have more movements in 

their hands, so I improvise by giving them wrist bells.  I just want to see if 

they can follow the pulse and wave their hands to make sounds from the 

bells. (Andy, Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

 Ben also provided his students with various IT devices in the listening 

activities. He prepared iPad, Soundbrenner Pulse, and BIGmack Comminicator 

for his students aiming to help their expression of preferences. He planned to let 

his students control the on-off of music by pressing the button of the BIGmack 

Communicator themselves. The BIGmack was used as a tool for students to 

express their wants to listen to the music excerpt. Ben employed iPad as a 

listening device for his students as well. Similar to the use of the BIGmack, Ben 

intended to let the students touch the ‘play’ icon on the iPad to indicate their 

wants to listen to the music excerpt. Besides, Ben prepared a few Soundbrenner 

Pulse for several students in one lesson; he let his students sense the vibration 

with the basic pulse of the music. Unfortunately, as the music consisted of a lot of 

ad libitum and rubato, the Soundbrenner Pulse failed to synchronize with the 

music. His students, though interested in the device, could hardly associate the 

vibration with the basic pulse of the music. However, Ben viewed that employing 

IT equipment was beneficial as students were fond of technological devices. 
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The Soundbrenner Pulse is good to let students feel the vibration, and they 

are interested in it….even if they didn’t wear it, just holding it [and feel 

the vibration] is fun. (Ben, Interview, 14 Dec 2017) 

 Both teachers employed a variety of IT equipment in their music lessons 

aiming at enhancing the music experience of their students. However, they 

showed different concerns about how the equipment might achieve the learning 

targets of their lessons. Andy aimed at facilitating musical responses and sound 

exploration of his students, while Ben focused more on whether his students had 

used the equipment to engage in social communication and gained enjoyment in 

the music lessons.  

 Music excerpts. Besides the employment of adapted instruments and ITs in 

music lessons, both teachers modified the music excerpts for their students. When 

introducing the topic of ‘ostinato’, Andy provided online music videos for his 

students’ listening. In order to facilitate their understanding of the topic of 

learning, Andy also adapted music clips for his students. Andy edited the selected 

music excerpt with computer software so that the main melody and the ostinato 

bass were extracted and saved as different music clips. He then recorded the 

music clips to devices, including iPad and BIGmack Communicator, for students’ 

individual and group listening. He also used the music clips in the performing and 
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composing activities by inviting students to explore while playing instruments as 

accompaniment and creating new music clips. 

 Ben played the selected music excerpt with an online music video for his 

class in the listening routine. He also recorded the music excerpt to the BIGmack 

Communicator. He encouraged his students to express if they wanted to listen to 

the music clip again as it stopped. Similar to Andy’s practice, Ben edited the 

original music excerpt with computer software by separating the main melody and 

the ostinato bass. The edited music clips were played mainly in the performing 

routine for students to follow while playing instruments. He encouraged students 

to follow the rhythm of the ostinato bass on the drums.  

 Both teachers edited the chosen music excerpts to illustrate the concept of 

ostinato in their classes. They arranged integrated music activities to encourage 

students’ participation using the edited music excerpts. Both teachers let their 

students listen to the melody and the ostinato bass separately in the music lessons. 

The edited music excerpts were used to increase the students’ auditory awareness. 

Besides facilitating their students’ music development, both teachers also 

designed music activities to encourage students’ active participation and extra-

musical development, such as social communication. 
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 Structure of learning activities. This section describes the structure of the 

music lessons of the two classes. The first part is about the general organization of 

the lessons, followed by the detailed descriptions of the listening activities and the 

performing and composing activities. 

Warm-up and closing routines. Both teachers designed their music lessons 

with a similar structure across all three lessons. They both started their lessons 

with a routine in which a greeting activity and a vocalization exercise are included. 

In the greeting activity, both teachers played guitar, sang a hello song, and 

welcomed each student in their classes. After that, both teachers sang another 

song to encourage students to vocalize; then, followed by the main learning 

activities related to the topic to be introduced. The teachers included listening 

activities and performing and /or composing activities in this part of the lessons. 

The lessons finished with a good-bye song. As observed, the songs were sung 

regularly in the warm-up and closing routines in the three lessons in both classes. 

 In the warm-up routine of Andy’s music lessons, he occasionally adjusted 

the dynamics, rhythm, tempo, and key of the greeting song according to the 

students’ mood and arousal level. Then, Andy started a vocalization activity by 

singing another song of routine while he went around the class, playing guitar, 

and invited each student to vocalize. After that, Andy started the theme or topic of 
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learning with listening activities. Music videos were shown to the whole class 

while he observed students’ responses. Andy employed step-by-step guidance 

with the edited music clips prepared to help students experience the ‘part’ and 

‘whole’ of the music excerpt at different stages of the listening routine. As 

opposed to the ‘whole’ of the music excerpt in which Andy let his students listen 

to the original version of the selected music excerpt from the music video, the 

‘part’ of the music excerpt included the edited music clips of the melody or the 

ostinato bass. Following the listening activities, it was performing activities or 

creative works. It is difficult to differentiate these two types of activities 

sometimes in Andy’s lessons, as these activities were highly integrated. Students 

explored and created musical sounds and patterns with different kinds of 

instruments or IT equipment assigned to them. Then, students’ performances or 

creative works as well as their level of participation were evaluated with teacher’s 

feedback. The whole lesson came to a closure with the singing of the goodbye 

song.   

 Andy’s music lessons were structured with the beginning and the ending 

of each activity clearly defined. After the activities in each routine, Andy 

evaluated the performance of each student by giving them verbal feedback. He 

commented on each student’s performance and participation before the whole 
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class so that every student could join the evaluation. He also asked his students’ 

opinions about their peers’ musical work. He asked questions, observed students’ 

responses, and then verbalized for the students his perceived thoughts of them. 

For example, when seeing Student A6 smiled and moved his head or hands 

spontaneously after playing Student A7s’ creative work, Andy commented that 

Student A6 showed a preference for his peers’ performance or creation. In one 

lesson, Andy cross-checked the students’ responses by pausing the creative work 

of one student intentionally, and then continuous to play the piece again after 

several seconds to see if the students showed the same responses.  

Most of the students are aware of [the recorded musical work by their 

peers], and they do show a preference [for some of their peers’ work]. 

Some can even identify their own creative piece, like Student A6, when I 

played his work, he paid extra attention to it. (Andy, Interview, 14 Dec 

2017) 

Since Andy sang the same songs in the warm-up and closing routines in 

every lesson, his students became familiar with the structure of the lesson. The 

routines gave the students a sense of predictability of the class activities. The 

structure helped ensure a smooth transition from one activity to another. Activities 

on the topic of learning, which was scheduled after the warm-up routine, took up 

most of the lesson time. Andy arranged the sequence of music activities carefully 

with step-by-step guidance leading his students to develop awareness about the 
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topic of learning. Detailed analyses of Andy’s listening and 

performing/composing routines are described in the following two sections, 

respectively. 

 Since Ben also arranged his music lessons with greetings and vocalization 

in the warm-up routine, students anticipated the activities to be conducted when 

they heard the songs, and they tuned in to the activities quickly. The greeting and 

vocalization activities were followed by the listening routine, and performing and 

/or composing routine. The topic of learning was introduced in these routines and 

students listened to music excerpts that were novel to them during the activities. 

Students showed recognition of the good-bye song as it was played in the final 

routine of the music lesson. Ben believed that the arrangement of such routines 

formed an ideal structure of a music lesson.  

There is a clear structure for each lesson, like I start greetings with hello 

song, theme song (for vocalization exercise), then listening, performing, 

and if time allows, I will include composing and evaluation, then finish the 

lesson with goodbye song.  This is the most perfect form, and I follow this 

structure every lesson. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Ben stated that he would include composing activities and evaluation only when 

time allowed. As observed, there was no planned composing or creative activity 

conducted in any of the three lessons. Although Ben expressed that integrated 

music activities of listening, performing and composing should be included in the 
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music education and curriculum for students with SID, he did not arrange 

composing activity in the observed music lessons. Ben evaluated his students’ 

performance with immediate feedback only after the warm-up routines but not the 

listening or performing routines. It concurs with his explanation of the structure of 

his lessons that he would include composing activities and evaluation only when 

time allowed.   

 Ben sang songs and invited students to vocalize along with his singing. 

For students who did not vocalize, he let them strum the guitar as a response to his 

invitation. Similar to Andy, Ben sometimes altered the dynamics, tempo and 

rhythm of the songs as he interacted with his students. Ben’s students were 

familiar with the routines, and they were excited when the music lessons began. 

All of Ben’s students could make some vocal sounds despite some of them rarely 

vocalize to respond. In one lesson, Student B7 sang a few short phrases together 

with Ben during the greeting or warm-up routines. However, Ben put less effort 

into facilitating students’ music responses, including musical awareness or 

vocalization, but their verbal and social responses. As observed in the greeting 

activity, Ben welcomed his students one by one according to a picture sequence. 

He directed his students to look at the picture and asked about whose turn it was 

to sing the Hello song. He emphasized on students paying attention to the ongoing 
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activity and behaving compliantly. He requested for verbal or social responses 

from his students, such as raising hands or strumming the guitar upon verbal 

invitation. For those with verbal ability, he requested them to say the name of the 

student of whom the picture was shown. It reflects that Ben focused more on 

enhancing students’ development in social communication rather than music 

abilities.   

Besides facilitating the social communication of students, Ben believed 

that music teachers could encourage students to gain more confidence in 

expressing themselves through vocalization. He employed strategies to entice 

students’ responses and to promote their confidence. 

For example, some students may lack the confidence to vocalize, so I play 

guitar in front of them and leave the last note of the phrase for them to fill, 

they can gain more confidence by singing only the last note, and then we 

can take turns in singing, or later give them a microphone to sing. (Ben, 

Interview, 23 Nov 2017)  

 Although Ben expressed that music activities were to facilitate both music and 

extra-musical development of students, he put more effort in promoting students’ 

extra-musical development without mentioning how the music activates might 

also facilitate the music development of students.  

Both teachers employed a similar structure in their music lessons, but the 

purposes of the activities were slightly different. Andy aimed at enticing students’ 
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musical responses and promoting their musical development while Ben focused 

on facilitating students’ extra-musical development. The results also indicate that 

music teachers paid more attention to the areas they perceived to be the primary 

purpose of music education for their students. For example, Andy adjusted the 

evaluation activity to invite students’ musical responses and to assess their 

awareness and recognition of musical sounds made by their peers, while Ben paid 

more attention to his students’ social and verbal responses to his musical 

invitation. When students showed their recognition of the warm-up and closing 

routines by becoming more alert, vocalizing at the point where Ben paused in the 

middle of the song or sang along while he played the guitar, he did not 

concentrate on such musical achievement, let alone the intention to scaffold their 

musical development. On the contrary, he paid much effort in prompting and 

shaping his students’ verbal responses to his questions. The two teachers’  

 Sequence of listening activities. In the observed lessons of Andy, the 

listening routine could be analyzed into three types of activities: ‘whole’; ‘part’; 

and ‘part with whole’. In the ‘whole’ activity, Andy played the whole music 

excerpt without any modifications. In the ‘part’ activities, Andy highlighted the 

target of learning for his students, in this case, the ostinato, by the employment of 

instruments and IT equipment. In the ‘part with whole’ activities, Andy connected 
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the target of learning with the original music excerpt, for example, by highlighting 

the ostinato with instruments or IT equipment at the same time while playing the 

original music excerpt. These three types of activities were arranged with the 

‘whole’ being the first of the sequence, and then alternately with ‘part’ and ‘part 

with whole’ in the listening routine. These activities signified the target of 

learning and its relationship with the music as a whole. Andy continuously 

evaluated the receptiveness of students by observing their responses and asking 

the supporting personnel in the classroom about his students’ responses.   

 Before playing the music excerpt for his students, Andy often explained 

what was to be focused on in the listening activity. Although Andy believed that 

his students might not understand the verbal explanation, it seemed that the 

explanation was intended to help the adult helpers in the classroom understand the 

theme of learning rather than for the students’ understanding. Andy believed that 

when the adults knew what the activity was about, they could provide help for the 

students when necessary. The first type of activity in the listening routine was 

exposing students to the ‘whole’ of the music excerpt. Andy played the whole 

music excerpt without any adaptation or modification in order to give the students 

a general impression of the piece. This activity was present at the beginning of the 

first two lessons but absent in the third lesson of the class observations. This 
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might be due to that Andy was confident that with the presentation of the ‘whole’ 

of the music excerpt in the first two lessons, his students had already developed 

some ideas about the music excerpt in the third lesson that he could go directly to 

the second type of listening activities, that is listening to the ‘part’ and ‘part with 

whole’ of the music excerpt.   

 Andy highlighted the target of learning for his students after playing the 

whole music excerpt in the listening routine. He singled out the ‘part’ with the use 

of music instruments as well as IT equipment. For example, he played the ostinato 

phrase only on the guitar for his students. Then, he let his students control the on 

and off of a pre-recorded ostinato phrase on the BIGmack Communicator or the 

iPad. In this way, students could listen clearly to the phrase without being 

confused by the whole music excerpt. He also let his students listen to another clip 

of recording, which was the sound of a shaker. In the music excerpt, there was a 

sound of a shaker on the second beat of the piece throughout; this formed another 

‘part’ of the ‘whole’. From the two audio clips, Andy and the supporting 

personnel observed each student’s response. It was found that all students were 

more responsive when they listened to the ostinato than the shaker. 

 Apart from accentuating the part to be focused, Andy also included the 

third type of listening activity, which is a combination of the ‘part’ and the 
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‘whole’. In this type of activity, Andy added the ostinato to the music excerpt 

played so that students could listen to both the original version of the music and at 

the same time, with the ostinato highlighted. He varied the way the ostinato 

phrase was highlighted in different lessons so that students experienced different 

inputs as they listened to the ostinato across the three lessons. The variations were 

not limited to auditory input; Andy coupled various kinds of sensory inputs to the 

target of learning in order to strengthen the experience of the ostinato. For 

example, he attached a Soundbrenner Pulse on the wrists of some students as he 

played the music. Students could then feel the vibration of the rhythmic pattern of 

the ostinato on their wrists and see the lights blinking in synchrony with the music 

excerpt to which they were listening.  

Another example was that Andy played a shaker next to the students so 

that they could listen to the highlighted rhythm more clearly as they listened to 

music at the same time. Some of the helpers got the idea, and they spontaneously 

tapped on the shoulders of some students following the rhythmic pattern of the 

ostinato bass. In one lesson, Andy also asked the helpers to play the rhythmic 

pattern of the ostinato from a cabasa on the arms of the students. By making 

sound from the cabasa with the arms of the students, Andy let his students 

experience the rhythm from the tactile channel.   
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 Andy systematically arranged the ‘whole’, ‘part’, and ‘part with whole’ 

activities to guide his students. The idea was to use different kinds of sensory 

inputs to highlight the target of learning while relating it to the music excerpt as a 

whole. He focused on shaping the listening experience of his students through the 

adaptations of the music materials to provide them with step-by-step guidance. 

Each listening experience he gave his students was not the same as the previous 

one, yet connected.   

In all three lessons of Ben, he started the topic of learning with listening 

activities. He let his students listen to the music excerpt selected. However, he did 

not brief his students or the supporting personnel about what to focus on while 

listening before playing the music. Ben repeatedly played only the ‘whole’ of the 

music excerpt in his listening routine. The music was played from the beginning 

to the end for more than once in all three lessons. Ben played the ‘whole’ of the 

music excerpt without highlighting the ‘part’ in the ‘whole’ of the music. He did 

not provide any guiding questions, nor did he highlight the target of learning in 

between or during the process of listening. The only questions he asked were 

whether his students like the music and if they would like to listen again. It 

concurs with his perception of students’ development of their listening skills by 
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repeatedly exposed to the same music input, as well as his concerns about whether 

students enjoy the music experience. 

 Apart from listening to the whole piece together in class, Ben also divided 

students into three groups for more listening. He recorded the music excerpt to the 

BIGmack Communicator and assigned two teaching assistants and himself to each 

group to prompt students to request for more listening by tapping the button. Ben 

used the music listening experience as a tool to elicit students’ expression of 

preferences for the music excerpts. He took the listening routine as an opportunity 

to train the communication skills of his students. He paid little attention to 

students’ expressions in response to the music excerpts.  

On the contrary, he paid more attention to whether students tap the button 

in response to his invitation, and if they answered his question by verbalizing.  

Demonstrations, verbal, and physical prompts were used to encourage students to 

tap the button as a form of social response. After listening to the music from the 

BIGmack Communicator for several rounds, the listening routine finished. Ben 

spent relatively less time in the listening activities despite playing the music 

excerpt from beginning to end for more than once in every lesson. He then went 

on with the performing routine in which he spent much longer time.  
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 Sequence of performing and/or composing activities.  Performing and 

composing activities were structured after the listening routine in all three 

observed lessons of Andy. However, it may not be easy to differentiate between 

performing and composing activities. It could be due to that all students of Andy 

seemed to be mainly focusing on sound exploration, which could hardly be 

categorized as performing or composing distinctively.  After the listening routine, 

Andy provided his students with various kinds of adapted instruments or 

electronic music input/output devices. Instead of letting his students choose which 

kind of instruments or devices they wanted, he assigned them with the one he 

considered the most suitable for their manipulation. Then Andy presented half of 

his students with the pre-recorded melody of the music excerpt they experienced 

in the listening routine, and let them play the accompaniment; the other half of his 

students were presented with the ostinato that they could create a melody on top.  

The pre-recorded music clips were played either in small groups or for individual 

students.   

 The activity recurred in the performing/composing routine of all three 

lessons with little variation. One of the variations was the change of the tone 

colors of the melody or the ostinato. Andy used a different instrument to record 

the music clips in every lesson. Students who were presented with the melody in 
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one lesson were given the ostinato in the next lesson and vice versa. In one lesson, 

Andy also added a basic pulse to the melody to signify the tempo. Also, the 

instruments or electronic devices for the students were altered.  Some students 

were given the same device, but with variations in the sound effect, for example, 

the virtual instrument was changed from non-pitched instruments to a pitched 

instrument with a pre-set scale. Andy also let some students alter the ostinato bass 

by using the IT device with a pre-set sequence of notes. When the students 

slightly touched the input key or pushed the joystick, they could add a new 

ostinato phrase to the original melody.  

 After giving students some time to explore and him observing their 

performances, Andy recorded and played the students’ works towards the end of 

each lesson. Andy observed each student’s response upon listening to his/her 

recorded works. By pausing and playing the recordings, Andy cross-checked his 

students’ responses. He intended to guide his students to evaluate their peers’ 

works; however, the only question he raised in the evaluation was whether his 

students liked their peers’ works or not. He interpreted their responses as liked or 

disliked the works and considered that as self and peers evaluation. No other 

guideline was given to his students in the evaluation. The performing/ composing 

routine finished after the evaluation. 
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Ben arranged performing activities after the listening routine in all three 

lessons observed. He tried to entice his students to play the rhythmic pattern of the 

ostinato phrase. No creative activities were arranged for his students in all three 

lessons. Ben spent most of the time in the performing routine, helping his students 

to ‘practice’ the rhythmic pattern of the ostinato. Although some students did 

engage in some exploration of rhythmic patterns or creative movements, it seemed 

that these explorations were not an intended design of Ben’s plan. Therefore, 

instead of encouraging students to engage in more sound, rhythm and movement 

exploration, Ben focused merely on demonstrating the rhythm of the ostinato bass, 

aiming at leading his students to play the rhythmic pattern. He also sang the 

ostinato phrase along while playing the rhythm on the drum.  

 Although Ben did not highlight the ostinato or the ‘part’ of the music to be 

focused on in the listening routine, he highlighted it in the performing activities 

instead. He demonstrated the rhythmic pattern of the ostinato phrase many times 

in all three lessons observed. He assigned them with percussion instruments, such 

as tambourines and different kinds of African drums. He then divided his students 

into small groups and invited them to imitate playing the rhythmic pattern. Except 

for Student B7, who was able to play the rhythmic pattern a few times, other 

students had difficulties in following. Most of the students were interested in 
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exploring different sounds with the instruments but not yet ready to understand or 

meet the requirements of Ben. In two lessons observed, some students, for 

example, Students B1 and B6 were distracted by other instruments in the music 

room and decided to play the instruments not assigned to them.   

 In the first lesson, Ben played the pre-recorded ostinato phrase in loop 

without integrating it into the original music excerpt. Without the melody, the 

ostinato phrase failed to give the activity a clear structure. Students had 

difficulties predicting when the activity would end. Thus some of the students lost 

their interests in the activity soon. Students B1, B2 and B5 engaged themselves in 

sound exploration and created their own patterns on the instruments and became 

self-absorbed without paying attention to Ben or the ostinato phrase. However, 

since the agenda of Ben was to provide opportunities for his students to practice 

playing the ostinato rhythm, he did not pay much attention to the patterns students 

created. 

 Towards the end of the first lesson, Ben played the main melody of the 

music. He prompted his students to play the rhythmic pattern of the ostinato to 

accompany the main melody. Although the melody provided a clear structure for 

the activity, students were unaware of the relationship between the melody and 

the ostinato. Thus they had difficulties performing the ostinato while the melody 
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was playing. They had not experienced the step-by-step guidance to the 

integration of the two parts of the music. Moreover, since the students had 

difficulties playing the ostinato rhythm, they could only explore their versions of 

accompaniment. Ben then paid more effort in demonstrating the ostinato, aiming 

at enticing his students to imitate playing the pattern. 

 In the second lesson, Ben let students ‘practice’ for the rhythmic pattern of 

the ostinato again after the listening routine. Ben prompted his students to play the 

ostinato as the whole music excerpt played, and that was the first time when Ben 

integrated the ‘part’ and the ‘whole’ of the music excerpt. Students showed the 

most engagement in this ‘part with whole’ activity among all other activities in 

the performing routine. The music excerpt was familiar to the students, and it 

gave them a sense of structure that they knew what integration of the ‘part’ and 

‘whole’ was.  However, this integration of the ‘part with whole’ appeared for once 

only. Most of the time, Ben focused on ‘practicing’ the rhythmic pattern of the 

ostinato instead.   

 In the third lesson, Ben played the ostinato while inviting his students to 

move freely along with the phrase. He switched between demonstrating singing 

the ostinato bass and the main melody as he moved among his students. His 

intention seemed to draw their attention to the relationship between the ‘part’ and 
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the ‘whole’. However, his students were confused and decided to create their own 

movements. Nevertheless, Ben did not aim to foster the creative movements of his 

students, nor did he target on helping them relate the ostinato to their movements, 

he put much effort in encouraging his students to move without paying much 

attention to the patterns of their movements. After the lessons, Ben explained that 

there was not enough time for him to conduct any composing activities. There was 

no evaluation of students’ performance observed before the end of the performing 

routine in any of the three lessons either.   

 Ben spent most of the lesson time on helping his students to develop 

performing skills by demonstrating the rhythmic pattern of the ostinato bass for 

their imitation and practice. He also sang the phrase with nonsense syllables at the 

same time while playing the pattern on the drum. It reflected that he put much 

attention and effort into the training of musical skills of students through repeated 

practices. Although he disagreed about the drilling of musical skills in music 

education, he perceived that music teachers were to train students’ musical skills, 

and he had little flexibility when implementing the music curriculum. Besides, 

Ben employed a few instructional strategies to enhance his students’ development 

of both musical and extra-musical abilities. 
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  Instructional strategies.  As observed, several strategies were often used 

in the two teachers’ lessons. Some strategies, such as ‘fill in the blanks’, ‘pause 

for request’ and multisensory strategies were employed by both teachers. Other 

strategies, such as allowing students time to explore and experiment and repetition 

were used more often in one teachers’ class than the other. Andy employed 

various strategies to encourage students’ active participation in musical activities, 

to help his students make sense of the musical concepts and to relate their learning 

with other experience. Ben used different strategies to enhance his students’ social 

communication as well as to help them practise their musical skills. 

 ‘Fill in the blanks’. Andy employed the strategy of ‘fill in the blanks’ by 

playing guitar while singing a song and paused between phrases or at the second 

last note of a phrase. He usually used this strategy in the warm-up routine during 

his lessons to motivate his students to complete the phrase by vocalizing. Most of 

his students were familiar with the songs and they were excited when listening to 

it. It suggested that many of Andy’s students had the auditory awareness and 

differentiation skills necessary to recognize the songs. However, many of them 

have difficulties controlling their vocal cord and breathing to make a sound at the 

right time. Some of them responded with body movement, facial expressions or 

eye contact instead. As Andy’s students might not have the ability to control their 
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voice effectively, Andy needed to wait for his students’ responses at the pause for 

some time while playing the guitar.  He often prompted his students by making 

some sound himself for his students to imitate, or tickled his students’ face or chin 

to trigger some sound from them. It showed that Andy considered vocalizing as 

one of the learning objectives of his students. He focused primarily on whether his 

students had successfully made a sound at the pause. He did not pay much 

attention to whether his students had paid the effort to coordinate their body and 

breathing to respond. When students showed such effort, it also implied that they 

had a sense of where there should be a sound, which was a musical achievement 

of the students. It was only that their physical limitations did not allow them to 

produce a sound at the right time at ease. 

 Ben employed the ‘fill in the blanks’ technique in the warm-up routine of 

his lessons as well. He aimed at eliciting students’ responses with the use of 

familiar songs. Ben took this as an opportunity to promote his students’ 

communication skills. He asked every student and waited for his/her responses 

before playing the music to the whole class again. When waiting for the responses 

from his students, Ben verbally prompted his students by asking guiding questions, 

modeling articulation, or giving verbal cues. Since Ben focused on eliciting 

students’ social communication, he gave up music cues for verbal cues. As he 
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spent time waiting for each of his students to respond, those who were waiting 

lost their attention soon. When his students were divided into groups, the teaching 

assistants modeled Ben’s practice and put their focus on prompting students to 

verbally respond rather than drawing students’ attention to the music.   

 ‘Pause for request’. This strategy was based on a principle similar to the 

strategy of ‘fill in the blanks’. Teachers paused in the middle of an activity, 

usually an enjoyable one, and prompted students to request for the continuation of 

the activity. Andy employed this strategy in his lessons, especially in the listening 

routine. He played a music video for his students, then paused and asked if his 

students would like to have more music. Students were prompted to request by 

making sounds, gesturing or moving their bodies as a sign to request for more 

music. As observed, some students were given a one-button BIGmack 

Communicator, and one student with a higher level of cognitive functioning was 

given a two-button BIGmack Communication, with one button signifying the 

ostinato phrase and the other signifying the sound of a shaker.   

 Another version of the strategy was used whereby the helpers or teacher 

stopped the music from the BIGmack Communicator, and then the students were 

prompted to press the button again for more music. Andy interpreted students’ 

actions as their requests for the music excerpts.  Given the physical limitations of 
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most students, some helpers were sensitive enough to refrain from physically 

prompting students to press the button, but instead pressed the button for students 

once they signaled an intention to listen. Andy focused on the students’ responses 

when the music was played and stopped playing; he prepared two music clips for 

his students’ listening, one on the ostinato bass and the other the sound of a shaker, 

so that he could compare the responses of his students upon listening to the two 

different musical input. 

 Ben also employed the same strategy of ‘pause for request’ during the 

listening routine. As his students were divided into various small groups, Ben 

instructed the teaching assistants to prompt the students to request for more 

listening by tapping the button on the BIGmack. Ben viewed students tapping the 

button as their expressions of interest in the music excerpt. However, some 

students showed difficulties in coordinating their motor to press or stop pressing 

the button. Some students might be interested in both pressing the button and 

listening to the sound, yet unable to establish a relationship between the two. 

Some students might need more time to process the music played from the 

BIGmack. These students were physically prompted by the teaching assistants to 

tap the button to meet Ben’s expectations.   
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Multisensory experience. Andy and Ben also created multisensory 

experiences in the music lessons for their students. Andy tried to highlight some 

specific features or elements of the music with the use of multisensory strategies, 

while Ben used multisensory strategies to increase students’ enjoyment.  

As observed in Andy’s lessons, he employed the Soundbrenner Pulse, 

speaker with visual effects, and the cabasa to enrich students’ experience of the 

rhythm of the ostinato bass through tactile and visual stimulation. He provided 

sensory experiences to support students’ understanding of the musical concept 

introduced. Andy explained that in order to help students understand the musical 

concepts to be introduced, multisensory strategies could be used to connect with 

the listening experience.   

For those students who are less capable, the [Soundbrenner Pulse] is an 

excellent multisensory device to help them experience [the beat]…I used 

the cabasa to let the students sense the rhythm of the ostinato bass…I think 

using multisensory input is a good idea because [the students] may not be 

able to attend to specific musical elements, but if I add other sensory 

inputs, they may be able to connect the sensory experiences [with the 

musical elements]. (Andy, Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

 The employment of multisensory experiences was often used in Andy’s 

music lessons. Andy coupled visual, tactile experiences with auditory experiences 

of students.  It was observed that students, even those with limited level of 
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functioning, made more responses when there was more than one sensory input 

received.   

Ben also employed multisensory strategies in his lessons, for example, the 

Soundbrenner Pulse and music movement. Ben tried to connect the vibration of 

the Soundbrenner Pulse to the beats and rhythm of the ostinato phrase as his 

students listening to the music, but his choice of music involved rubato that the 

multisensory input failed to synchronize with the music. Since Ben’s focus was on 

fun and enjoyment of students, he was contented about the experience provided 

for his students. On the other hand, Ben let his students move freely when 

listening to the music excerpt. Although he put his attention on training students 

to imitate his movement, the experience of his students was a multisensory 

learning experience in which they connected auditory input with their movement.  

Apart from some similar strategies used by both teachers, some strategies 

were found to be used mainly by one teacher. Such strategies are described in the 

sections below. 

 Explore and experiment. Apart from the two strategies to invite students’ 

active participation in music activities, Andy allowed ample time for his students 

to explore musical sounds in music activities. When students explored sounds 

with the instruments or devices, they were actively involved in the process of 
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experimenting with various ways to produce sounds and listening to the quality of 

the sounds made. 

We use relatively less demonstration and verbal explanation, instead we 

give students more space and time to explore and listen. (Andy, Interview, 

23 Nov 2017) 

As observed in the listening routine, Andy first let students listen to the music 

video together, he then let students listen to pre-recorded music clips of the ‘part’ 

of the music excerpt, either melody, ostinato or the sound of a shaker in pair 

groups or individually. He allowed students to control the on and off of the music 

so that they could listen to the music clips several times. Andy also let students 

explore and experiment musical sounds by manipulating the devices assigned to 

them in the performing/composing routines in all three lessons. After some 

exploration, Andy recorded students’ works for whole-class appreciation and 

evaluation. Andy evaluated through observing students’ responses during the 

lesson, and verbally praised students according to their level of participation in the 

activities.  

 Repetition. Ben designed his lessons with many repetitions, both in the 

listening and performing routines. In all three lessons, he played the selected 

music excerpt for at least twice for his students in the listening routine. He also 

continuously played the music recordings or demonstrated playing the ostinato 
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phrase for his students in the performing routine in all three lessons.  He explained 

that students with SID could not receive too much information at a time, and 

therefore repeatedly let them listen to one phrase in the topic of learning could 

help them familiarized themselves with the topic.   

After letting them listen to the music for twice, I demonstrated the ostinato 

bass for a few times for them and let them try following me…but they 

need more consolidation, they may need more listening…they cannot 

listen to many pieces in one lesson, because they cannot manage too much 

information. (Ben, Interview, 07 Dec 2017) 

To conclude, some of the strategies were employed by both teachers, 

while some were used mainly by one. Among the same strategies used by both 

teachers, results suggested that due to the differences between the teachers’ 

perceptions of the purposes and focus of music education for students, they 

displayed variations in their practices. 

 Evaluation of learning.  In this section, the criteria Andy and Ben used to 

evaluate the learning of their students are examined. Since the three observed 

lessons belonged to the same unit of teaching, they are analyzed as a whole. The 

learning objectives and the assessment criteria are studied to see if they are 

aligned with each other. Following the school policy, both Andy and Ben set three 

music-learning objectives for their classes, which were embedded in three kinds 
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of activities, listening, performing, and composing. They also set individual extra-

musical learning objectives for their students.  

 Assessment of music learning. In Andy’s unit plan, although students’ 

learning objectives were mostly extra-musical, three music-learning objectives 

related to the topic of ‘ostinato’ were stated as well. These learning objectives 

included: ‘students create rhythmic or melodic phrases by the use of instruments 

or IT devices upon listening to ostinato phrase’; ‘students play ostinato phrase for 

music excerpt with instruments or IT devices’; and ‘students use their usual way 

of communication to indicate their preferences for or recognition upon listening to 

the ostinato phrase in music excerpt’. These objectives were general and not 

tailored to individual students’ learning needs.  

 Although Andy reported that he might include the music development of 

students in their progress reports, he admitted that there was no systematic record 

of assessment on students’ progress in the area of music and that all assessments 

were observations and on-the-spot feedback only. As observed in the lessons, 

Andy evaluated the performance of his students based on the report of supportive 

personnel or his observations. In one lesson, Andy assessed some students’ 

performance in the listening activities with the criteria of ‘show more smile upon 

listening to the ostinato than to other sounds’, which is related to the learning 
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objective set before lesson, that is, ‘students use their usual way of 

communication to indicate their preferences for or recognition upon listening to 

the ostinato phrase in music excerpt’. For students who have difficulties meeting 

the set objective, Andy acknowledged their participation and evaluated their 

performance with the criteria of ‘concentrates when listening to the music excerpt 

played’. In other words, the learning objectives set did not apply to all students, 

and thus the assessment criteria were revised. In another lesson, Andy assessed 

students’ performance in performing/composing routine with the criteria of 

‘spontaneously pushing the joystick to play the ostinato bass along with the 

melody’ and ‘tapping on the iPad to create musical phrases’, which were related 

to the learning objectives set before lessons. 

 Andy reported that no systematic assessment procedure was adopted since 

the new school curriculum policy was enforced, the music learning performance 

and music developmental progress of the students were not recorded.    

We do our assessments mainly by observations. We then provide real-time 

feedback to students. I have made a checklist [of students’ music 

development] 2 or 3 years ago, and asked all music teachers to rate the 

[music learning] progress of their students, but 1 or 2 years ago, the 

curriculum policy changed and we only needed to assess the general 

abilities of students in major subjects. Since then, I did not use the 

checklist anymore. (Andy, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 
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Andy admitted that the report of the music abilities of his students was based 

mainly on his impression.   

Some class teachers may ask me for the musical achievements of students 

to be included in the progress report. If, say, I could remember a student 

who could play instruments with dynamic changes, then I would report his 

ability. But this is because he is outstanding, so I have a better memory of 

his performance. (Andy, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

 Since Andy did not set individualized music learning objectives for each 

student, he could hardly assess the music learning progress of individual students 

with the objectives set. The assessment criteria also needed revision when 

evaluating students. There was no formal record of students’ music progress either.  

Ben occasionally assessed the music learning of his students, and he did it 

by impression only. As observed in the lessons, he assessed his students’ music 

learning without referring to the music-learning objectives set. In his unit plan, 

three music-learning objectives were stated. These objectives were class-based 

and not tailor-made for individual students. The objectives were ‘students use 

instruments or IT devices to create simple ostinato phrase’; ‘students use 

instruments to accompany the ostinato phrase in music excerpt’; and ‘students use 

their usual way of communication to indicate their preferences for or recognition 

upon listening to the ostinato phrase in music excerpt’.   
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 Although the learning objectives were related to the topic of learning, Ben 

evaluated openly his students’ performance in the vocalization exercises only. The 

evaluation of his students’ learning of the topic of ostinato was made during the 

interviews with Ben. He gave very general comments after the first lesson based 

on his impression of the performance of his students.   

Student B6 may be able to sense a little bit of the rhythm; he still needs to 

consolidate. Student B7 could get the rhythm, and maybe a little bit of the 

melody. Student B3 was very involved; she made some vocal sounds at 

times. Other students enjoyed the activities; they were excited. (Ben, 

Interview, 07 Dec 2017) 

The assessment criteria, such as involved, enjoyed, make vocal sounds, sense the 

rhythm and melody, did not match with the learning objectives set.   

After the second lesson, Ben evaluated the performance of his students’ 

learning with some other criteria. The comments were vague and general, and the 

descriptions did not match the learning objectives. Some comments were not 

related to music learning at all.  

Student B6 vocalized along with the melody this time, which was good. 

Student B3 was doing well; she tapped the drum and made vocal sounds. 

Student B4 did well, too; he looked at Student B3 while playing the drum 

together with her. Student B5 seemed to have followed the music and 

tapped the pulse [on the drum]. I think Student B2 did not like the drum, I 

changed another drum for her, I don’t know why she kept holding my 

hands … I think she didn’t like [the drum]. (Ben, Interview, 07 Dec 2017) 
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Ben evaluated his students’ learning in the third lesson with criteria irrelevant to 

any of the learning objectives. Although some students did engage in creative 

movements while the music was played, Ben was not aware of the patterns of 

their movements and thus failed to evaluate their performance. 

Even though two of the students misbehaved, most students enjoyed the 

movement activity, especially Student B2; she moved nicely. When 

Student B2 played the drum with Student B1, sometimes Student B1 held 

her hand and invited her to tap the drum. Student B4 initiated moving 

when the music played; he was more active gradually. The Soundbrenner 

Pulse was also good, they could feel the rhythm, and it’s fun for them. 

(Ben, Interview, 14 Dec 2017) 

It was clear that Ben evaluated the music abilities of his students by impression 

only.  He did not employ a system compatible with the music development of his 

students. Ben reported that he evaluated his students’ progress by observing their 

responses and gave them immediate feedback. He admitted that there was no 

systematic record of their progress and development in music abilities.  

I put down the learning objectives of each student in a powerpoint file, and 

look at it [in class] to remind myself what their objectives are. I have an 

impression of how their performances are, but sometimes I do forget their 

learning objectives. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

As observed, Ben sometimes mixed up the music learning and extra-musical 

learning of his students. He tended to focus on the development of students’ social 

communication and engagement instead of their musical achievement. It reflects 

that Ben was more concerned about the extra-musical development of his students 
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with his perceptions that music education should facilitate students’ extra-musical 

learning. 

 The music activities designed did not always align with the learning 

objectives and the intended learning outcomes of students. In the unit plan, Ben 

set a learning objective in the area of creative work; he intended to let his students 

create simple ostinato phrases, but he did not include composing activities in any 

of his three lessons. Even though some students did create some movements or 

improvised some rhythmic patterns with instruments, he did not pay much 

attention to or attempt to encourage them. He did not evaluate their performance 

and creativity. The learning objectives could hardly be met. Although Ben 

expressed that music education for students with SID should include integrated 

music activities, he put little attention on the musical performance of his students. 

Ben’s practices contradicted with his expressed perceptions. 

Both teachers set class-based music learning objectives for their students 

only. There was no individualized music learning assessment or systematic record 

of students’ music development. The teachers evaluated students’ music learning 

mainly through observations and reports from supporting personnel. Some of 

Andy’s students were able to meet the pre-set music learning objectives, while 

others needed modifications. Andy adjusted the objectives according to his 
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observations in class. Apart from his class observation, Andy also relied on 

supporting personnel to provide information about the performance of his students. 

He assessed his students’ music learning after each music activity. Ben did not 

follow the music learning objectives set when he assessed his students’ progress 

of learning. He tended to omit the music achievement of his students but focused 

more on their extra-musical learning. He occasionally evaluated his students’ 

music learning by impression only. No systematic record of assessment was made.  

Assessment of extra-musical learning. Andy followed the school 

curriculum policy in which more emphasis was placed on the general 

development of students, rather than on their development in individual subject 

areas, such as music. Therefore, in the school-based music curriculum, areas of 

the general development of students were included as learning goals. For example, 

teachers were expected to facilitate students’ attainment in various extra-musical 

goals, such as: encourage students’ exploration, enhance students’ responses to 

and interests in their environment, and develop students’ communication skills 

and social relationships with adults and peers.   

 In Andy’s unit plan, it was found that the learning objectives for students 

were mostly extra-musical. For example, a learning objective for Student A2 was 

to respond socially to teacher’s greetings; and the assessment criterion was that 
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Student A2 could respond to the teacher’s social initiation by touching the 

teacher’s hand. Andy also set learning objectives related to the motor functioning 

of students based on their individual training goals. For example, Student A4 was 

expected to coordinate his fine motor movement to control objects; and the 

assessment criterion for Student A4 was to turn on music by pushing joystick.  In 

these cases, Andy used music activities as a means to facilitate students’ general 

development, and the learning objectives set were extra-musical.  

 Andy explained that in his school, other than the developmental progress 

of the general functioning of students, many teachers tended to report the 

performance of students in academic subjects only, because reporting the learning 

progress of other subjects, such as visual arts or music, was optional. However, he 

expressed that music-learning objectives had to be met in addition to the extra-

musical ones. He said that he might also report the music abilities of his students.   

Many teachers only include descriptions of students’ performance in 

academic subjects, like language studies, mathematics and general studies.  

For my class, I might also include some descriptions of musical 

development regarding the general development of students. (Andy, 

Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

Andy reported that he had considered both musical and extra-musical goals as he 

planned his music lesson. 

Since we have to take the school-based curriculum policy into account, I 

have to include students’ individual learning goals as well as their music 
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learning objectives in each lesson, so I have to adapt the curriculum to 

meet both. (Andy, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

 Although Andy expressed that both music and extra-musical goals have to 

be met, he followed the school policy to include more extra-musical learning 

objectives in his teaching plan. These learning objectives were individualized. 

When he evaluated students’ performance, assessments were based mainly on 

students’ individual extra-musical objectives. Systematic records of students’ 

learning were made, and progress reports were written at the end of each module 

based on the extra-musical learning of students.  

In Ben’s unit plan, there were also extra-musical learning objectives 

included apart from the class-based music-learning objectives. These objectives 

were individual-based; for example, a learning objective for Student B4 was to 

respond socially to teacher’s greetings with the assessment criteria of Student B4 

responded to the teacher’s social initiation with gestures under physical prompt.  

In addition to objectives in the area of social communication, Ben also included 

objectives in the area of motor development. For example, a learning objective for 

Student B3 was to make a sound out of an instrument; and the assessment 

criterion was to repeat the same motor movement to make a sound with an 

instrument when the first attempt was unsuccessful.   
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 Ben expressed that for some of his students, instead of writing music 

learning objectives for them, he would set extra-musical objectives as he 

considered these objectives better met the needs of some students.   

I set some music therapy (training) objectives for students. These 

objectives are quite useful for they are directing towards different areas, 

like fine and gross motor, or social development. I think some students do 

need to have non-music objectives; some therapeutic objectives could 

better meet their needs. (Ben, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

 Although Ben expressed that music education should promote both the 

music learning and general functioning of students with SID, he focused more on 

the extra-musical development of students with SID.  He emphasized the 

importance of extra-musical learning by discussing more the training goals of 

students over their music learning. Ben commented that some students should 

have therapeutic objectives other than musical ones. He perceived that music 

therapy could replace music education when applying to some students with SID. 

Following the school policy, both teachers set individualized extra-musical 

learning objectives for their students in their module plans. They assessed each 

student’s extra-musical learning progress based on their observations in class. 

Record and progress of learning were made systematically. 

 Collaboration with supporting personnel.  Besides the two teachers, 

there were usually other adults providing support for students in the classroom. 
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These supporting personnel included teaching assistants, parents, or domestic 

helpers of students. Teaching Assistants Amy and Beth were regularly attached to 

Andy and Ben’s classes, respectively, throughout the whole school day. Teacher 

Assistant Brad was assigned to provide additional assistance specifically to Ben 

during his music lessons. There were also other adult helpers coming to the two 

classes voluntarily, and they might not stay in the class for the whole time. There 

were three to four parents or carers helping in Andy’s class in addition to Amy, 

and a social worker trainee helping in Ben’s class in addition to Beth and Brad. To 

ensure appropriate support was provided for the students, Andy and Ben had to 

collaborate closely with these adults.   

In this section, data collected from observations and interviews with the 

teachers and their teaching assistants were used to analyze the interactions 

between music teachers and supporting personnel in the music lessons. Results 

indicated that the teachers’ interactions with the supporting personnel varied 

widely between the two teachers. Their expectations of the supporting personnel 

were also very different. It was found that Andy interacted with his teaching 

assistant mainly in three ways: providing directions and education for supporting 

personnel, exchanging information with them, and empowering them whereas 
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Ben regarded his assistants taking up three major roles: caring for students; 

managing students’ behaviors; and following directions of the teacher.    

 Andy - Directions and education. In order to let the adult helpers know 

what the activity was about and how they could provide support for the students, 

Andy explained each task to them in class before starting the activity.  He also 

briefed individual carers about the support they could provide for each student and 

what to observe during music lessons.   

I asked one of the carers about a student’s response, and it seems that she 

did not understand, so I tried to explain to her a few more times. (Andy, 

Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

 Andy considered educating supporting personnel so that they knew how to 

facilitate students’ learning was important. Since supporting personnel in music 

lessons did not only execute Andy’s instructions but also helped Andy to assess 

students’ learning, they also suggested how Andy could adapt the instructions or 

materials for the students when necessary.   

I asked the carer of Student A1 about which excerpt the student preferred, 

but she told me that the volume was to low that Student A1 could not hear 

clearly, so I tried to adjust the recordings. (Andy, Interview, 23 Nov 2017) 

 Andy assessed not only students’ learning but also evaluated adult helpers’ 

effectiveness in each lesson. In case of ineffective support provided by helpers, 
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Andy modified his guidance given to them to ensure appropriate support was 

provided for his students.    

[Amy] would also ask me if she encounters any problems, so I could 

immediately advise her on how to provide support for the students. Also, 

from the recordings of students’ work, I can tell if she really understands 

what to do. (Andy, Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

 As students were divided into groups and working on their explorations, 

Andy walked around the class and observed each student’s performance as well as 

the adult helpers’ to see if the tasks and adaptations were running smoothly. He 

advised on Amy when she encountered problems. Amy reported: 

When I don’t wholly understand, Andy would remind me in class, and 

explained to me how to achieve the learning objectives. (Amy, Interview, 

02 Feb 2018) 

 As observed in the performing routine of the first and second lessons, 

Student A3 was provided with wrist bells and feet tambourines to play along with 

the music excerpt. Andy observed that Amy did not know how to support Student 

A3; he suggested her demonstrating with another pair of bells to entice Student 

A3 to imitate in the activity. In the same activity during the second lesson, Amy 

spontaneously held a pair of bells in front of Student A3 to invite her to join the 

performing activity. Through directing and education the supporting personnel, 

Andy extended his role from directly supporting students to orchestrating the 

adults in the classroom to provide on-the-spot adaptations for students. 
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 Andy - Information exchange. Andy did not only guide the supporting 

personnel to facilitate his students’ learning, but he also viewed them as working 

partners. He took the opinions of these adults as supplementary information to 

understand his students and evaluate the effectiveness of the support provided for 

them. For example, Student A1 was given a Skoog to explore in one lesson, and 

her father was observing the process of exploration. Student A1 was not showing 

great excitement as she manipulated the device. She touched the device very 

gently and slowly, and Andy thought that she might not be interested in the device.  

However, Student A1’s father had a different interpretation of the student’s 

behavior. Andy reported: 

 [Student A1’s] father told me that [Student A1] was thinking about how 

the device worked, but I was not aware of [the students’] intention.  Then I 

realized that she was actually exploring and learning. (Andy, Interview, 23 

Nov 2017) 

 As observed in one lesson, Student A3 cried because of skin irritation, and 

had difficulties participating in the activities, Amy thus reported Student A3’s 

situation to Andy. Andy modified the learning objective and assessment criteria of 

Student A3 in that lesson from ‘indicating preference of music clips with the usual 

way of communication’ to ‘staying emotionally calm when concentrating on 

listening’. Andy gathered information from Amy so that adaptations could be 

made to accommodate students’ learning.  
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 Andy - Empowerment. Andy expressed that it was difficult to attend to all 

students and adult helpers at the same time in class since Amy was familiar with 

all students in the whole class, Andy sought for her assistance from time to time to 

support not only students but also other helpers. Andy empowered Amy by 

explaining to her before class about students’ learning objectives and support 

needed to ensure students received enough and necessary support from all other 

helpers in the class.  In this way, Amy could help monitor other adult helpers in 

the classroom as well as facilitating students’ learning. Amy expressed: 

I can copy the role of the teacher as if there were two teachers.  Andy 

would brief me the day before music class about my role, like how I could 

help him to lead one of the groups. Then I could follow his instructions to 

facilitate students’ learning. He also told me about the learning objectives 

of each student and how to support them. (Amy, Interview, 02 Feb 2018) 

 Andy empowered Amy by pre-defining job specifications for her before 

each lesson. He also let Amy know his plan and the role of teacher assistant.  

Andy valued the expertise of Amy in building a good rapport with and 

understanding the individual characteristics of students; he thus designated her to 

assist for other supporting personnel in the class. 

Ben - Taking care of students’ basic needs. Ben regarded that one of the 

roles of teaching assistants was to care for his students’ basic needs during lessons. 

As observed before the beginning of one lesson, Ben asked Beth to bring a student 
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to the side and feed him with water before joining the group for the lesson. In 

another lesson, he told her that a student had wet his pants and needed a change of 

clothes. He explained that because the teaching assistants had to take care of the 

basic needs of his students, there was not enough support in class. 

I intended to put Student B5 in another group at first, but Beth was away 

taking some students to the toilet, then I could only put [Student B5] in 

this group. (Ben, Interview, 14 Dec 2017) 

 Ben’s decision of how students’ learning was structured depended on 

manpower supply. He rearranged the groupings of students and learning activities 

when teaching assistants needed to perform their caring duties. He believed that 

the primary role of teaching assistants was to take care of students’ needs while 

supporting students’ learning might have to be placed secondary. 

 Ben - Managing students’ behaviors. Ben relied on the support of 

teaching assistants to monitor students’ learning. He considered that his students 

needed supervision in order to learn.   

I gave Student B5 a drum to tap, but there was not enough manpower [to 

monitor him playing], so he just tapped a few times and then looked away. 

I might put him in a group with Student B2 next time and let the teaching 

assistant look after him. (Ben, Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

Ben also regarded that it was the teaching assistants’ role to keep the students in 

control so that all students could stay focused in the lesson. 
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Since the two students misbehaved in the middle of the activity, [the class] 

became messy towards the end, and the teaching assistant has to take some 

students to the toilet … [other students] lost their attention. (Ben, 

Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

Ben worried about going on with some teaching and learning activities without 

the help of teaching assistants, as he believed that the assistants were to manage 

the behaviors of the students while he conducted learning activities. 

There was a shortage in manpower [as the teaching assistant takes some 

students to the toilet], I worried that it would be difficult to manage if I 

started doing creative work with [the students], so I switched to do 

something else. (Ben, Interview, 14 Dec 2017) 

From the report of Beth and Brad, Ben relies on their assistance to manage 

students’ behaviors in order for him to carry out learning activities. Brad said: 

I consider my role as necessary because Ben needs someone to ensure that 

the students are under control and safe so that he can carry on with the 

learning activities. (Brad, Interview, 02 Feb 2018) 

Beth reported following Ben’s directions to ensure students behaving desirably: 

At first, Ben said that we didn’t have to force Student B7 to sit, we could 

use some music to guide him back to his seat…but in the middle of the 

lesson, Ben told me that he wanted Student B7 to be seated, then I realized 

that I had to ensure that he stayed in his seat. (Beth, Interview, 02 Feb 

2018) 

 Ben believed that his role as a music teacher was to implement the music 

curriculum and that it was the role of teaching assistants to manage the behavior 

of students. It reflected that Ben relied on teaching assistants’ help not in 
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supporting students’ learning but controlling their behaviors so that he could 

implement the curriculum. 

 Ben - Following teacher’s directions during lessons. Ben believed that 

the teaching assistants were to follow his directions to provide help in the lessons 

whenever he needed it. He assigned tasks to his assistants without much planning 

in advance. As observed at the beginning of the second lesson, Ben demanded his 

students to stay on-seat, and he asked his assistants to ensure that all students were 

seated properly. Later on, when Student B4 repeatedly stood up and moved along 

with the music, Ben changed his idea from keeping him on-seat to let him move 

along with the music. He asked the social worker trainee, who provided support in 

the classroom as a volunteer, to look after the student as he moved. 

Student B4 became more active recently; he wanted to stand up and 

moved when there was music, I asked [social worker trainee] not to stop 

him but accompanied him by standing next to him. (Ben, Interview, 14 

Dec 2017) 

As observed in the third lesson, Ben wanted to play the hello song on the 

keyboard; he asked Brad to play the same song on the guitar for him. Brad 

reported that he was not notified beforehand, and he would appreciate it if Ben 

gave him notice in advance. 

Like Ben asked me to play that song, I think I do need to practice 

beforehand, I don’t mind practicing before class, but I must have the score 

to practice. (Brad, Interview, 02 Feb 2018) 
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As Beth and Brad reported, it was not Ben’s practice to brief them before class 

about his plan and how they might help the students during music lessons. Beth 

reported: 

I don’t know what I have to do until I am in the lesson because Ben has 

not briefed us about his plan, so we follow what he asks us to do during 

class. Usually, he gives us instructions, like playing an instrument with a 

student. He seldom tells us how to facilitate the students to play an 

instrument, so I play with the students in my own way. I sometimes have 

to guess about how I can help the students. (Beth, Interview, 02 Feb 2018) 

Brad described his duties in Ben’s lessons as taking care of students, managing 

their behaviors, and following Ben’s directions. 

I am to assist Ben to take care of students when they need to go to the 

toilet or give a student an instrument she/he wants, of course, it has to be 

under the condition that safety is not an issue and the student is under 

control. I will also help control the powerpoint as assigned by Ben. (Brad, 

Interview, 02 Feb 2018) 

 Ben does not consider educating or empowering his teaching assistants to 

facilitate the learning of his students. Beth commented that if more information 

about Ben’s plan and how she could help the students during lessons, she could 

better support the students. 

It would be better if I could be told in advance about the teaching plan and 

the learning objectives of the students so that I know how to support them. 

(Beth, Interview, 02 Feb 2018) 
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Brad also expected that Ben could explain to him before and after each lesson 

about the students’ learning and how he might collaborate with Ben in the 

subsequent lessons. 

I hope Ben can give me more information about the students and give me 

some suggestions on how to handle some situations. …I’d like to have an 

evaluation of the support I provided for the students after each lesson, and 

it would be good if he can give me some suggestions on how to improve 

[in the coming lessons]. (Brad, Interview, 02 Feb 2018) 

Ben perceived that the teaching assistants were to standby in class and to 

provide support whenever he assigned duty to them. It seemed that Ben’s 

perception of the teaching assistants’ role was to support teachers instead of 

students. 

The findings suggested that the two teachers showed very different 

expectations of themselves as music teachers and their collaboration with their 

assistants. Andy and Ben had diverse perceptions of the collaborative 

relationships of music teachers and teaching assistants, thereby affecting their 

perceptions of how supporting personnel might support the learning of their 

students. It was clear that their practices in orchestrating and collaborating with 

the supporting personnel were very different accordingly. 
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Teachers’ Reflection of Practices  

Data related to Andy and Ben’s reflection of practices were collected 

mainly through post-lesson interviews. The teachers’ reflections of their planning 

and implementation of music lessons provided information about the issues they 

identified as problematic or successful. The data collected from the post-lesson 

interviews also reflected the teachers’ attribution to the problems and their 

suggestions on how the problems might be solved. Also, they discussed some 

experience with which they contended. Observation records were used to compare 

with the teachers’ suggestions to see how their reflections influenced their 

practices. 

Results suggested that the aspects Andy and Ben reflected were similar. 

These aspects include the process of teaching and learning, their collaboration 

with supporting personnel, and the arrangement of time and resources. Their 

attributions of the problems or success varied as well. Andy attributed the 

problems or success to factors that were internal and controllable. He suggested 

solutions after each lesson, of which he tried out some in the subsequent lessons 

to improve the situations. He revised his adaptations by continuously evaluating 

the process of learning and teaching. On the contrary, Ben framed and attributed 

the problems he identified to factors that were external and uncontrollable that 
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nothing he could do to resolve the situations. The following sections illustrate 

such factors with direct quotations from interviews and reports from observations.  

Process of teaching and learning. Andy evaluated the learning 

performance of his students and commented on the employment of support and 

adaptations during various activities. He reflected after the first observed lesson 

and expressed a little disappointed when his students did not engage excitedly in 

his lesson.  

Student A4 seemed to be a bit tired. He was OK during the listening 

activity; I saw him kept moving his hands then, but when it came to 

performing, I have a feeling that he lost his energy and became less 

engaged….I am a little disappointed with Student A1, for she did not 

engage much when it came to composing. I could record only very little of 

her work. (Andy, Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

Andy suggested some solutions to improve the situations, such as 

providing students with some references and choices to motivate their 

participation in the activities. His suggestions indicated his framing of the 

problems of his students’ limited ideas in both performing and composing 

activities. Therefore, he suggested that some guidance for them was necessary. 

I can try introducing more changes in the musical elements, such as let 

them listen to and imitate some changes in dynamics, or give them some 

choice of timbres. I preset the instruments on the devices today, and they 

have no choice, I shall let them choose the timbre they like next time.  It is 

essential to let them choose. (Andy, Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 
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Andy tried out his suggestions in the following lessons, as observed. For 

example, in the third observed lesson, Andy let some students listen to the 

ostinato phrase in different registers and with different timbres. He reported that 

his students showed higher motivation in sound exploration and better 

engagement in the performing and composing activities. 

Unlike the previous lessons in which I used the same instrument as it was 

in the music excerpt. I changed the instrument this time. I also changed the 

register of the instruments, like an octave or two octaves higher, and let 

them experience the difference. I wanted to see if they had different 

responses…. I was surprised that Student A1 was so motivated in 

exploring the device today. … Student A4’s performance was another 

surprise for me. Maybe the varieties of sounds gave him more stimulation 

and motivated him to explore. (Andy, Interview, 14 Dec 2017) 

As Andy observed and compared the responses of his students among lessons, he 

discovered more about the learning needs of his students. For example, some 

students needed more references, guidance, and choices to motivate their 

participation; others needed a longer time to get familiar with the materials.   

[Student A1] did not know what to do with the [Skoog] in the first lesson 

as it was new to her, but today she was motivated to explore the sounds by 

manipulating the device. … [Student A4] used a joystick [to control the 

sound input] in the first lesson, but today he explored on the iPad [with his 

fingers], that’s a progress for him. (Andy, Interview, 14 Dec 2017) 

Based on the progress of students, Andy suggested more ideas that could be tried 

out in the subsequent lessons. 
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I can let Student A3 improvise some movements in the composing 

activities as well.  This is only the second lesson [we listen to the music], 

the music is still quite new to her, but we can try [music movement] in the 

next lesson, she should be more familiar with the music next time. (Andy, 

Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

Andy also suggested that some strategies could be applied to other students.  For 

example, he suggested after the second lesson that more sensory inputs could be 

added to the listening activities to help his students experience the topic of 

learning. 

We spent quite some time just for listening [today], I want to modify it by 

adding some sensory input along [next time]. I can let more students put 

on the Soundbrenner Pulse, not only limited to the weaker ones, but other 

students can also experience. (Andy, Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

In the third observed lesson, Andy included sensory inputs for all of his students 

in the listening routine, such as coupling tactile information from the 

Soundbrenner Pulse and cabasa with auditory experience. Students listened to the 

music excerpt while sensing the rhythmic buzz from the electronic metronome, or 

feeling the cabasa rubbing on their arms to the rhythm of the ostinato bass. Andy 

reflected on the process and commented on the responses of students. 

Student A7 did not wear the Soundbrenner last time, he moved very little, 

I could record his input of sound for only once within the whole 40 bars of 

music excerpt. But this time, he received sensory input from the device, he 

moved and inputted sounds for four times in the music excerpt just 

now.…Student A1 was receptive to the cabasa; she touched and moved the 

instrument by herself. (Andy, Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 
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 Andy was clear about his expectations of the students. He observed the 

responses of his students closely and made adjustments accordingly. He also knew 

where the students were located along their pathway of music learning that he 

adjusted the support provided to follow the pace of the learning of his students. 

He attributed his students’ difficulties or success encountered as a need for him to 

adjust his plans and supports provided. He believed that music teachers should 

adapt to provide music learning experience appropriate to his students’ needs. 

Regarding the process of teaching and learning, one of the main concerns 

of Ben was his students’ behavior during lessons. He commented on his students’ 

behaviors as problematic and emphasized the need to keep his students in control 

in the post-lesson interviews of all three lessons. He focused on discussing his 

students’ ‘misbehavior’, and how he adapted the lesson design to prevent them 

from ‘misbehaving’. He attributed his students’ failure in following his agenda to 

the misbehavior of them  

Since some students, like Student B2, like throwing the instruments away, 

I think it’d be better to put them in groups and let them share the 

instrument instead…. I wanted them to perform in groups, but the situation 

was chaotic, Student B6 did not want to stay on seat, so I switched to play 

in tutti, as Student B6 can be obstructive to the whole class…I planned to 

play the ostinato bass and let them create melodies on top, but they began 

to act up, it can be chaotic, so I didn’t want to take risks, I just let them 

follow and tap the rhythm of the bass. (Ben, Interview, 07 Dec 2017) 
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  Ben also commented that some of his students were not interested in the 

activities or materials, and thus it was difficult to involve them. Ben tried out 

different ways to engage his students. He aimed at keeping his students on tasks 

without considering the learning objectives and the nature of the music activities. 

For example, after the first lesson, Ben evaluated the performance of Student B5, 

he believed that his student was not interested in the material, and thus he tried to 

gain his student’s attention by giving the student a different instrument. He 

expected Student B5 to use the BIGmack to accompany the melody but failed. He 

then switched to let his student tap on the drum. When his student was not 

engaged as expected, he suggested seeking assistance from supporting personnel 

to improve the situation. Ben attributed the problematic conditions to Student 

B5’s lack of interests.  

I gave Student B5 a BIGmack to play at first, but he seemed not to enjoy, 

it didn’t sound like making music either; then I gave him a drum to tap, 

but there was not enough manpower, so he just tapped a few times and 

then looked away. Perhaps I should put him in a group with Student B2 

next time so that the teaching assistant could look after him.  (Ben, 

Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

As observed in the following lesson, Ben arranged Students B5 and B2 to tap 

some rhythms on a drum as a group in the performing routine. He assigned Beth 

to support the group during the first half of the routine. Without any music played 
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in the background or guidelines given, Beth interacted with and enticed the 

students to tap on the drum freely. Both students were highly engaged in tapping 

and exploring some sound patterns with the drum. During the second half of the 

routine, Ben played the main melody in the background. He shifted from another 

group and took over the position of Beth. He tried to draw his students’ attention 

to the main melody and his demonstration of the rhythmic pattern of the ostinato 

bass. He also physically prompted Students B2 and B5 to tap the ostinato rhythm 

on the drum. Both students were unable to tap the rhythmic pattern required; they 

tapped on the drum for only a few times and lost their attention soon after. Both 

students seemed to have switched their auditory attention to the main melody that 

they could not pay attention to Ben’s instructions or the rhythmic pattern of the 

ostinato bass at the same time. 

When evaluating the situation after class, Ben seemed to be uncertain 

about the arrangement. He did not understand his students’ behaviors, he only 

made some hunches about the reasons for their responses, but he did not attempt 

to find out the underlying factors contributing to the situation, or tried to resolve 

the issues.   

I put Students B2 and B5 in one group, but Student B2 seemed not 

comfortable with the arrangement, I tried to switch a few drums with her, 

she could only tap a few times.  I didn’t understand why she kept pulling 
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my hands to the drum.  Maybe because the grouping was different as usual, 

she was not with Student B1 today, I’m not sure if she felt different.  She 

snatched my glasses for a few times, I guess she didn’t like it, but I think I 

should let her try a different grouping, with other students.  (Ben, 

Interview, 07 Dec 2017) 

 Ben expressed that he wanted to let his students try different kinds of 

music learning activities, but at the same time, he believed that they needed a 

more solid foundation to be able to participate in those activities. However, 

instead of mentioning how he might adjust the level of the learning activities to 

meet his students’ needs, or how he might build up their abilities to participate in 

more advanced music learning activities, he attributed the failure to include some 

students in these activities to the students’ inability. 

I have thought of using some visual cues, like stickers, to teach them some 

rhythm or notes, but I dare not to try, I think they need a lot more 

consolidation before they can do that….I hope they can feel the rhythm or 

the melody after listening to the music, then I can let them play something 

similar or tap the rhythm, but those who are less able cannot do so…. I 

don’t know how much time I should spend on those who are less able, and 

I have to balance the time [for my students], I want those who are more 

able to learn faster.  I mean, even if those who are less capable are 

interested in a particular area, I still have to move on to the next agenda. 

 Ben perceived that the amount of time he spent on students with different 

abilities should be divided equally and that when he was teaching the less capable 

students, he could not attend to those who were more capable. Thus, he would 
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instead move on to the next teaching agenda for the more able students instead of 

adapting the learning tasks to meet the individual needs of all students. 

 When students were unable to perform as anticipated, Ben attributed to 

external factors, such as students’ misbehavior, being uninterested, or incapability. 

He did not reflect on whether the tasks given meet the abilities of his students or 

the activities needed for any adaptations. Since he attributed the situations to 

external and uncontrollable factors, he took no action to improve the conditions.  

Assistance from supporting personnel. Andy relied on the assistance of 

supporting personnel to carry out some of the teaching and assessments. He 

reckoned that careful consideration and planning have to be made for effective 

collaboration. For example, because the carers of students did not understand 

Andy’s expectations and his plan, he had spent extra time to communicate with 

them. 

When I asked the carers of some students about the students’ preferences 

[for the two music excerpts], the carers did not understand what to look for 

or how to assess, so they did not pay attention to the students’ expression. 

So I spent some time explaining to them, but in the end, I still could not be 

sure which excerpt the students liked more. (Andy, Interview, 23 Nov 

2017) 
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After the experience of the first lesson, Andy allowed ample time to explain to the 

carers his expectations so that they could support optimally during the learning 

activities in the second lesson. He reviewed after the second lesson, 

It is better today as we have the experience from the previous lesson, at 

least I remembered to explain to the carers that they needed to observe 

students’ facial expressions or whether the students tapped the buttons 

before we started.  Then, in the end, they could report the responses of the 

students. Besides, Amy knew about my plan so she could help in one 

group.  I now know more or less about the students’ preferences…. The 

role of Amy is crucial as she can help me assess the students. (Andy, 

Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

Another issue Andy regarded as problematic was that some support 

provided for students depended on the musicianship of the helpers of which he 

had little control. He thus employed IT devices to support instead. 

Like there was a shaker on the second beat of every bar, I can show the 

carers, but even though I demonstrated in front of them, they may not be 

able to get it because they lack the musicianship.  So, sometimes IT can 

help in situations like this. (Andy, Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 

 Andy viewed that the supporting personnel was to help him in facilitating 

students’ learning, and thus he has the responsibility to guide them through the 

process of collaboration. He attributed the problems encountered as within his 

internal control that he could make changes to modify how the supporting 

personnel might provide help for the students. Andy reflected on various ways 
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aiming at resolving the situations, including more communication, explanation, 

employment of IT equipment. 

 Ben relied heavily on the support of teaching assistants. He believed that 

without the help of teaching assistants, it was difficult for him to carry out his 

plans smoothly. He especially valued the support of teaching assistants in 

supervising students during group activities.   

I intended to divide students into smaller groups at first, but as it is tight in 

manpower today, and because of some problem behaviors of the students, 

I decided not to divide them into small groups….If there were enough 

manpower, like in the previous lesson, the lesson would be a lot smoother, 

especially when it came to group activities.  With more helpers, the class 

would be in better control. (Ben, Interview, 07 Dec 2017) 

 Ben adjusted his plan when his teaching assistants were engaged in other 

work, such as taking care of students’ basic needs. He did not have enough 

confidence to conduct some activities without the support of teaching assistants. 

For example, he explained that it was difficult for him to start conducting 

composing activities when Brad was away. 

Most students enjoyed the movement activity, but when it came to some 

more creative work, the situation became chaotic, some students were 

confused, and Brad was away taking a student to the toilet, so I dared not 

to start something new.  (Ben, Interview, 14 Dec 2017) 

 Ben concerned more about students’ enjoyment through music activities 

over their music learning, and thus he commented on whether his students 
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enjoyed the activities instead of what music responses they gave. He stressed that 

his music lessons should be under control and compromised the teaching and 

learning activities designed. 

Andy and Ben showed differences in the way they framed the problems 

about their collaboration with their teaching assistants. Andy attributed the 

problems as controllable, and therefore he actively thought about solutions to 

resolve the issues, while Ben attributed to uncontrollable factors beyond his effort; 

hence, no relevant action was made to settle the problems. 

Organizational factors. Since the schedule of the music classes was fixed, 

and some students who had regular therapy sessions might be unable to attend 

music lessons due to time clashes.  In order to accommodate all students, Andy 

switched class with other teachers from time to time.  The second observed lesson 

was rescheduled to a different time slot so that Student A5 could attend.   

Student A5 has not attended music class this term.  I have only arranged 

one or two individual ad hoc lessons for her so far, and she always closed 

her eyes.  I thought she was asleep all the time.  But it’s such a surprise for 

me today when her mother told me that she was listening even though her 

eyes were closed.  When she received some sensory stimulation, like from 

the Soundbrenner Pulse, she was motivated to push the joystick in 

response….  I think I should consider switching class again in the future, if 

possible. (Andy, Interview, 30 Nov 2017) 
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 Students in Andy’s class were relatively weaker in health than many other 

students in the same school, their attendance is sometimes unpredictable. At times, 

there were only one or two students in the class, and sometimes only one or two 

absentees. Hence, teachers had to be flexible enough to adjust their teaching plans 

accordingly. As Andy reported after the second lesson, he did not expect some 

students’ presence, and thus adaptations on the spot have to be made. 

I didn’t expect six students in class today, but I have only prepared four 

iPads, so I needed to fine-tune myself.  I arranged Student A6 to work with 

Student A3 as a group; they could do some sound exploration with 

instruments along with listening.  With the help of Amy, I saw that they 

did some work together.  Student A6 could even do some individual work. 

(Andy, Interview, 30 Nov 2017)   

 Although Andy perceived that situational factors as unpredictable or 

difficult to accommodate, he attributed these to be caused by the internal factors 

that he could make changes.  Thus, his reflections were on how to alter the 

conditions to handle the situation, such as changing the lesson schedule, re-

arranging the music materials, and combining the groups.  He made at-the-spot 

adaptations accordingly to improve the situations. 

 Ben considered lesson time another factor affecting the learning of his 

students. He commented that weekly music lessons for his students as infrequent, 

resulting in limited time for him to understand their abilities. 
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Weekly music lessons are relatively scarce.  I do not have much time to 

observe the students, like Student B3, I seldom see her vocalize.  I am 

surprised that she could vocalize, perhaps she is in an excellent mood 

today. (Ben, Interview, 07 Dec 2017) 

 Ben considers IT support as reinforcing for his students; he appreciated the 

use of IT devices in music lessons and believed that it helped the learning of his 

students.   

I added the Soundbrenner Pulse to the listening activity today; the students 

were interested in it; they could feel the beat. …I can see their responses.  

It can strengthen their rhythmic sense….iPad was also good, it’s fun for 

[students] to record and listen to their own work. (Ben, Interview, 14 Dec 

2017) 

To summarize, music teachers generally perceived that the purposes of 

music education for students with SID were to promote students’ musical and 

extra-musical development. However, teachers might have different perceptions 

of the priorities of learning of students with SID. Most teachers perceived that 

gaining enjoyment and facilitate extra-musical development as more relevant than 

developing students’ musical abilities. They perceived that it was essential to 

adapt the central music curriculum to meet the learning needs of students with 

SID. Such adaptations include several areas: learning objectives, the content of 

learning, assessments, learning and teaching strategies, and music materials. 

Many teachers opined that it was challenging to teach music to students with SID 

because it required expertise in special music education to adapt the music 
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curriculum. They indicated that more training and reference materials on music 

curriculum adaptation for students with SID were needed.  

From the cases of Andy and Ben, it is evidenced that music teachers’ 

perceptions of the purposes and curriculum of music education for students with 

SID influenced their practices of curriculum adaptations and their focus of 

reflections. The two teachers’ perceptions generally aligned with many other 

music teachers. The way the teachers framed a problem, and their attribution 

styles also affected the measures they took to resolve the problem identified. 

Findings also suggested that the teachers might sometimes be unaware of their 

practices during the lessons and might even act contradicting to their perceptions. 

Reflections provided a chance for teachers to contemplate their aims and actions 

done so that modifications could be made in subsequent lessons to resolve 

problems framed. 
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Chapter 6 Discussion 

 This chapter discusses how music teachers’ perceptions, practices and 

reflections inter-related with one another in the process of music curriculum 

adaptations. Findings suggest that music teachers’ perceptions of 1) the purposes 

of music education for students with SID, 2) the learning priorities and music 

development of students, 3) the focus of the music curriculum for students with 

SID, and 4) the roles of music teachers influence their practices and reflections. It 

is also found that music teachers’ reflections, such as their style of attributions 

(Weiner, 1986) and expectations (Rubie-Davies, 2010; 2014) affect their 

perceptions and practices in return. Drawing upon the literature reviewed in 

Chapter 3, the discussion and interpretation of the findings provide an in-depth 

understanding of the phenomenon of special music education in Hong Kong. The 

data collected from the two cases suggest strategies for adaptations to better meet 

the needs of students with disabilities. The findings enrich the concepts and 

theories related to teachers’ perceptions, practices and reflections in the context of 

music curriculum adaptation for students with disabilities.  

This chapter starts with the discussion about the general phenomenon of 

music teachers’ background. Then, the four research questions are answered 

sequentially.    
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1. How do music teachers perceive music education for students with SID in 

Hong Kong special schools?  

2. What are the observed practices of music teachers in curriculum adaptation in 

Hong Kong special schools for students with SID?   

3. What are the expressed reflections of music teachers on their practices of 

curriculum adaptation?  

4. How are these perceptions, practices and reflections of music teachers inter-

related with one another? 

The chapter concludes with a revised conceptual framework illustrating the 

connections among music teachers’ perceptions, practices and reflections in the 

context of music curriculum adaptation in Hong Kong special schools.  

Background of Music Teachers  

There are altogether 34 full-time music teachers from eight of the ten special 

schools for students with SID responded to the online survey. Although it seems 

that the staffing ratio of music teachers to students is high in each school (around 

80 students in each school on average), the ratio has to be interpreted with caution. 

Several reasons are contributing to the high ratio of music teachers in special 

schools for students with SID. One possible reason is that all music teachers do 

not teach music only, 88.2% of the teachers have to teach two or more other 
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subjects in addition to music. The situation is very different from that in ordinary 

schools where music is taught by music specialists. It is likely to be related to the 

specialized teaching policy enforced in ordinary schools (EMB, 2006) but not in 

special schools. The data suggest that music teaching duties are scattered among 

teachers in special schools for students with SID. Although some special schools 

have employed music specialists, they are also assigned to teach two or more 

other subjects in addition to music. The situation may be explained by the fact that 

in many special schools for students with SID, a class of students is usually 

assigned to only two or three teachers. These few teachers teach all the subjects of 

one class of students. This homeroom teaching policy leads to the arrangement of 

many non-music specialists taking up the music lessons of their class of students 

(Welch, Ockelford & Zimmermann, 2001). 

It is also possible that formally trained special music educators in the field 

are inadequate, which leads to the difficulty in hiring music specialists with 

training in special education, especially in special schools for students with SID. It 

may be due to music educators’ lack of confidence and competence to teach 

students with complex needs (Hammel, 2001; Hammel & Hourigan, 2017; 

VanWeelden, 2007; VanWeelden & Whipple, 2014a). Previous research shows 

that pre-service and experienced music teachers’ ongoing demand for training in 
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teaching special populations has been high (Hourigan, 2009; Salvador, 2010; 

VanWeelden & Whipple, 2014a; Whipple & VanWeelden, 2012). 

On the other hand, teachers’ professional training and experience in 

special education may be valued more than teachers’ training in music education 

in special schools for students with SID. Over 90% of the teachers are trained 

special educators (31 teachers, 91.2%), which exceeds far beyond the rate of 

trained music educators (six teachers, 17.6%). More than half of the teachers (20 

teachers, 58.8%) have rich experience (over six years) in teaching students with 

SID, but many (15 teachers, 44.1%) are inexperienced (one to two years) in music 

teaching. The situation suggests that the assignments of teachers to teach music 

may not be related to their training and experience in music teaching. Instead, 

teachers’ training and experience in special education may be valued more than 

that in music education in Hong Kong special schools for students with SID. The 

situation echoes the argument that special educators concern more about 

improving the daily functioning of students with SID (Imray & Hinchcliffe, 2014; 

Lian, Tse & Li, 2007) and therefore teachers’ professional training in special 

education is valued more than subject knowledge (Ford, Davern & Schnorr, 2001).  

As some scholars observe, music teachers know little about the music 

development of students with SID (Ockelford, 2008), and they may not 
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thoroughly consider the special needs of students with disabilities (Darrow, 2007; 

Hammel & Hourigan, 2017). In such circumstances, school administrators are 

likely to distribute music teaching duties evenly among special educators and 

music specialists who have little training and experience in special education. 

Research indicates that music teachers’ perceived preparedness to work with 

students with special needs is affected by their professional training and 

experience specifically related to students with disabilities but not their subject 

knowledge (Cramer, Coleman, Park, Bell & Coles, 2015; VanWeelden & 

Whipple, 2007b). Some teachers reckon that subject-specific special education 

courses are essential to enhance their competencies in music teaching for students 

with disabilities (Salvador, 2010). 

Although almost two-thirds of the teachers (22 teachers, 64.7%) have 

some training in music, only six of them (17.6%) have professional training in 

music education. It is suggested that non-music specialists lack the confidence to 

teach music because of their perceived inadequacy in subject knowledge (Byo, 

2000; Garvis, 2013; Holden, & Button, 2006). The findings of this study echo 

previous research that professional training in music education is in high demand 

among teachers in special schools for students with SID. The two most frequently 

suggested solutions to resolve the difficulties in music teaching are professional 
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training in music education (7 entries) and support from music specialists in 

communities of practices (7 entries).  

To summarize, findings related to teachers’ background resonate with 

previous literature that professional training in either special education or music 

education only is not adequate to prepare teachers to teach in music classrooms 

for students with SID (Cramer et al., 2015; Hourigan, 2009; Salvador, 2010; 

VanWeelden & Whipple, 2014a). It is necessary to develop courses in special 

music education that are particularly designed for music teachers of students with 

SID (Salvador, 2010). When teachers have adequate training in special music 

education, they may be more competent in teaching music to students with 

complex needs, and school management may also have more confidence to 

designate music teaching to special music educators, then the policy of specialized 

teaching may be enforced more easily.   

Teachers’ Perceptions of Music Education for Students with SID 

 This study reveals that music education is considered important (13 

teachers, 38.2%) or highly important (21 teachers, 61.8%) for students with SID 

among music teachers in Hong Kong special schools. A large proportion of the 

music teachers (23 teachers, 67.7%) regard the central music curriculum 

inapplicable for students with SID, and that high level of adaptations of the 
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curriculum should be made if it is to be enacted. The areas that are most 

frequently rated to require a high level of adaptations include music concepts (28 

teachers, 82.4%), music learning objectives (27 teachers, 79%), learning and 

teaching strategies (19 teachers, 55.9%), and methods of assessment (19 teachers, 

55.9%). Nearly half of the music teachers (15 teachers, 44.1%) have rated that 

high level of adaptations in learning and teaching resources are required. The 

results suggest that teachers perceived music education for students with SID 

greatly different from that for ordinary students, and adaptations in all areas of the 

central curriculum are needed when implemented. Although previous literature 

has recommended various kinds of adaptations in learning and teaching strategies, 

methods of assessment, learning resources and music materials (Darrow & 

Adamek, 2018; Hammel & Hourigan, 2017; Jellison, 2015; VanWeelden, 2007; 

Whipple & VanWeelden, 2012), such adaptations are mostly for students with 

special needs in inclusive settings. The highest level of adaptations required, as 

expressed by the teachers of the current study is in the content and objectives of 

learning, which implies that the current framework of music learning is 

incompatible for students with SID. It is suggested that a framework specifically 

developed for the music learning of students with SID is necessary (Cheng, 

Ockelford & Welch, 2009; Ockelford, 2008).  
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Similar to previous studies, it is found that music teachers in Hong Kong 

special schools regard making adaptations in music lessons expertise that requires 

special training (Hammel & Hourigan, 2017; Jellison & Taylor, 2007; Salvador, 

2010; VanWeelden & Whipple, 2014a; Wong, 2016). Findings indicate that a 

large proportion of music teachers (24 teachers, 70.6%) recognize the difficulties 

in music teaching for students with SID. They perceive that the content and 

learning objectives of the Music Curriculum Guide (P.1-S.3) are not suitable for 

their students (28 teachers, 82.4%), and there is no music curriculum specially 

designed for students with SID (31 teachers, 91.2%) for their reference. They 

reckon that reference materials (31 teachers, 91.2%) and subject-specific 

professional training are inadequate (29 teachers, 85.3%) for music teachers in 

Hong Kong. In sum, the development of a music curriculum specifically for 

students with SID and the professional development for music teachers in special 

schools are areas that require intense attention.  

In order to look in-depth into the phenomenon of music curriculum 

adaptations in special schools for students with SID, the following sub-sections 

first discuss about music teachers’ perceptions of the purposes of music education 

for students with SID, then their perceptions of students’ music development, and 
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the focus of music curriculum for the students, lastly the roles of music teachers in 

the process of adaptations. 

Teachers’ perceptions of the purposes of music education for students 

with SID. Findings indicate that all teachers (34 teachers, 100%) perceive gaining 

enjoyment as the primary purpose of music education for students with SID. 

Although more than half of the teachers agree that developing music abilities is 

important as well, only less than 20% of the teachers consider developing music 

skills (4 teachers, 11.8%), creativity (6 teachers, 17.6%) and aesthetic sensitivity 

(5 teachers, 14.7%) highly important for students with SID. Nearly 80% and over 

50% of the teachers have rated gaining enjoyment and satisfaction through music 

activities (27 teachers, 79.4%) and pursuing a life-long interest in music (18 

teachers, 52.9%), respectively, as highly important for their students. Many 

teachers have mentioned in the open-ended question that the purposes of music 

education for students with SID are to provide enjoyment (23 entries) and to 

develop their lifelong interests in music (16 entries). However, the most 

frequently stated aim is to improve students’ extra-musical functioning (24 

entries). Only four entries are related to the development of the musical abilities 

of students. It is clearly shown that music teachers value the employment of music 

as a means to promote students’ wider areas of development more than 
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developing their music abilities. The analysis supports the argument that the 

adapted curricula for students with SID tend to focus more on students’ everyday 

functioning than on their learning of subject knowledge (Ford, Davern & Schnorr, 

2001; Lian, Tse and Li, 2007). Special educators tend to focus more on students’ 

extra-musical development than their music learning; this may also be due to that 

they have confused extra-musical development with music learning (Ockelford, 

2008).   

Similar to the views of most music teachers, the two cases perceive that 

music education for students with SID should facilitate the extra-musical learning 

of the students in addition to their music development (Ockelford, 2000; 2008). 

They consider developing students’ music interests, abilities in music, and extra-

musical learning the main purposes of music education for students with SID. 

However, some differences are found in their priorities of the three aspects. Andy 

perceives that the main purpose of music education is to promote students’ music 

development, while Ben perceives the development of extra-musical learning 

through music education more critical. Evidence can be seen in their comparisons 

between music education and music therapy. Andy describes music learning as 

the priority of music education; while Ben expresses that music therapy can better 

tailor for the learning needs of the students.  
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Regarding the aspect of music development, Andy also values the 

development of his students’ musical skills and abilities, such as music 

appreciation, auditory differentiation, instrumental playing, and creative-music 

making, besides gaining enjoyment and developing an interest in music. While 

Ben believes that students with SID are capable of learning music, he pays less 

attention to facilitating the development of the musical abilities of his students. He 

focuses more on promoting their social communication and enjoyment through 

music activities. It confirms the findings of VanWeelden and Whipple (2014b) 

that some music educators also focus more on developing students’ extra-musical 

learning when their students are with intellectual disabilities. It also suggests that 

teachers’ perceptions of the purposes of music education for students with SID 

may not have direct relations to their training in music education.    

Teachers’ perceptions of students’ music development. Apart from the 

diversities in the perceptions of the priorities of students’ learning, it is found that 

the two cases have different perceptions about the way students’ music interests 

and abilities are developed. Although both teachers believe in their students’ 

music learning capacities, and they recognize the inter-relations of enjoyment in 

music and the development of music abilities, they have different perceptions of 
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how the two are cultivated, thereby leading to their different views in the guidance 

music teachers may provide to facilitate students’ music development. 

Andy perceives that the more advance music abilities the students possess, 

the more musical enjoyment they gain from music activities. Therefore, music 

education should promote students’ music abilities. He emphasizes the 

adaptations of the learning objectives, strategies and music materials in 

facilitating students’ active participation in musical activities and the guidance in 

developing their musical skills. Ben, on the contrary, believes that due to students’ 

innate interests in music, they are driven to develop their music abilities naturally 

through music exposures. Without much emphasis on teachers’ provision of 

music guidance, he perceives that both music interests and abilities of students 

with SID are naturally developed through music experiences. He puts his 

emphasis on repeatedly exposing students to music excerpts without considering 

how he may provide other adaptations or musical guidance in the process of 

listening to build up students’ musical abilities.  

Since the two teachers have comparable backgrounds in special music 

education, it is evident that teachers’ training and experience are not determining 

factors leading to the variations. Some other factors may have contributed to the 

diversities of their perceptions, for example, teachers’ views about child 
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development and learning. The differences between Andy and Ben’s perceptions 

of how students learn music and how teachers can facilitate during the process can 

be explained by the learning theories of Vygotsky (1978) and Piaget (1964).  

Resonating Vygotsky’s theory on Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) 

(1978), Andy emphasizes adaptations and provision of support for students. The 

theory suggests that students’ ZPD can be reflected through the difficulties they 

experience in a learning task, and scaffolding (Wood, Bruner & Ross, 1976) 

should be provided at the corresponding point. Through the arrangement of 

support from helpers, and adaptations of music materials, Andy scaffolds 

students’ learning at the ZPD. He highlights the observations of students’ 

responses to determine what kind of adaptation has to be made in order to provide 

the most suitable support for his students. 

Focusing on students’ development and readiness of learning, Ben’s 

perceptions can be explained by Piaget’s cognitive development theory (1964). 

Ben believes that if students are unable to achieve a learning task after a number 

of trials, it indicates that they have not yet reached the level of development 

required to learn the task. Hence, switching to a task that requires a lower level of 

cognitive development should be considered. Ben seldom mentions the need to 
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make adaptations for his students; instead, he believes that when students receive 

adequate music exposures, their music abilities develop naturally. 

Teachers’ perceptions of the focus of music curriculum for students 

with SID. Literature indicates that teachers’ perceptions and expectations 

influence the way they approach a curriculum (Dewey, 1929/2013; Good & 

Brophy, 2018; Imray & Hinchcliffe, 2014; Rubie-Davies, 2014). Findings suggest 

that music teachers’ adaptation of music curriculum depends not only on their 

perceptions of the purposes of music education but also on their perceived 

priorities of students’ learning needs (Hornby, 2015; Imray & Hinchcliffe, 2014). 

In general, both Andy and Ben agree with the Music Curriculum Guide (CDC, 

2003) that the values and purposes of music education are to cultivate students’ 

interests and abilities in music. However, they opine that the adapted curriculum 

for students with SID should include the therapeutic use of music in addition to 

music learning. They believe that music activities achieve not only musical but 

also extra-musical goals, such as developing students’ social communication and 

motor skills. Therefore unlike the music curriculum for ordinary students, the 

curriculum for students with SID should include therapeutic goals. Ben even 

expresses that extra-musical goals can better meet the needs of some students.   
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Concerning students’ music learning, both teachers perceive that the music 

curriculum should include a wide variety of music to widen students’ music 

experience. Although both teachers have not employed a large variety of music in 

the three lessons observed, it is found that, from the school-based curriculum 

document of the school, different types of music are covered throughout the basic 

education levels. Besides, Andy being the subject leader of the music team 

emphasizes students’ music experiences in different situations and settings, such 

as live performances in the concert hall and after-lunch music time, he pays much 

effort in arranging such opportunities to promote students’ music development. 

Ben, who is a member of the music team, only follows the directions of the 

subject leader. He has not initiated new music experiences for his students out of 

the music lessons. It indicates that the positions of the teachers define their 

perceived identities and respective roles that contribute to the differences in the 

involvement in arranging music experiences for students (Rodgers & Scott, 2008). 

Moreover, both teachers agree that the curriculum should include 

integrated music activities of listening, performing and composing, which is in 

line with the Music Curriculum Guide (P.1 - S.3) (CDC, 2003). Andy perceives 

that these activities should be arranged with equal importance. He emphasizes on 

arranging a good deal of music listening experiences for his students, but at the 
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same time stresses on providing his students with plenty of opportunities to 

actively participate in music-making activities. Although Ben expresses that 

integrated music learning activities should be included in the curriculum, he 

values listening and performing more than composing activities. He reckons that 

composing activities can be arranged for his students only when lesson time is 

adequate and enough manpower is available. Ben focuses more on classroom 

management than students’ music creating experiences.   

Although the two teachers believe that a high level of adaptations of the 

central music curriculum is required, their perceptions of the adaptations of the 

curriculum are diverse. Andy emphasizes adapting several aspects of the 

curriculum, including music learning objectives of students, music materials and 

equipment, and support provided for students. Aiming at providing the most 

appropriate adaptations for the students, he continuously observes the responses 

of his students and adjusts the music guidance provided. He stresses on music 

teachers’ professional judgment in the adaptations made to meet the individual 

needs of students. Contrarily, Ben perceives that the music abilities of students are 

developed naturally through exposures to musical pieces in which they are 

interested. He also expresses that teachers should not insist on drilling students to 

acquire music skills that they are not yet ready to develop. Instead of focusing on 
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adapting the central music curriculum, Ben suggests that music teachers may 

adopt kindergarten music curricula for students with SID, for he perceives his 

students are at an early stage of development. He also recommends that music 

teachers should choose music according to the developmental stages of his 

students. Ben’s emphasis on the developmental stages of students indicates that he 

perceives students’ readiness as a significant concern of students’ music learning 

(Piaget, 1964); while Andy perceives the provision of musical guidance at a point 

where students experience difficulties the most critical in facilitating their music 

learning (Vygotsky, 1978).     

Teachers’ perceptions of the roles of music teachers. Findings also 

indicate that the teachers’ differences in their identities and their diverse 

perceptions of their roles as music teachers influence the way they adapt and enact 

the curriculum. For example, Andy perceives that the central role of music 

teachers is to facilitate students’ music learning. He puts his emphasis on 

promoting students’ participation in music listening and music-making activities 

by making adaptations in music instruments and music excerpts. He also arranges 

various music learning opportunities for his students out of music lessons. While 

Ben focuses more on students’ development through music. He has taken the 

greetings and vocalization exercises as opportunities to elicit social 
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communication from students. Ben seems to have taken the role of a music 

therapist who aims at promoting students’ general functioning more than their 

musical development (Chase, 2004; Wilson & Smith, 2000).  

According to Rodgers and Scott (2008), teachers’ identity can be 

conceptualized in varied dimensions, such as contextual and relational, which 

implies that teachers’ perceptions of their roles depend on the context they are in 

and their relationships with other people in that context. For example, Andy, who 

takes up the position of a subject leader, is responsible for developing the school-

based music curriculum and organizing music activities for the students. He 

shows different perceptions of his role from Ben, whose role is a member of the 

music team only. Andy identifies himself as a curriculum leader who has greater 

ownership of the curriculum, while Ben perceives himself as an executor of the 

curriculum only. Ben demands more guidance and support from the curriculum 

document. Although he complains about the incompatibility of the central music 

curriculum for his students, he takes no initiative in making adaptations of the 

curriculum based on the needs of his students. Findings concur with literature that 

teachers’ identities affect their perceived roles (Handler, 2010; York-Barr & Duke, 

2004; York-Barr et al., 2005). 
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Andy and Ben also show diverse perceptions of their collaboration with 

the supporting personnel during music lessons. Andy perceives that supporting 

personnel are working partners in the educational team. He pays effort to ensure 

that they are providing appropriate support and guidance for the students. He also 

values their views and assistance (Da Fonte & Capizzi, 2015; Fox, 2003). In 

contrast, Ben perceives that teaching assistants are simply resources to take care 

of the basic needs of students and eliminate behavioral issues so that he can carry 

out his teaching plan. The diversity of the teachers’ perceptions contributes to the 

differences in their collaboration with the teaching assistants (Vincett et al., 2005). 

Findings confirm with previous literature that teachers’ identity varies according 

to the context they are in and their relationships with other people in the context 

(Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Rodgers & Scott, 2008). The roles they identified 

with also vary accordingly.  

Teachers’ practices observed 

In this section, the observed practices of Andy and Ben in the areas of 1) 

setting of learning objectives; 2) evaluation of students’ learning; 3) interactions 

between teacher and students; 4) collaboration with teaching assistants; and 5) 

strategies of instructions, are compared. Some of the practices are common 

between the two teachers, while some only appear in one teacher’s lessons.  
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Setting of learning objectives. The module plans of Andy and Ben 

include both extra-musical and music learning objectives. Based on the Individual 

Education Plan (IEP) of their students, both teachers set individualized extra-

musical learning objectives, but class-based music learning objectives for their 

students. The school curriculum policy requires teachers to include students’ IEP 

goals in their module plans but not individualized subject-specific goals. Although 

Andy expresses that he attends to students’ music development, he recognizes that 

there is no systematic record of assessment of the musical abilities of his students. 

He set music learning goals for his students based on impression only. While Ben 

focuses more on his students’ extra-musical learning, he even regards that some 

students should only have learning objectives in the area of general functioning 

because music learning objectives may not suit their needs. He pays little attention 

to his students’ music learning. 

When evaluating students’ progress, both teachers refer to the extra-

musical learning objectives of the students. By observing or asking supporting 

personnel about students’ responses in each music activity, Andy also evaluates 

students’ music learning. When students are not progressing, he adapts the class-

based music learning objectives on-the-spot to meet students’ needs whenever 

necessary. On the contrary, Ben pays little attention to class-based music learning 
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objectives. He does not assess his students’ music learning according to the 

objectives, he evaluates their music progress based on his impression, describes 

his students’ music learning in non-specific terms, or comments on the level of 

enjoyment of his students only.  

The two teachers follow the school curriculum policy when they set 

learning objectives for their students, but only Andy, who places more emphasis 

on the music learning of his students, refers to the class-based music learning  

objectives and makes adaptation when his students show difficulties achieving the 

objectives. Ben, who values extra-musical learning over music learning, overlooks 

the music learning objectives when assessing students’ progress and makes no 

adaptation to the objectives. The teachers’ practices reflect how they perceive 

music education for students with SID. Although Andy has developed a checklist 

to assess the music abilities of students previously, he has abstained from using it 

since the change of school curriculum policy. It shows that the Hopeful School 

emphasizes students’ general development over their learning in individual 

subject areas. Ockelford (2008) points out that it is easy for teachers, schools, and 

even the authority to look at extra-musical learning instead of real musical 

progress of students. The teachers’ practices are influenced by their perceived 

roles within the school context accordingly (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009).  
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Methods of assessment. Andy and Ben rely on observations and report 

from teaching assistants when evaluating the learning progress of their students. 

Apart from teachers’ focus of assessment, whether on the aspect of extra-musical 

or music learning of students, music teachers’ knowledge about the music 

development of students with SID is crucial. Literature comments that many 

music educators know little about the music development of students with 

disabilities (Hammel & Hourigan, 2017; Ockelford, 2008), which leads to the 

challenges they experience during teaching. It is found in this study that besides 

music teachers’ knowledge, the way they transfer such knowledge to their 

teaching assistants is essential as well. Andy pays much effort in educating and 

empowering his teaching assistant Amy so that she knows what to look for when 

evaluating students’ learning and how to provide appropriate support for them. 

While Ben, who perceives his teaching assistants as a subsidiary, puts little effort 

in educating them how to assess the learning progress of the students, resulting in 

his teaching assistants Beth and Brad not knowing what music behaviors to pay 

attention to and how they may facilitate the students’ music learning. Since the 

support of teaching assistants is vital in classrooms for students with SID (Abbott 

et al., 2011), music teachers’ perceptions and practices of the working relationship 

with teaching assistants affect the evaluation.  
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Teacher-student interactions. To facilitate the music development of 

students with complex needs, teachers’ musical interaction with students is critical 

(SoI, 2018). Besides teachers’ understanding of students’ level of music 

development, the creation of an inviting musical environment and teachers’ skills 

in musical interactions with students is also vital. Andy and Ben display a diverse 

style of teacher-student interaction with regards to the promotion of students’ 

music development.  

Andy, who focuses more on enticing musical behaviors of students, allows 

more time for students’ free sound exploration, for example, arranging ample time 

for performing and composing activities in each lesson. He provides adapted 

instruments and IT devices based on students’ motor skills to facilitate their active 

participation in music-making activities. He observes students’ musical behaviors 

and acknowledges their creative musical responses. He initiates musical 

interaction to entice students’ intentional musical feedback during vocalization 

and listening activities. He also engages supporting personnel to interact with 

students so that an interactive musical environment is created. Andy stresses the 

direct interaction between students with music, as well as through the mediation 

of musical instruments, IT equipment, sensory materials as well as people in the 

environment.  
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Contrarily, Ben, who believes in student’s natural development of music 

abilities upon repeated music exposures, spends more time on repeated listening 

and demonstration of music skills. He looks for specific responses from the 

students instead of acknowledging their creative musical movements. He guides 

them in playing a particular rhythmic pattern on the djembe without recognizing 

the patterns students experimented with and explored. He also involves teaching 

assistants to prompt his students for social feedback during greetings and 

vocalization exercises but musical responses. Ben limits his interaction with 

students in achieving social-communicative goals or specific predefined musical 

responses. Such findings suggest that apart from teachers’ knowledge in students’ 

music development and their skills in musical interaction with students, it may 

also be related to their perceptions of how students with SID learn music and 

thereby governing their focus of attention, style of interactions and how a musical 

environment for interactions is created. 

Collaboration with teaching assistants. Previous studies suggest that the 

collaboration between teachers and teaching assistants is an essential aspect of 

education for students with severe disabilities (Martin & Alborz, 2014; Moran & 

Abbott, 2002; Vincett et al., 2005). It is found that Andy and Ben show different 

styles of collaboration with their teaching assistants. Andy considers educating 
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and empowering teaching assistant his responsibility that he spends extra time 

before and after lessons to brief and debrief his assistant. He exchanges 

information, guides, demonstrates, observes and allows time for Amy, the 

teaching assistant, to develop her skills in enhancing students’ musical abilities. It 

is found that Amy does not only follow Andy’s directions, she learns about what 

musical responses of students to pay attention to, and the skills to entice students’ 

music-making behaviors. Andy pays effort to ensure that the supporting personnel 

is providing appropriate support and guidance for the students; he also values their 

views and assistance (Da Fonte & Capizzi, 2015; Fox, 2003). The way he 

collaborates with the paraprofessionals echoes Cremin, Thomas and Vincett (2005) 

that teaching assistants are more likely to support students more effectively when 

they are being valued, respected, and well-integrated as a part of the educational 

team.   

Ben’s collaboration with paraprofessionals is different from Andy’s. He 

relies on his teaching assistants to perform three primary duties, that is, manage 

students’ behaviors, prompt students for specific responses, and care for their 

basic needs. He seldom educates or empowers the teaching assistants. No briefing 

or debriefing has been given to the assistants before or after lessons, even during 

music lessons, Ben does not always provide clear instructions for the assistants. In 
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this case, the assistants can either wait for Ben’s directions or provide support for 

the students based on their ideas. The findings reveal that the teaching assistants 

are confused about what they should do to support students’ learning in class. 

Ben’s collaboration with the paraprofessionals is not as effective as Andy’s. In 

response to the conclusion of Moran and Abbott (2002), some music teachers may 

have to undergo training in the management of supporting personnel in the 

classroom so that quality support can be provided for students. 

Instructional strategies. Both teachers have employed many teaching and 

learning strategies during their music lessons. Some of these strategies can be an 

important reference for music teachers of students with SID, yet many of the 

techniques require music-specific knowledge that cannot be easily implemented 

by non-music specialists. These strategies are described as follows. 

Use of routines and structural sequence. Both Andy and Ben organize 

their music lessons with a sequence of routines. The standardized structure gives 

their students a sense of organization that they anticipate what music activities in 

which they are about to participate. Findings suggest that both classes of students 

show some awareness of the sequences and they know what to expect in the 

sequence of activities, especially in the opening and closing routines. Students pay 

more attention and show excitement when familiar songs have been played. It 
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indicates that the students can recognize the tunes or some critical features of the 

songs. Some of them even respond to the songs by movements or vocalizations. 

As suggested in the Sounds of Intent framework (SoI, 2018), regularity helps 

promotes students’ recognition of patterns and elicit their responses. Students with 

intellectual disabilities need to learn through repetitions and regularities (Imray & 

Hinchcliffe, 2014). Since the opening and closing routines are repetitive in every 

lesson, students listen to the same theme songs every time, week after week, they 

show the most responses during these routines. While during the listening and 

performing/composing routines, they have shown less anticipation because the 

music played is unfamiliar to them, the students need more time to become aware 

of the piece and the steps of the music activities. Both teachers design their 

lessons with a consecutive three lessons playing the same piece of music so that 

their students can gradually get familiar with the piece. 

Adaptation of music materials and instruments. Literature has suggested 

ways to adapt music materials and instruments so that students with disabilities 

can also participate in music activities (Hammel & Hourigan, 2017; McCord & 

Fitzgerald, 2006; McCord &Watts, 2006; Nabb & Balcetis, 2010). However, 

teachers do not only adapt the materials based on the perceived needs of students 

but also on their beliefs on the way students learn music. It is found that Andy and 
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Ben take different approaches to the adaptation of music materials for their 

students. The adaptations made by both teachers include edited music excerpts, 

and the employment of IT equipment, while adapted musical instruments are only 

used by Andy.  

Although the music excerpts played in both Andy and Ben’s lessons have 

been edited to distinguish the ostinato bass from the melody, the teachers use the 

edited music excerpts differently. Andy plays the excerpts in all listening and 

performing/composing routines. He systematically plays the excerpts aiming at 

scaffolding students to relate the ostinato bass with the melody and the whole 

music excerpt from their musical experience. The use of adapted music materials 

is part of the structure of the lesson design. Ben, however, only plays the unedited 

music excerpt during the listening routines. No distinction from the ostinato bass 

and the melody has been highlighted in the listening activities. The edited 

excerpts have been used in the performing routines. He uses the excerpts as 

individual activities in each lesson without trying to connect the listening and 

music-making experience of his students. It seems that the edited music excerpts 

are used randomly in the three lessons. Andy perceives that scaffolding (Wood, 

Bruner & Ross, 1976) is necessary for building up students’ learning, while Ben 

perceives that students learn music naturally through repeated exposures of music 
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listening experience. Adaptations of the music excerpts are only treated as 

materials for activities. The two teachers’ differences in their beliefs lead to the 

differences in their practices.  

Both teachers use IT equipment in their lessons; however, the ways and 

the amount of IT equipment they employ vary. Andy’s students are less able in 

physical mobility and movement that they need more support in playing 

instruments and making sounds from objects. Therefore, Andy puts more effort 

into adapting musical instruments for the students. He also arranges a variety of 

IT equipment for his students for their easy manipulation. Some of the IT devices 

used in Andy’s lessons replace some musical instruments students can hardly 

handle, such as keyboards or strings instruments. Based on the physical 

disabilities of each student, Andy gives his students a different adapted instrument 

or IT device to explore with, together with the differentiation of tasks and support 

given (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2010).  

On the contrary, Ben provides similar or the same kind of instruments for 

his students, for example, African drums in different sizes, during the performing 

routines of all lessons observed. He makes no adaptation of the instruments other 

than arranging students’ groupings, and the consideration of how the students are 

arranged is based on Ben’s concern of students’ behavior rather than their learning 
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needs. Ben also uses other IT devices, such as BIGmack and iPad, during the 

listening routines, to ask if students want to listen to the music excerpt again. Such 

IT equipment is used to entice students’ communication rather than fulfilling 

music learning goals. Besides, Ben has used the Soundbrenner Pulse as a spice 

added to the listening activity to provide enjoyment for students instead of 

strategically connecting the listening experience and the vibration of the device. 

The device is used to enhance students’ enjoyment but not their music learning. 

The findings suggest that teachers’ adaptations of music materials and instruments 

are influenced by their perceptions and beliefs of students’ abilities and their 

learning. 

Multisensory strategies. Both teachers perceive that students with SID 

have difficulties understanding abstract concepts, and they mainly learn through 

sensory experiences as at the level of the sensorimotor stage (Piaget, 1964). Both 

teachers have provided students with many music experiences with sensory 

strategies and movement to learn about the topic of ostinato in the three observed 

lessons. Ockelford (2008) suggests that the provision of multisensory inputs in 

connection with the auditory experience of children helps them learn to relate the 

sounds they hear with the various sensory experiences. Children gradually 
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develop the awareness of different sounds and sound patterns of the environment 

through these experiences (SoI, 2018).  

Andy associates various kinds of sensory inputs with the targeted auditory 

information in the listening routine. While Ben’s design has failed to connect the 

sensory experiences with the auditory, he only attends to the enjoyment of his 

students gained from the device instead of their musical learning resulted from the 

multisensory experiences. His focus of attention and expectation restricted his 

arrangement of the musical experiences for his students (Rubie-Davies, 2014).  

 Both teachers view that students with SID receive information and learn 

through sensory experiences, thus they design music activities with multisensory 

elements, which is in corroboration with the suggestions of special educators 

(Davis, 2001; Farrell, 2006; Turner, 2011). However, Andy is more conscious 

about the musical aspects of the activities; he pays more attention to how 

multisensory strategies are used with the music, while Ben puts more emphasis on 

extra-musical learning. He shows less awareness of the connections between the 

multisensory inputs and the musical elements. As for music movements, Ben’s 

students are more capable physically that they can move along with the music as 

long as Ben allows. Andy’s students have more complications in their physical 
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conditions, therefore affecting the movement activities in the lessons. Teachers’ 

focus of attention also influlences the employment of multisensory strategies.  

Structured repeated listening. It has been suggested that repetition is one 

of the common strategies for teaching students with SID (Imray & Hinchcliffe, 

2014; Lacey, 2009; Lawson & Byers, 2015). Music teachers from Hong Kong 

special schools for students with mild and moderate ID often use repetitions as an 

instructional strategy in their lessons (Wong, 2015).  

Similarly, both Andy and Ben employ repetitions in their music lessons as 

well. However, the way they employ repetition, particularly in listening activities, 

is diverse. In Andy’s lessons, a selected music excerpt has been played a few 

times in the listening routine, yet each time the excerpt is played along with 

different sensory inputs for different students to highlight the target of learning. 

Andy also plays the various edited music excerpts, either with the ostinato bass or 

the melody singled out or in addition to the original music. He structurally 

organizes the listening experiences in a whole-part-whole structure, which 

resembles Gordon’s teaching procedures (GIML, 2018b) to scaffold students’ 

learning. Each listening experience is targeted to build up students’ awareness of 

the sound patterns and their relations with the music excerpts. Such a strategy is 

concurrent with the suggestions of the Sounds of Intent framework (SoI, 2018). 
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Ben also employs repeated listening in his lesson. However, he plays the piece of 

music from beginning to end without systematically organizing the listening 

experience for his students. Although in one lesson, he adds the vibration of the 

Soundbrenner Pulse to the music played, the failure of the synchronization of the 

sensory inputs does not add credit to the learning experience of the students. As 

suggested in the Sounds of Intent framework (SoI, 2018), systematic observation 

of students’ responses to music stimulation is essential to inform the planning of 

future listening experiences. Therefore, the use of repetition has to be planned 

carefully for the construction of students’ learning. Findings suggest that the two 

teachers’ beliefs of how students with SID learn to influence their use of 

repetitions in their teaching. 

‘Fill in the blanks’. The technique is used most frequently in the opening 

routine of both classes. Both teachers play guitar while singing songs in the 

greeting and vocalization activities. They adjust the musical elements, such as 

tempo, dynamics and rhythm of the songs to synchronize with the pace, mood and 

arousal level of the students as they sing and interact with the students. The songs 

used are the same in every lesson, which gives the students a sense of familiarity. 

The songs also provide the students with a clear music structure. In this way, they 

know the beginning and the ending of the activities. It is evidenced that many of 
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the students become more alert when the teachers start playing the guitar and 

singing the theme songs, which suggests that many students with SID are aware of 

at least some of the musical features of the songs. The teachers then invite their 

students to make a sound in response to the musical cues, usually close to the end 

of a phrase or cadence. Both teachers evaluate their students’ performance after 

the routine based on their awareness of the musical cues and the attempts to 

respond. Andy assesses students’ vocalization, social and musical responses, 

while Ben focuses more on students’ social feedback, vocalization, and verbal 

articulation. Although both teachers may have emphasized on the extra-musical 

performance of their students, both teachers use the technique of ‘fill in the 

blanks’ under a routine, with the structure of the tunes to develop students’ 

musical awareness.  

 ‘Pause for request’.  The technique of ‘pause for request’ is used most 

often during the listening routine in the music lessons of both teachers. Both 

teachers regard the tapping of the BIGmack Communicator indication of requests 

for listening to the music again. The BIGmack Communicator is one of the 

Augmentative and Alternative Communication tools (AAC) widely used in the 

Hopeful School for students who have limited ways to express. The teachers 

generally believe that students use AAC as a replacement for the verbal responses 
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to teachers (Beukelman & Mirenda, 2013). Andy and Ben value the expression of 

musical preferences as a musical achievement of students. They perceive that the 

technique of ‘pause for request’ is a way to encourage students to express their 

musical preferences.   

  Andy concerns highly about students’ expressions after listening to each 

music stimuli; he asks the helpers one by one about their observations of each 

student’s behavior in response to the music played. While Ben and his teaching 

assistants focus mainly on students’ tapping of the button, they may have missed 

out on students’ facial expressions and physical movements in response to the 

music. Some students who are at a very early level of music development may not 

be able to associate the music heard with the tapping of the BIGmack 

Communicator, or some may simply tap the button in response to teachers’ 

invitation, some other students who have weak motor control may have 

difficulties tapping or stop tapping the button. If teachers only rely on students 

tapping of the BIGmack Communicator as an indication of musical preferences, 

they may have given students inappropriate communication means and thus limit 

their expressions. McNaughton & Light (2013) argue that teachers should 

determine the most appropriate communication system for students. Students at 

early levels of music development may show differentiated responses to different 
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sounds (SoI, 2018). Therefore, teachers should pay attention to all responses of 

students upon different musical stimulation to evaluate students’ music learning 

progress. 

  Although both teachers value the importance of using the technique of 

‘pause for request’ to facilitate students’ expression, the rationale behind it is 

different. Andy perceives that when students show their likes and dislikes of the 

sounds of the music, it indicates their awareness and ability to differentiate among 

various musical stimuli. On the contrary, Ben views that students can practice 

their social communication skills by expressing their preferences for music. Andy 

employs the technique to develop students’ musical abilities, while Ben applies it 

to foster students’ extra-musical development. It suggests that teachers’ different 

intentions may still lead to similar practices.   

Teachers’ Reflections Expressed 

The reflective practice of music teachers proposed by Hammel et al. (2016) 

as adopted from Schön (1987), refers to teachers’ reflection about their actions 

during and after music lessons about problem-solving in the process of teaching 

and learning. Before thinking about solutions to solve the problems, music 

teachers frame the situations they identify as problematic (Schön, 1987). It is 

found that the framing of problems often relates to teachers’ expectations (Good 
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& Brophy, 2018; Rubie-Davies, 2014) and their style of attribution (Simms, 2014; 

Webb, 2017). Teachers’ expectation and the way they attribute a situation leads to 

their subsequent actions taken to resolve the problems framed (Weiner, 1986).  

This section discusses the expressed reflections of the two cases, with 

special attention given to their expectations and attributions, as well as their 

actions are taken to resolve the problems framed. Both teachers mention several 

aspects as they reflect on their practices: 1) process of learning and teaching; 2) 

collaboration with paraprofessionals; and 3) arrangement of time and resources.  

Process of learning and teaching. Applying Schön (1987), Hammel and 

her colleagues’ (2016) concept of reflection, Andy and Ben reflect during and 

after each lesson on their practices. They compare their students’ performance 

against their expectations. When there is a discrepancy between the two, both 

teachers frame it as a problem. The teachers take action to resolve the problems 

either immediately after they have identified the problems or in the following 

lessons. Findings suggest that the two teachers have different expectations of the 

students’ performance. Such difference is largely influenced by their perceptions 

of the purposes of music education for students with SID, and their roles as music 

teachers. It is also found that the teachers attribute the identified problems 
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differently, and thus lead to diverse ways to resolve the problems (Weiner, 1986; 

2012). Teachers’ style of attribution influences their practices.  

Andy believes that providing adaptations to increase students’ active 

participation in music activities is essential in music education. When Andy’s 

students are not engaged, he expresses his disappointment. He then modifies the 

activities and materials to improve the situation. For example, Student A1 was not 

fully engaged in the composing activity, and Andy varied some musical elements 

of the music played to attract the awareness of the student and provided the 

student with more choices of timbres. Moreover, when students show interest or 

positive responses in the learning materials and activities, instead of being content 

with the situation, Andy keeps thinking about ways to further motivate the 

students. For example, when Students A5 and A7 slightly moved their arms when 

stimulated by the Soundbrenner Pulse, Andy attached bells to their wrists in 

addition to the device aiming at motivating the students to make some musical 

sounds from the bells. He also arranged other students with the opportunities to 

experience the vibration along with the music played in the subsequent lesson. 

Andy reflects during and after the lessons on his practices, and he perceives that it 

is his responsibility to provide adaptations. He is ready to make any changes to 

facilitate his students’ active participation in music activities. He attributes the 
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disengagement of his students’ learning to his instructional strategies that need 

revision. The attribution style of Andy is internal and controllable; thus, he is 

willing to make an effort to change his instructions and the materials to facilitate 

students’ music learning (Weiner, 2010).  

Ben stresses the promotion of students’ extra-musical development. 

Besides enticing the social responses of students, he pays extra attention to 

students’ behavior. When reflecting on the process of teaching and learning, he 

comments on the non-compliance of his students, and suggests ways to keep them 

under control. For example, he assigned Student B2 to share an instrument with 

another student to avoid him throwing the instrument away. He also modified the 

activity to keep Student B6 on the seat. Ben believes that students should stay on 

task in music lessons. When students show little or no interest in the music 

activities or materials, he either requests for help from the teaching assistants or 

stops proceeding to the next activity. For example, Student B5 did not engage 

when he was given a BIGmack communicator; Ben asked a teaching assistant to 

monitor the student’s behavior. When he anticipated that the students might be out 

of control, he gave up the planned composing activity. Ben attributes his students’ 

disengagement in activities to external factors such as students’ misbehavior or 

lack of interests. He believes that he has little control over the situation, and the 
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measure he can take is to ask for help from the assistants (Weiner, 2010). Instead 

of adjusting the instructional strategies, Ben refrains from proceeding to the 

composing activity to avoid losing control. His perceptions affect the problems 

framed, and his attributions influence the actions taken to resolve the problems. 

Collaboration with supporting personnel. Teachers develop their 

identities according to the context they are in and their relationships with the 

people in that context (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Rodgers & Scott, 2008). 

Their identities influence the perceptions of their roles as music teachers (Handler, 

2010; York-Barr & Duke, 2004;York-Barr et al., 2005). The two teachers display 

differences in their perceived roles of music teachers, as well as those of the 

teaching assistants, thereby affecting their expectations of the support provided by 

the teaching assistants, and the way they collaborate with them (Vincett et al., 

2005).  

Andy perceives that it is music teachers’ responsibility to educate 

paraprofessionals so that they understand what support to provide for the students. 

Andy empowers the teaching assistant to guide the students and their carers in 

supporting the students. For example, Andy briefed Amy before lessons about 

how she might guide the students and lead the carers to provide support in a group 

activity. Besides, Andy communicates with the carers about what responses of 
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students they should pay attention to in the music activities. He evaluates the 

measures taken by them in fostering students’ music learning. For example, Andy 

explained to the carers about how to support and evaluate the learning of the 

students in one lesson and found out that they lacked the musicianship to follow. 

He then arranged IT equipment in the following lesson to ensure the carers could 

provide appropriate support for the students without worrying about their lack of 

musicianship. Andy perceives the supporting personnel a critical part of the 

education team, and it is his role and responsibility as a team leader to guide the 

paraprofessionals in facilitating the students’ learning (Abbott et al., 2011; Vincett 

et al., 2005). He attributes the problems of lack of musicianship of the 

paraprofessionals to internal and controllable factors that he can resolve. 

Therefore he employs some IT devices to resolve the situations. Through 

reflective practices, Andy frames the problem (Hammel, et al., 2016; Schön, 

1987), together with his style of attribution, influence the subsequent actions 

taken to resolve the issues identified (Weiner, 2010; 2012) 

Unlike Andy, Ben perceives that teachers and teaching assistants have 

their own definite and distinct roles that cannot be changed easily. Ben reckons 

that teaching assistants are to take care of students’ basic needs, manage their 

behaviors, and prompt them to respond in specific ways expected by the teacher, 
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while music teachers’ duties are to deliver the curriculum content, facilitate 

students’ general functioning and provide them with enjoyment through musical 

activities. He relies on the assistants to manage students’ behavior so that he can 

conduct his teaching. Since Ben perceives a clear division of labor between 

teachers and assistants, it becomes unnecessary for him to educate or empower the 

teaching assistants. The assistants are expected to follow his directions in class. 

Whenever the assistants are busy with their duties, Ben perceives that there is a 

lack of manpower, and he frames that as a problem.  

Interestingly, he takes no action to resolve the problem. It is probably 

because of Ben attributing the problem to external factors of which he can hardly 

control. Since he perceives the roles of teaching assistants are distinct from his, 

and the collaborative relationship is a clear division of labor, therefore, when the 

assistants have to perform their duties, such as taking students to the toilet or 

feeding students with water, the manpower in the classroom is perceived to be in 

shortage. It is difficult to resolve such a problem because he will not stop the 

assistants from performing their designated duties, nor will he perform duties out 

of his perceived scope. Hence, the only way to resolve the situation is to give up 

the activities that are perceived to require more manpower, such as creative 

activities. Since Ben pays more attention to the behavior management of students, 
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his reflection tends to focus on the measures taken to keep control of students’ 

behavior. He attributes students’ proper behaviors to external help. His style of 

attribution limits him from exploring the possibility of adjusting his instructional 

design (Weiner, 2010).  

Findings suggest that the two teachers have diverse expectations of the 

teaching assistants’ roles and how the assistants may collaborate with them. Andy 

frames the carers’ lack of musicianship as a problem. Since he attributes this 

problem as internal and controllable, he looks at solutions to solve the problem 

(Weiner, 2012). While Ben frames the lack of manpower as a problem, but he 

attributes the problem as external and uncontrollable, thus does not attempt to 

change the situation (Weiner, 2012).   

Arrangement of time and resources. The two teachers show diverse 

practices in the way they respond to the organizational factors of the school, such 

as time-tabling. Andy perceives that it is his responsibility to make 

accommodations of the time table so that all of his students can attend music 

lessons. He attributes the situation to internal and controllable factors that he can 

resolve. For example, he reports that he has arranged individual sessions for 

Student A5 who misses out music lessons regularly due to time clashes with other 

therapy sessions. He also reschedules the time of music lessons so that the student 
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can attend music lessons with her peers in class. When Andy reflects on the 

practice and the progress of Student A5, he expresses that he will consider 

occasional rescheduling lesson time to include the student. The performance of 

students motivates Andy to take the same action in the future (Schön, 2017).  

Unlike Andy, Ben believes that the lesson time is already scheduled by the 

school that he has no room to make any adjustments. He attributes the situation to 

external factors, of which he has little or no control. Therefore, even though he 

complains about having short lesson time to understand his students, and the 

teaching assistants have to spend too much time taking care of the students’ basic 

needs during his lessons, he has not attempted to resolve the situation. He 

expresses in his reflections that little can be done. He has no motivation to adjust 

the organizational factors. Andy and Ben have expressed in their reflections, 

similar problems framed, but their different attributions lead to their different 

actions taken to resolve the problem (Weiner, 2010). It suggests that teachers’ 

reflections may not necessarily lead to the improvement of their practices as 

suggested in previous literature (Hammel, et al., 2016; Schön, 1987) one has to 

consider the teachers’ perceptions and their attributions when they reflect on their 

practices. 
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Teachers’ Perceptions, Practices and Reflections Inter-related 

Findings suggest that music teachers’ perceptions, practices, and 

reflections are inter-related with one another. For example, teachers’ perceptions 

of the purposes and priorities of music education affect the setting of learning 

objectives and evaluation of their students’ learning. Andy, who focuses more on 

music learning of students, set both music and extra-musical learning objectives 

for his students, while Ben, who emphasizes more on students’ extra-musical 

development does not set musical goals for some students. He even comments 

that musical goals do not meet the needs of all students. Although both Andy and 

Ben express that students with SID are capable of learning music, only Andy 

evaluates the music learning performances of his students. He looks for students’ 

consistent responses upon listening to specific music stimuli and their intentional 

sound-making behaviors. Ben has low expectations of the music learning of his 

students that he mainly puts his emphases on students’ enjoyment and extra-

musical progress. He contents with students’ involvement in musical activities but 

cares less about their music learning outcomes. The findings support Good and 

Brophy (2018) that teachers’ expectations and perceptions affect their focus of 

attention and thereby influence the way they evaluate the learning of their students. 
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The findings further suggest that teachers’ perceptions affect not only their 

practices but also their reflections. Ben focuses on expressing his concerns about 

the misbehavior of his students in his reflections. He attributes their behaviors to 

inadequate manpower in class, a factor beyond his control. Therefore, he takes no 

action to resolve the problem. On the contrary, Andy perceives that the major 

purpose of music education for his students is to facilitate their music 

development, he has spent most of the time reflecting on the measures made to 

foster his students’ music learning. He attributes students’ music learning to his 

responsibility; therefore, he puts effort into thinking about how the curriculum 

may be adapted in the subsequent lessons. The two teachers’ attributions lead to 

their decisions made in the subsequent actions, as explained in Weiner’s 

attribution theory (1986; 2010). The findings indicate that teachers’ perceptions of 

the purposes of music education influence their focus of reflections, thereby 

affecting their decisions made and actions taken in the music lessons. 

Moreover, the two teachers’ perceptions of the music development of 

students with SID influence their provision of musical experiences for their 

students. Andy, who perceives that students’ music development is promoted 

through step by step guidance of music teachers. He accentuates students’ active 

participation in a variety of music activities. Therefore, he strives to enrich 
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students’ music experiences by making a range of adaptations. He designs 

structured sequences to guide his students through listening activities. He also 

adapts musical instruments and employs various kinds of IT devices to foster 

students’ active participation in music activities and their intentional music-

making behaviors. Ben, who perceives his students’ musical abilities develop 

naturally at their own pace, believes that music teachers should not push the 

development of students. In practice, the listening routines in Ben’s lessons 

involve repeated listening only, while the performing routines include no adapted 

instruments for his students. The only guidance used in the performing activities 

is the repeated demonstration of a rhythmic pattern on instruments. He believes 

that by providing music in the environment is adequate for fostering students’ 

music development. He uses IT equipment in his lessons, but the aim is to 

promote students’ enjoyment. It is clear that Andy and Ben’s reflections in 

facilitating the music development of their students vary. Andy reflects on the 

ways to refine the adaptations for his students, while Ben expresses that his 

students need more time for their music development. Again, the finding concurs 

with previous literature about the relations between teachers’ perceptions and 

practices (Good & Brophy, 2018). Moreover, it suggests that teachers’ 
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perceptions affect their reflections, which lead to their decisions and actions in the 

classrooms. 

The perceptions of music teachers’ roles also affect their interactions with 

the students and the teaching assistants. Andy perceives that his role as a music 

teacher is to adapt the music curriculum based on individual students’ needs. He 

treats the paraprofessionals as part of the education team to foster students’ music 

learning. Hence, when providing music learning opportunities, he focuses on 

inviting students’ spontaneous musical responses by making on-the-spot 

adaptations with the support of paraprofessionals. Ben, however, perceives that 

his role is to execute the music curriculum with the help of teaching assistants. 

Therefore, even though he complains about the inappropriateness of the planned 

curriculum, he does not modify his plan. He relies on the help of the teaching 

assistants to prompt the students for specific responses. Andy and Ben’s 

reflections on their collaborations with the teaching assistants align with their 

perceptions of the roles of music teachers. Andy reflects on refining the support 

he may provide for the supporting personnel and the way he may change the class 

schedule to accommodate his students’ needs, while Ben only complains about 

factors that he perceived as beyond his control, such as the lack of manpower and 

the limited time of the music lessons. It suggests that teachers’ identities affect 
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their perceived roles (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009). The way music teachers 

perceive their identities and roles affect their focus of attention in the process of 

their reflections (Schön, 1987; 2017).  

Summary  

The findings of this study suggest that the perceptions, practices, and 

reflections of music teachers are closely related to one another in the context of 

adaptations of music curriculum for students with SID. The findings indicate that 

teachers’ perceptions and expectations do not only influence their practices as 

proposed in the literature (Burnard, 2008; Burnard, Dillon, Rusinek & Saether, 

2008; Good & Brophy, 2018; Jones, 2015; Rubie-Davies, 2014), but also 

affecting teachers’ focus of reflections. Schön (1987) highlights the importance of 

the framing of problems before teachers can effectively deal with situations they 

consider problematic. Hammel et al. (2016) accentuate that music teachers should 

engage in reflective practices during and after music lessons to improve their 

teaching. Nevertheless, the findings of this study suggest that it is also essential to 

pay attention to music teachers’ reflections, in particular, their attribution of the 

problems framed. Resonating Weiner’s attribution theory (1986; 2010; 2012), 

teachers’ style of attribution is a crucial factor affecting teachers’ decisions made 

and actions taken to resolve the problems they identified. Findings also suggest 
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that teachers’ reflections upon their practices may not necessarily help improve 

teachers’ practices as suggested in Bolton (2014) if their focus of reflections, the 

framing of problems, and attributions are not pinpointing the core issues. Teachers 

may consolidate their held-on beliefs, thus resulting in even more rigidity in their 

practices.  

Besides, as the literature suggests, music teachers’ perceived identity 

influences their respective roles (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Rodgers & Scott, 

2008). Music teachers who perceive themselves as a music educator may be very 

different from those who perceive themselves as a special educator. Ockelford 

(2008) found that special educators tend to focus more on the extra-musical 

progress of students, while VanWeelden and Whipple’s study (2014b) reveals that 

music teachers also emphasize the extra-musical learning of students with 

intellectual disabilities. It suggests that the identity of special music educators 

may shift depending on their perceptions, thereby leading to their focus leaning 

towards the general development of students. 

Literature suggests that teachers’ perceptions can be influenced by their 

professional training and experiences (Good & Brophy, 2018; Underwood & 

Gregory, 2001). Professional training in special music education is in demand 

among music teachers of students with disabilities. They reckon that only music-
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specific special education training can better prepare them to teach music to 

students with special needs (Salvador, 2010; VanWeelden & Whipple, 2014a). 

Nonetheless, the findings of this study show that teachers with a similar 

background in special music education are diverse in their perceptions and 

practices. It implies that professional training of music teachers is not a critical 

factor affecting their perceptions and practices.   
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 

 This study aims to explore the perceptions, practices, and reflections of 

music teachers in the adaptations of the music curriculum for students with SID in 

special schools in Hong Kong. This chapter concludes the study by presenting the 

summary of its analyses and contributions, intending to answer the four research 

questions: 1) How do music teachers perceive music education for students with 

SID in Hong Kong special schools? 2) What are the observed practices of music 

teachers in curriculum adaptation in Hong Kong special schools for students with 

SID? 3) What are the expressed reflections of music teachers on their practices of 

curriculum adaptation? 4) How are these perceptions, practices, and reflections of 

music teachers inter-related with one another? Then the limitations and 

suggestions of this study are described, followed by the implications for 

policymakers, teacher educators, and music teachers in special schools. 

Recommendations for directions for future research are offered in the last section. 

Conclusion 

 This study reveals the professional training and perceptions of music 

teachers of students with SID in Hong Kong special schools. Findings suggest that 

most teachers have similar perceptions and views about the purposes of music 

education and the rationale of music curriculum for students with SID. They 
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reckon that the major purposes of music education include fostering students’ 

extra-musical development and promoting their musical interests and enjoyment. 

Many of them consider developing music abilities less important for students with 

SID. It concurs with previous studies that music teachers, whether they are special 

educators or music educators, focus more on the extra-musical development of 

students with intellectual disabilities (Ockelford, 2008; VanWeelden & Whipple, 

2014b). Most teachers rate music teaching for their students difficult because the 

central music curriculum is inapplicable for the students, and therefore high levels 

of adaptations are necessary. They express that the professional training for music 

teachers is inadequate, and the references are scant, which seems to be a common 

issue in the field of special music education (Hammel & Hourigan, 2017; 

Salvador, 2010; VanWeelden & Whipple, 2014a).  

In order to gain more understanding about the issue, this study also 

investigates the perceptions, practices, and reflections of two music teachers who 

have comparable backgrounds in a special school for students with SID in Hong 

Kong. The two teachers adapt the central music curriculum for their students 

based on their perceptions of the purposes of music education, the music learning 

of students with SID, the focus of music curriculum for the students, and their 

roles as music teachers. Findings suggest that despite the similar backgrounds of 
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the two special music educators, their practices in the adaptations of music 

curriculum are diverse. The diversities between them are reflected in their 

perceptions of the learning priorities and music development of students with SID. 

Together with the varied views of their roles as music teachers, they display 

distinct attribution styles and expectations of students’ learning, which affect the 

problems they frame when they reflect upon their practices. Such differences lead 

to different subsequent actions in the adaptations of the music curriculum.  

Previous studies accentuate the professional training in special music 

education for music teachers of students with disabilities (Hammel & Hourigan, 

2017; Jellison & Taylor, 2007; Salvador, 2010; VanWeelden & Whipple, 2014a). 

However, this study indicates that professional training and experiences are not 

the most significant factors influencing music teachers’ practices. Factors, such as 

attributions and framing of problems, are more critical in affecting music 

teachers’ focus of attention, decisions, and actions in the music classrooms. 

Nevertheless, it is not to deny the importance of professional training in special 

music education, but the components to be included in music teachers’ training.   

 Resources in special music education have been limited. Most references 

are for those who teach students with milder forms of disabilities in inclusive 

settings (Darrow & Adamek, 2018; Hammel & Hourigan, 2017; Whipple & 
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VanWeelden, 2012); references for teachers of students with severe disabilities 

are scarce (SoI, 2018). By collecting some good practices of the two special music 

educators, this study provides references for music teachers of students with SID 

in special education settings. These strategies cover the aspects of planning and 

structure of music lessons, design of music activities, instructional strategies, 

adaptations of music materials, assessments of learning, and collaboration with 

paraprofessionals. It also gives insights to special music educators as they reflect 

on their practices.  

Limitations and Suggestions 

 It is impossible to eliminate all limitations of a study disregarding how 

carefully the study is designed (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2012).  This study is no 

exception.  There are limitations in the design of this study that need to be 

acknowledged.  

 This study adopts a qualitatively-driven mixed-method design in which the 

data about teachers’ perceptions have been collected mainly through online 

surveys and interviews. It is difficult to verify if the teachers have disclosed their 

views without reservations. In order to encourage teachers to express their 

thoughts freely, some open-ended questions have been added to the online survey 

so that they can supply information not included in the questionnaire. As for the 
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two cases, confidentiality has been reassured before and after each interview to 

encourage their expression. Adequate time has also been given to the teachers for 

their preparation before they talk about their views. Besides, they are reminded 

that corrections of their expression can be made anytime they find necessary. The 

researcher has tried not to make any comments on the teachers’ expressions other 

than paraphrasing their ideas at times when clarifications are needed. The 

researcher’s language has been self-checked consciously to ensure that the 

teachers have not been influenced. Should more time and resources can be 

arranged, reflective journals may be used to allow more time for teachers’ 

contemplation and reflections besides the interviews so that an even more in-

depth understanding of the teachers’ concerns and perceptions result.  

 The two cases are selected purposefully in order to provide the most 

insights to the topic studied. Both teachers teach at the same key stage, with the 

same topic, and at the same school. They are both trained to be music educators 

who also receive training in special education and music therapy. The teachers are 

not typical cases that represent most music teachers in special schools for students 

with SID in Hong Kong, but since it is not the aim of the study to look for 

generality, their uniqueness is being valued more. This study sheds light on how 

music teachers in other special schools may adapt the central music curriculum for 
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their students with SID. In case when difficulties most music teachers encounter 

in the field are to be explored, other cases can be invited alongside the two cases 

investigated to provide more information about the general phenomenon of music 

education for students with SID in Hong Kong.  

With limitations in time and resources, only the topic of ostinato in three 

lessons of one key stage has been observed.  The adaptation and implementation 

of the full curriculum at other key stages have to be excluded, and how the 

changes in music teachers’ perceptions influence their practices and reflections 

cannot be evaluated. Students’ musical development could not be examined either. 

Should there be more time to follow the adaptations of the full music curriculum, 

not only could the connection between various topics in each key stage be studied, 

but teachers’ professional growth through the process of curriculum adaptations 

could also be explored.  

 Since the study involves students with SID, who have minimal ways of 

expression, it is difficult to interview them and collect information about their 

subjective experiences in music learning and curriculum adaptations. All the 

evaluations could only be based on the report from music teachers and the 

researcher’s observations. Some students’ absence from school during some of the 

lessons observed has made the evaluations more difficult. It will be a credit if 
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more time is available to follow students’ music learning progress across different 

settings. Since students’ learning of music is not limited to music lessons, and 

students’ music learning outcomes can be expressed in settings outside the music 

classrooms, more understanding about the music development of students with 

SID may be gained. 

Implications 

 Through examining music teachers’ perceptions, practices, and reflections 

in the context of music curriculum adaptation, this study suggests a conceptual 

framework in understanding the relationships among these three aspects. The 

study also contributes to special music education in various ways, including 

suggestions for policymakers, teacher educators, and classroom teaching and 

learning.  

 Implications for policymakers. Special music education is an area of 

expertise that requires highly specialized skills, such as structuring music lessons, 

designing music activities, engineering music environments adapting music 

materials, and evaluating music learning progress. When the principle of “One 

curriculum framework for all” (EDB, 2018a) is upheld, music teachers have to 

adapt the central music curriculum to meet the learning needs of students with 

SID. However, since most music teachers in special schools for students with SID 
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are not music specialists, it is already hard for them to comprehend the content of 

the curriculum, let alone to adapt the curriculum when subject-specific guidance 

and professional training are barely available. It may be a suitable time for 

policymakers to deliberate if the specialized teaching policy should be enforced in 

special schools soon.   

  Furthermore, while teachers have experienced significant difficulties in 

adapting the central music curriculum, which is highly inapplicable for students 

with SID, policymakers may have to contemplate if a refinement of the music 

curriculum for students with SID has to be made. Such refinement should make 

reference to evidence-based musical development framework, for example, the 

Sounds of Intent framework (SoI, 2018), instead of following a curriculum that is 

designed initially for ordinary students.  

 Implications for teacher educators. Currently, there is no official 

training in music-specific special education programs provided by any local 

institutions in Hong Kong. In order for music teachers of students in special 

schools to be capable and confident to adapt the central music curriculum for their 

students, institutions should consider developing training programs for special 

music educators. Special music education involves training in musical skills and 

knowledge, music pedagogy, and special education. Studies have been suggesting 
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that special music educators need specialized training (Hammel & Hourigan, 2017; 

Salvador, 2010; VanWeelden & Whipple, 2014a), therefore one cannot assume 

music teachers without training in any of these areas would be competent and 

confident enough to appropriately adapt and implement the music curriculum for 

students in special schools. If students with special needs are to receive music 

education that is meaningful to them, professional training for special music 

educators is essential. Also, courses with elements of reflective practices should 

be included to encourage special music educators to be reflective of their practices 

(Hammel et al., 2016; Hourigan, 2009). Besides professional development 

programs, more evidence-based references and resources on special music 

education, in particular, music learning for students with SID should be 

introduced to music teachers, for example, the Sounds of Intent framework (SoI, 

2018). 

 Implications for classroom music teaching and learning. This study 

gives music teachers suggestions about how the central music curriculum may be 

adapted, including areas such as the setting of music learning objectives, planning 

of music lessons, designing of music activities, employment of instructional 

strategies, adaptations of music materials, evaluation of music learning, and 

collaboration with supporting personnel. Beside, teachers are recommended to 
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consciously reflect on their practices regarding their perceptions, style of 

attribution, and expectations, and how such factors may influence their practices. 

It is also recommended that music teachers should create a community of 

practices among fellow music teachers with special music educators being 

facilitators so that good practices can be shared and difficulties encountered can 

be discussed and solved collectively. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

 Concerning the findings and limitations of the study, some suggestions for 

possible directions for further research are made. The findings suggest that the 

perceptions, practices, and reflections of music teachers are inter-related with one 

another; however, are there any mediators among these aspects that further 

influence the inter-relatedness among the three aspects? For example, teacher-

student relationships, school policies, school culture, parents’ expectations. 

Further research could be conducted to explore these factors for the refinement of 

the analytical framework.   

 Second, this study is related to the adaptation of music curriculum, 

whether it shows similar findings if the context is changed to curriculum 

adaptation for other subjects, such as visual arts, physical education, or language 

studies. It is worthwhile to investigate if the analytical framework has any 
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uniqueness about subjects that require high levels of subject knowledge and skills, 

such as music.   

 Third, the study looks into curriculum adaptation for students with SID.  

Further study could explore how the curriculum can be adapted for students with 

other special needs at various key stages in special schools. It may even be 

extended to look at how teachers adapt the curriculum for individual students with 

special needs in inclusive settings, and what other factors influence the process of 

curriculum adaptation in different settings.   

 Fourth, the topic studied is limited to ostinato only; it is worthwhile to 

investigate if similar findings could be found if other topics are involved. 

Different teaching strategies may be found, and other learning theories may be 

used to explain teachers’ practices. 

 Fifth, because of limited time and resources, only three lessons could be 

observed in this study. Further research could be conducted to study the 

adaptations of the full curriculum so that changes in teachers’ perceptions and 

practices, and their professional growth could be examined. 

Sixth, longitudinal studies of the musical development of students with 

disabilities could be explored. Regarding the Sounds of Intent framework (2018), 

measurement tools such as scales of music development could be developed to 
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provide music teachers of students with special needs local reference to guide 

teachers in the setting of music learning objectives.  

 Seventh, this study purposefully selects participants who have received 

training in both music education and special education. Although the two cases 

provide valuable insights to music teaching and learning for students with SID, 

they do not represent the general population of music teachers in special schools 

for students with SID. In order to better understand the phenomenon of music 

education for students with SID in special schools in Hong Kong, further study 

could be conducted to explore the difficulties and problems music teachers 

perceive and encounter in their daily practices. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A 

 

Interview Guide (Pilot) 

 

1. What do you think are the aims and purposes of music education for 

students with SID? 

 

2. In terms of content, how may the central music curriculum be adapted for 

students with SID? 

 

3. In terms of lesson time, how do you think the school may arrange in order 

to meet the learning needs of students with SID? 

 

4. What musical concepts do you think should be included in the adapted 

music curriculum for students with SID? 

 

5. What distinguishing features should be included in the adapted music 

curriculum for students with SID? 

 

6. How may the instructional strategies be adapted? 

 

7. How may the learning materials be adapted? 

 

8. How may the assessments be adapted? 

 

9. Other issues related to music education for students with SID in special 

schools. 
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Appendix B 

 

Class Observation Guide (Pilot) 

 

 

1. Physical environment:  

 

 

2. Instructional strategies: 

 

 

3. Arrangement of learning activities: 

 

 

4. Learning materials: 

 

 

5. Teacher-student interactions: 

 

 

6. Others: 
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Appendix C  

 

Online Survey for Music Teachers of Special Schools for Children with 

Severe Intellectual Disabilities 

 

I am a postgraduate student from the Department of Education Studies of the 

Hong Kong Baptist University.  I am conducting a research project about the 

music education of children with severe intellectual disabilities (SID) in Hong 

Kong and would like to invite music teachers from special schools for children 

with SID to participate.  

 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the perceptions and practices of music 

teachers in the adaptations of music curriculum for children with SID.  Your 

participation is of high importance to the development of music education in 

special schools of Hong Kong.  

 

You are invited to participate in the online survey as below.  The purpose of the 

survey is to collect information related to the education background, teaching 

experiences and views about music education for children with SID of music 

teachers. The data will be collected from October to November 2017.  

 

There is no known risk to this procedure.  Your participation is entirely voluntary.  

Please indicate your decision to participate in this survey by filling your email 

address in the area provided below.  This email address may be used for contact in 

case the information provided needs clarification.  Should you meet the selection 

criteria of the case study of this research, you may also receive an email invitation 

at a later stage. 

 

All information obtained from this online survey will be used for research 

purposes only.  You will not be identified by name in any report of the completed 

study.  Questionnaires completed by participants will be destroyed upon the 

completion of the study.  Your help is very much appreciated. 
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嚴重智障兒童學校音樂教師意見調查 

 

您好！我是來自香港浸會大學教育學系的研究生，現正進行一項有關嚴重智障兒童

音樂教育的研究。現誠意邀請特殊學校(嚴重智障兒童學校)的音樂教師參與。 

 

是次研究旨在探討本港音樂教師對嚴重智障兒童音樂教育的觀感及實踐。您的參與

對本港特殊兒童音樂教育發展有重要的幫助。 

 

現在請您填寫網上問卷，此問卷旨在收集音樂教師的教育背境，教學經驗和對嚴重

智障兒童音樂教育的看法。資料將於 2017 年 10 月至 11 月期間收集。 

 

是次調查並無任何可預期的風險， 您的參與亦純屬自願性質。願意參與問券調查

的音樂教師請於下方填寫電郵地址。此地址或用作日後跟進之用。若您合乎此研究

的個案選取條件，您或會收到電郵，邀請您作進一步的訪談。 

 

所有資料只用於本研究並會於研究完成後銷毀，您所提供的所有內容亦絕對保密。

感謝您的參與。 

 

(一) 有關您的音樂教學工作 About your work as a music teacher. 

(請選擇一項您認為最適合的答案。) (Please choose the most suitable answers.) 

 

1.1 您現正服務以下哪所嚴重智障兒童學校？At which of the following schools are 

you teaching? 

 明愛樂勤學校 Caritas Lok Kan School 

 明愛樂義學校 Caritas Lok Yi School 

 明愛賽馬會樂仁學校 Caritas Jockey Club Lok Yan School 

 香港心理衛生會–臻和學校 The Mental Health Association of Hong Kong - 

Cornwall School 

 慈恩學校 Chi Yun School 

 匡智松嶺第二校 Hong Chi Pinehill No.2 School 

 匡智松嶺第三校 Hong Chi Pinehill No.3 School 

 保良局陳百強伉儷青衣學校 Po Leung Kuk Mr. & Mrs. Chan Pak Keung Tsing 

Yi School 
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 保良局羅氏信託學校 Po Leung Kuk Law's Foundation School 

 靈實恩光學校 Haven of Hope Sunnyside School 

 

1.2 您是否於上述學校擔任全職教師？Are you teaching full-time at the above school? 

 是，我是全職教師 Yes, I teach full-time at the above school. 

 不是，我是兼職教師 No, I teach part-time at the above school. 

 

1.3 您於 2017-18 年度有否任教音樂科？Do you teach music in 2017-18 year? 

 有，任教基礎(小學至初中)音樂科課程 Yes, I teach music at basic education 

levels (P.1 to S.3). 

 有，任教高中音樂科課程 Yes, I teach music at senior secondary levels. 

 有，同時任教基礎及高中音樂科課程 Yes, I teach at both basic education and 

senior secondary levels 

 

1.4 除音樂科以外，您於 2017-18 年度有否任教其他科目？Besides music, do you 

also teach other subjects? 

 沒有，我專職任教音樂科 No, I only teach music. 

 有，我同時任教其他一科 Yes, I also teach another subject. 

 有，我同時任教其他兩科或以上 Yes, I also teach 2 or more other subjects. 

 

1.5 您於 2017-18 年度平均一週有多少節音樂課？How many music lessons per week 

do you teach in the year of 2017-18? 

 1-3 節 1-3 lessons 

 4-6 節 4-6 lessons 

 7-9 節 7-9 lessons 

 10 節或以上 10 lessons or above 

 

1.6 您是否擔任  貴校的音樂科主任？ Are you the subject leader of music education of 

your school? 

 是，我擔任音樂科主任 Yes, I am the subject leader of music education. 

 不是，我沒有擔任音樂科主任 No, I am not the subject leader of music 

education. 
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(二) 有關您對特殊學校音樂教育的看法 About your views of music education in 

special schools. 

(請按您的同意度選擇一項您認為最適合的答案。) (Please choose one option according to the 

degree you agree with the statements.) 

 

2.1 您認為音樂教育對嚴重智障兒童有多重要？How important do you regard music 

education is for students with SID? 

    1  2  3  4 

 毫不重要          非常重要 

 not important     highly important 

 

2.2 您認為香港教育局的音樂科課程指引(小一至中三)是否適合嚴重智障兒童？How 

do you rate the applicability of the Music Curriculum Guide (P.1 - S.3) for students with 

SID? 

    1  2  3  4 

 毫不適合          非常適合 

 not applicable     highly applicable 

 

2.3 根據香港教育局的音樂科課程指引(小一至中三)，您認為以下的項目對嚴重智

障兒童的音樂教育有多重要？According to the Music Curriculum Guide (P.1 - S.3), 

how important do you rate the following aims for students with SID? 

 

                   １             ２             ３            ４  

發展創造力和評賞音樂的能力

Develop creativity, the ability to 

appreciate music and to effectively 

communicate through music 

 

毫不                   非常 

重要                                                         重要 

not                                                           highly 

important                                              important 

  

培養美感及對文化的認識 

Nurture aesthetic sensitivity and 

cultural understandings 

 

毫不                   非常 

重要                                                         重要 

not                                                           highly 

important                                              important 

  

發展音樂技能和建構音樂知識

Develop music skills, construct 

knowledge in music, and cultivate 

positive values and attitudes 

毫不                   非常 

重要                                                         重要 

not                                                           highly 
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 important                                              important 

  

透過參與音樂活動獲得享受及滿足

Gain enjoyment and satisfaction 

through participating in music 

activities 

 

毫不                   非常 

重要                                                         重要 

not                                                           highly 

important                                              important 

  

培養對音樂的終身興趣 

Pursue a life-long interest in and the 

valuing of music 

 

毫不                   非常 

重要                                                         重要 

not                                                           highly 

important                                              important 

 

2.4 根據香港教育局的音樂科課程指引(小一至中三)，您認為以下的項目需要多少

調適才適合嚴重智障兒童？In your opinion, what level of adaptation is required in the 

following areas of the Music Curriculum Guide (P.1 - S.3) when teaching students with 

SID? 

 

 需要大量調適       需要少量調適     不需要調適 

high level of             low level of      no adaptation 

adaptation                 adaptation            required   

學習重點及目標 (如：第一學習

階段 - 發展音樂技能與過程：透

過背譜或讀譜方式發展歌唱及樂

器演奏的基本技巧)  

Learning targets and learning 

objectives 

 

                                           

音樂概念 (如：調性 - 大調、小

調、調式、無調性)  

Music concepts 

 

                                           

學與教策略 

Strategies of learning and teaching  

 

                                           

學習評估 

Assessment 

 

                                           

學與教資源 (如：樂器、資訊科

技設備及曲目等)  

Learning and teaching resources 
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2.6 整體而言，您認為嚴重智障兒童音樂教育之目的及作用為何？ In your opinion, 

what are the aims and purposes of music education for students with SID?  

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

(三) 有關您在特殊學校推行音樂教育的看法 About your views of music teaching in 

special schools for students with SID. 

(請按您的同意度選擇一項您認為最適合的答案。) (Please choose one option according to the 

degree you agree with the statements.) 

 

3.1 您認為在嚴重智障兒童學校推行音樂教育困難嗎？ How do you rate the difficulty 

of teaching music to students with SID in special schools? 

    1  2  3  4 

 非常容易          非常困難 

 very easy       very difficult 

 

3.2 以下幾項，哪些是您認為引致推行困難的因素？In your opinion, what are the 

reasons for the difficulties of music teaching in special schools for students with SID? 

 

                   １             ２             ３            ４  

整體學生能力太弱，很難設計合適

的音樂活動 In general, students’ 

level of abilities is too low that it is 

difficult to design music activities 

suitable for them 

 

非常                               非常 

不同意                                                        同意 

strongly                                                   strongly 

disagree                                                     agree 

班上學生能力參差，很難照顧個別

差異 Students have wide range of 

diversities that it is difficult to cater 

for their individual needs 

非常                               非常 

不同意                                                        同意 

strongly                                                   strongly 

disagree                                                     agree 

  

個別學生能力不平均 (如：認知能

力較肌能強)，很難評量學生的實

際學習成效 Individual students have 

uneven developmental profile (e.g. 

much higher cognitive functioning 

than physical ability) that it is 

difficult to evaluate their actual 

learning performance 

非常                               非常 

不同意                                                        同意 

strongly                                                   strongly 

disagree                                                     agree 
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教育局音樂科課程指引(小一至中

三)內容及學習目標不適合嚴重智

障兒童 The content and learning 

objectives fo the Music Curriculum 

Guide (P.1 - S.3) are not suitable 

for students with SID 

非常                               非常 

不同意                                                        同意 

strongly                                                   strongly 

disagree                                                     agree 

                                                 

缺乏專為嚴重智障兒童而設的音樂

課程 Lack of music curriculum 

specially designed for students with 

SID 

非常                               非常 

不同意                                                        同意 

strongly                                                   strongly 

disagree                                                     agree 

  

缺乏音樂課程調適的參考資料 

Lack of reference materials in music 

curriculum adaptations 

非常                               非常 

不同意                                                        同意 

strongly                                                   strongly 

disagree                                                     agree 

  

教師在音樂教育方面的培訓不足 

Teachers have inadequate 

professional training in music 

education 

非常                               非常 

不同意                                                        同意 

strongly                                                   strongly 

disagree                                                     agree 

  

教師在教育嚴重智障兒童方面的知

識不足 Teachers have inadequate 

training in education for students 

with SID 

非常                               非常 

不同意                                                        同意 

strongly                                                   strongly 

disagree                                                     agree 

  

學校投放在音樂教育的資源不足 

Inadequate resources invested in 

developing music education in 

special schools 

非常                               非常 

不同意                                                        同意 

strongly                                                   strongly 

disagree                                                     agree 

  

整體校本發展不重視音樂教育 

Music education is not the main 

concern of overall school 

development 

非常                               非常 

不同意                                                        同意 

strongly                                                   strongly 

disagree                                                     agree 

 

3.3 除上述的因素外，您認為還有哪些因素？請列出。Apart from the above reasons, 

are there any other reasons that contribute to the challenges? 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 
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3.4 以您服務的學校為例，您建議可如何改善特殊學校音樂教育的推行情況？Take 

you school as an example, what would you recommend to resolve the situation? 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

(四) 有關您的特殊音樂教育背境 About your music teaching experience in special 

schools. 

 (請按您的同意度選擇一項您認為最適合的答案。) (Please choose the most suitable answers.) 

 

4.1 您曾接受特殊教育訓練嗎？Have you received training in special education? 

 有，我擁有學士或以上特殊教育的學位 Yes, I have a bachelor degree or 

above in special education 

 有，我曾參與教育局或其他院校舉辦的特殊教育培訓課程 (30 小時或以上) 

Yes, I have received professional training in special education organized by the 

EDB or other tertiary institutions (30 training hours or above) 

 沒有，我並未接受任何特殊教育的訓練 No, I have not received any training in 

special education 

 

4.2 您曾學習音樂嗎？Have you learned music before? 

 有，我擁有學士或以上的音樂學位 Yes, I have a bachelor degree or above in 

music  

 有，我能演奏樂器 Yes, I can play musical instrument(s) 

 沒有，我從未學習音樂或樂器 No, I have not learned music nor can I play any 

musical instruments 

 

4.3 您曾接受過音樂教育訓練嗎？ Have you received teacher training in music 

education? 

 有，我擁有學士或以上音樂教育的學位 Yes, I have a bachelor degree or 

above in music education 

 有，我曾參與教育局舉辦的音樂教育課程 Yes, I have attended short courses 

in music education organized by the EDB 
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 有，我曾參與本地或外地院校或音樂教育機構舉辦的音樂教育課程 (如：香

港奧福音樂協會) Yes, I have attended short courses in music education 

organized by local or overseas music institutes (e.g. Hong Kong Orff Schulwerk 

Association) 

 沒有，我並未接受任何音樂教育訓練 No, I have not received any training in 

music education  

 

4.4 您任教嚴重智障兒童學校的經驗為： Your experience in teaching students with 

SID is: 

 少於一年 less than 1 year 

 一年至二年 1 to 2 years  

 三年至五年 3 to 5 years 

 六年至十年 6 to 10 years 

 十年以上 more than 10 years 

 

4.5 您於嚴重智障兒童學校任教音樂科的經驗為： Your music teaching experience in 

special schools for students with SID is: 

 少於一年 less than 1 year 

 一年至二年 1 to 2 years  

 三年至五年 3 to 5 years 

 六年至十年 6 to 10 years 

 十年以上 more than 10 years 

 

~ 問券完。謝謝。~ 

~ End of Survey.  Thank you. ~ 
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Appendix D 

 

Interview Protocol (Main Study: Music Teachers) 

 

Background 

1. Background of music training (instruments played, no. of years of music 

training, highest level of music training achieved) 

 

2. Music teaching experience (taught mainstream curriculum or not? no. of 

years teaching special populations; no. of years teaching students with SID) 

 

3. Background of music education training (highest level of music education 

training, other programs in music education) 

 

4. Background of music therapy training (highest level of music therapy 

training) 

 

5. Engagement in music activities (previous and current) 

 

6. Background of special education training (highest level special education 

training achieved) 

 

7. Background of special music education 

 

About music teachers’ views on students with SID and music learning 

1. How important do you think music education is for students with SID? 

Why? 

 

2. What do you think students with SID can achieve musically? 

 

3. What do you think students with SID can gain through music education at 

special schools in HK? 

About music teachers’ views on music education for students with SID 
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1. How do you understand music education and music therapy for students 

with SID? 

 

2. What do you think is the ideal music curriculum for students with SID of 

special schools in HK? 

 

About music teachers’ views on their roles 

1. Why do you teach students with SID? 

 

2. What do you think is the role of music teachers of students with SID? 

 

3. What is your role in this school as a music teacher of students with SID? 

 

About music teachers’ views on curriculum adaptation 

1. What do you think curriculum adaptation is? 

 

2. What do you think are the aims and purposes of music curriculum for 

students with SID? 

 

3. In what ways are adaptations necessary when implementing the central 

music curriculum? (e.g. learning objectives, content of learning, 

instructional strategies, learning materials, assessments) 

 

4. What are the difficulties you face in the process of curriculum adaptation? 

 

About music teachers’ views on their own professional development 

1. How would you comment on your own teaching of students with SID now 

and X years ago when you first started teaching them? 

 

2. What do you think are the factors contributing to the changes? 
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Appendix E 

 

Interview Protocol (Main Study: Teaching Assistants) 

 

1. What do you think are the aims and purposes of music curriculum for 

students with SID? 

 

2. As a teaching assistant, what role(s) are you taking in the music class? 

 

3. How important do you think your role is in the music class? 

 

4. Generally speaking, do you know clearly about the learning objectives of 

each student in your class? 

 

5. How well do you think the students achieve the learning objectives in each 

lesson? 

 

6. Do you think the students enjoy music lessons?  Why? 

 

7. Does the music teacher communicate with you before/during/after each 

lesson about how you may assist during class? 

 

8. Do you encounter any difficulties/problems assisting in music lessons? 

 

9. How do you expect the music teacher to collaborate with you?  How 

would you describe the most ideal collaborative relationship between 

music teacher and teaching assistant? 

 

10. Any other issues you want to let me know about your assistance in the 

music lessons? 
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Appendix F 

 

Pre- and Post-class Interview Protocol (Main Study: Music Teachers) 

 

Pre-class Interview 

 

1. What are the goals and objectives of this class? 

 

2. Why do you choose this topic? 

 

3. What adaptations have you made targeting at facilitating students’ learning? 

(content? teaching materials? strategies? assessments?) 

 

 

Post-class Interview 

 

1. Have your students achieved the learning objectives? 

 

2. Any unexpected learning outcomes observed? 

 

3. What are the successful points of this lesson? 

 

4. What are the difficulties/problems you encounter? 

 

5. How would you modify if you were to conduct this lesson again? 
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Appendix G 

 

Class Observation Protocol (Main Study) 

 

Classroom Environment 

1. How are equipment and furniture placed? 

2. How are students seated? 

3. How are helpers positioned? 

4. How teacher positions himself? 

5. Lighting? Atmosphere? 

 

Adaptations 

1. How are musical pieces adapted? 

2. How are instruments / teaching aids adapted? 

3. How are instructions adapted? 

4. How are learning activities adapted?  Learning sequence?  

 

Description of Students 

1. Physical presentations / mobility 

2. Diagnosis / disabilities 

3. Age / KS 

4. Class size 

 

Description of Helpers 

1. No. of helpers 

2. Role(s) 
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Date 

Interactions 

(Verbal / Physical / Gestural / Facial 

expressions) 

(Musical / Non-musical) 

 

Time / 

Activities 
Teacher Students Remarks 
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